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i FOREWORD

Tke Division of Science Education Development and Research (SEDR)
has supported a variety of research and development activities de-
signed to strengthen the Nation's system of science education. Since
its ektab,lishment in 1976 it has sought to increase both our under-
standing of and our techniques for improving education rh science .at
all levels and for 411 age groups. s

To that end, the Division has made funds available for research
projects designed° to generate nevi knowledge or to synthesize exist-

.ing ,knowledge about the science educatio'n process, and development
projects designed to 'produce, test, and disseminate innovative sci-
ence instruction. , 1

From February 5 through 7, 1981,2, SE-DR held 'a meeti g in Washing-
ton, D.C., of recent project directors, NSF staff, and ther selected
invitees. The bulk of this publication consists of the e ted texts of
the papers delivered by the invited speakers. Most of t e speakers
have been or currently- are grantees of this Division, and the range
of the toiSics is representative of the wide scope of the Division's,
activities.
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INTRODUCTION

;

In Science EdUcation, "research" and "development" sometimes tend
to be thought of as itherently separate, like Kipling's Eaet an&West.
The purpose of the 1981 Project Directors' Meeting 'was To encourage
the twain to meet."

Individual leaders in the, two fields had already begun a process of
rapprochement, anal their initial results have been encouraging. It
now is possible to begin to speak, as Dr. Tyler does in his keynote
address which follows, of "integrated research, development, diV-
semin'ation, and practice" in science education. Projects that success-
fully integrate the parts appear to enjoy significant advantages over
those that do not. Even the most reluctant convert will be impressed
by the benefits described by .Drs. Roy, Signellv McDermott, Robinson,
and Rowe in their discussion of "Projects that Integrate Science
Education. Research and Development: Benefits of Interactions afid
Costs of Missed Opportunities."

At the Meeting itself, the deyelopment community' listened- attentively
to what risearChers had to say to them through Drs. McGuihness,
Lochhead, and Carpenter; the research community was equally at-
tentive to ideas presented by developers Mehlinger and Hooper.
Dr. Lipson's description pf the 'natural clusters existing .within the
science and 'mathematics research and ZIevelopment communities, the
linkages'. that 'connect these two groups and the barriers that separate
them, provides a helpful cogriitive map of the entire area. It also
identifies in a useful way the sticky points that must be dealt with
before more effective and sustained interaction' can take place
betweem them. ' eo

Dr. ,Wirszup, in' his discussion of the science and mathematicg
achievements of the educeptional systems of the Eastern Bloc as com-
pared with the U.S., provides the imperative for fostering greeter
interaction 'between the fields., and Dr. 'Chipman closes th.e volume
by, providing heartening; evidence that institutional infras&uctures
are beginning to develoR so as to support constructive changes in
this area. -

Withojt being overly sanguine, I believe t he papers which follow
provicte a rational basis for-hoping that fut e science and malhe-
matiCs education,a1 developers will increasingly frame their projects in
the light shed by recent research, while searchers in these fields
will find' through the experiences' of the Nation's edUcational devel-

qpers a healthy anchor chain to r:eality:

The meeting reported herein not Only raises some important 9uestions
regarding,.linkages-,. it even offers some timely answers.

,

Walter L. Gillespie
Acting Assistant Director

for Science and Engineering Education
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AGENDA
SEDR PROJECT. DIRECTORS MEETINZ

February 5-7, 1981 -7 Shoreham Hotel, 'Washington, DO
. -

Thursday, February 5

8:30 a.m. Pre Session I

.12:30 p.m".: Pre-Session II

)

7:30 p.m.

4

. Plenary. Session I

Moderator:

Cognitive( Processes Group,
Organizer: Erik 'D. McWilliams

Program Manager,
RISE

Curriculum Development Software
Exchange
Organizer: -Gregg Edwards

Program Manager,
'DISE

1$

Joseph I. Lipson
Division Director, SEDR

Keynote Address: Ralph W. Tyler
Director Emeritus, Center for
Advanced Study' in the Behayrdral
Sciences

"Integrated Research, Development,
Dissemination, and Practice in
Science, Education"

Responses: Robert Karplus
Associate Director, Lawren9trleiall
of Science, University of
California, Berkelej , 4

Ronald Havelock . .

Professor of InformatiOn Study
American University

4
Announcements: Alexander J. Barton .-

Program Director, 'DISE, and General
Chairman of the 'Meeting



\9:,45 p.m. *Concurrent Video Presentations I

'I.
A. John M. Jobe - Oklahoma State

University, "An Actuary, What's'
That?" and "Mathematics in
Space"

B. Deliald R. Johnson University
of Wisconsin, "Video Systems
for Teaching Meteorology". .

C. Michael Fiasca Portland State
University, "Mt. St. Helens
Causes and Effects"

D. Merlyri J. Behr Northern
Illinois University, "Mani-
pulative Aids in the Learning

Rational NumberS"

E. Robert,, G. Fuller University
of Neeraska, "The TAkoma
Narrows Bridge Collapse
Videodisc Education"

..
F. Susan Rierper-Sacks Barnard

College, 'Hormonal Control and
Ring Dove Behaviv? _

Concurrent Poster Presentations I

6

Friday, February 6

8:30 a.m.. Plenary Session,

Moderator:
°

Address:

a

?

2 . Keveth A. Klivington
.° Prigram Officer.

A -, The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

Dr., Lipson -
Lee Wickline
Dir'ector, National Diffusion Network

"The Role of ....the National Diffusion
Network in Disseminating Educational
Innovations of Proved Utility"

Donald N..,Langenberg
Deputy Director, National Sciensce
Foundation

,
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10:30 a.m.

"HoW,the Sloan Foundation's
Science Education Programs Are
Created, Managed, and Monitored

Plerisary Session III

Panel, Presentation: "Projects That Integrate Science
Education Research. and Development:
Benefits of Lnteractions and Costs
of Missed Opportunities"

i .oderator: Rustum Roy ..0,
Director, Materials Research .

-
Laboratory, Pennsylvania State °

/

University

Panelists: Peter Signeli
Professor of Physics, _Michigan State
University

Lillian C. McDermott
Associate Professor of Physks
University of Washingtpn

James T. Robinson
Center for Educational Research ancl
Evaluation, BiOlogical Sciences
Curriculum Study Company, Inc.

Mary Budd Rowe ,
Professor of Ed ucatiOn, Unkiersity

` of Florida

12:45 p.m. Concurrent Poster ions II

1430 p.m. Concurrent. Video Presentations II (Repeat of
- Presentation l)

2:30 p.m. Plenary Session IV
. - 0

Moderator:. Robert F. Watson k

Deputy Division Director, SEDR

ttPanel Presentation:. "Current Targets of Opportunity"

A. "What Science/Math Education
Researchers Say to-the Develop-

, ment Community,"

4
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Panelists:

t

toy

Diane McGuinness
.Research Associate
Stanford University

John Lochhead
Director, Cognitive Development
Project
Department'of Ph.ysic,g and Agtronomy
University of- Massachugetts, Amherst

-Thomas P, Carpenter
Associate Profe'ssor ofc,
Currkci,LIum and Instruction
University of Wisconsin, Madison

B. "What Sciende/Matil Educatio
Developers Say tp the Rese
Community"

Panelists: Howard D. Mehlinger
Director, Social Studies '

- DeNielopment Center, Indiana UniVersity

Krigtina Hooper
s Assistant Professor of Psychology

University of California
Santa Cruz -

4

4:00 .p - Concurrent Poster-Presentation

5:00 p.m.

4

Concurrent Special Interest Sessions

Organizers:

Organizer: x

t

......4-
A. ,* Discussion .with Drs. Tyler;

Karplus, and FlIv4lock

B. Discussion with Drs. R9y, Signell,
McDermott, Robinson, and Rowe

C. Science Education in Informal
Settings

Rita N. Peterson
Program Director*, RISE

Carl J. Naegile
Program Manager, D'ISE

D. Technology Applied to Mathematics
Teaching

Dorothy K. Deringer .

Program Manager, DISE

XII
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ri, February 7

8:30 a.m. Plenary Session V

Moderator: Dr. Rita W. Peterson
;

, Dr. Watson'

"Issues of Interest to SEDR
Project Directors"

Qr. Lipson

"The Science/Math Research and
Development Wor.kers: How They
'taster, What Linkages Connect
Them, =What Barriers Separate Them."

Presentation:' "What Next? - Fostering Greater
Interaction Betviieent Science Education
Research and Development "

E. Tasks Facing R .84.D: Meeting
theNlaw SOviet C.hallehe in
Sciende EducPtion

-Izaak Wirszup
Professor,of MatheMaticd
University of Chicago

,,

9:45 a..m. Panel

,S Panelists: Dr. Wirszup
Susan Chipman ,
Assistant Director for Learning and

...

( DeVelopment, National institute of
Education

11_:_0_0_a_1LCOncur-rentSpeciali-nterest--Groups ----tlosingsessions
or

F. SEDR, Projects and theMedia

4

A

Richard Muldoon
NSF Public Information Officer

N . B. The word "Development" as. uscl(b-throughout this program refers ,to
that extended process,that includes developmenteper se, testing, and
evaruatiOn, revision, dissemination (may involve a teacher training,
component), utilization, and eventual. updating; I

t
.
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INTEGRATED RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DissarvilqAT ION
AND PRACTICE IN SCIENCE -- EDUCATION

Ralph W. Tyl r
Director, Emeri us

Center for Ativanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
c-

o

Dr. Ralph W. Tyler need no introduction to. anyone in
the educational communify,lothanks to his long record of
dedication to the many facets of educatiop. His cur:-
ricUlum vitae. reads like a history of the deelopnyent of
modern eduCation, with experience as a high school
teacher in -Pierre, South Dakota, to his 'present posi-

t . tions 'as Director Emeritus or the' Center for Advanced
Stucky in the Behavioral ..ScienCes,. Senior, Consultant et
Science Research Associates, Inc., and President of the

, Systerir Development Foundation. Born in . chicag9,
Dr. Tyler took two of his degrees in Nebraska, received
a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago, and\-served Jor
ten years as the Chairman of the Department .of Educa-
tion 'there. Dr. Tyler' Continues to remain current on the
Nation's probleMs connected with bringing education into
the Computer Age; and , his discernment of the key ele-
ments involved is the highlight of speech.

I

1 believe it is generally obvious that the potential contributions '
research and deVelopment activities' can make to the improvement of
edkational practice are far from fully realized., Two major_faCtors
contribute to /this large .gap between the possible and the 'actual.
There is no generally accepted coMprehensiv tutic.eption of the
dynamics of the various parts that mak research, development.,
Communications, and practice in 4inerican education; and these parts
are not functionally integrated. They are not even lboseLy_coupled.

'

Where People Learn About Science

Most commonly, discussions of .science education 'focus on' school and
college courses.. However,, both children and adults acquire their 1.

notions about! science from, experiepces in all sectors of, their-lives. ) k

The attitudeOand. beliefs of parents,. friends, and otherrespected
adults are influential. The mass media particularly televishon, pro-
vide information or misinformation, stimulate or dampen interests,.
and affect attitudes. Libraries and ilriuseums' are ipportant teachers
fOr some peciple. Schools and colleges have a major responsibility for
stimulating and guiding the science learning of children. and- youth,
but they provide only part of _the learning experibnces of most
people, mfend i.Pe' many cases only a minor part. lb seeking to, mProve

ef

I
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science education, the larger environMent shcluld be examined and
potentials for development explored. Very little, research and devel-
opment has been focused on the ,.learning outside of schools and
collebes.,

_ ,
,. ,.How Teachers View Research ,

./
... . ,

.; Even though 'many re:search and development activities involve
schools, class.room -. teachers generally do not expect to benefit

,. directly from the results -of research. This attitude arises from. 6
.c.teachers. per-ceptions that their problems area of little interest to

, researchers and frorn diSappointing etxperieRees ,with methods,
'Materials', and devices. . .

, ...
. . .

In our h'i6hly decentralized educational system, 'the teacher 'is most
directly accountable to 'the local authorities and to parents. As pro-
fessionals, teachers feel a set-4e of responsib,ility. to ieet the expec-
tations of the professional group with which, they iclentif but the
standaeds are those of:colleagues, not of Scientists or \-e- ucational
researchers. Parents and, boards,: of 'education' are more likely to
judge teachers by {he way discirrtine is handled and by comparative

)scores on standard tests than by the quality of science, teaching.
)r

The importance teachers attach to student discipline should not be
overlooked in designing learrling systems. 'In most classrooms, the
teacher is responsible for the instrtiction of on'e or mdre groups of
25-30 active students. The management of. a class to focus 'attention
on the sciences and to ensure that every student is actively involved
is a matter of great concern to almost all teachers. This problem hasv
been overlooked by many developers of methods, - materials, and
devices for science education.

Another factor Which has helped to produce in teachers a skeptical
or resistant attitude toward advice and recommendations from outside
the local school group has been the continuing pressure from special
interest groups. Some of these special interests are widely known,
including anti-evolution, air-age education, physical 'fitness, drug
an, alcohol prevention`, and schobl prayer. Many others are not' so
well known. Some of the gl-Cfups are well intentioned, but the cotese
of study .cannot have the necessary cumulative effect if new pieces
are being. forced into it without a. careful rAppraisel of the whole.
Because teact'Yere- recognize the dangers of responding to outside
pressures asking them to tinketith the 4,curriculum,.. many have

e-tdeveloped an attitudtifs skeptidism and rejection of all proposals
from external groups. Unless they- perceive the new ideas or Mate-
rials as useful, they have little interest in-trying to apply the ideas
or use the materials!

The individu'al teacher usually .welcoMes assistance with rspecific
problems, but not with problems that may exist elsewhere. Unfor-
tunately, because research seeks universal explanations for puzzling

'2
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phenonienac many educational 'researchers and developers have con-
sidered educational problems in genec.ak, terms./ ' For example, in the
1960s, programmed materials were deSieloped for use in both elemen-'
tar'y an.d secondary schools on the assumption that a common problem
was the Pack of carefully sequenced instructional materials. Several
'centers were -established, some supported by public funds and others
by educational publishers, to produte instructional 'materials system-
atically' designed to furnish step-by-step guidance of student
learning. Later, when these prograths were evalua,ted and the results
compared to the learning of students Who used the traditional. type
of textbooks and. supplementary materials, it was found that only a
minor fraction- of the students- learned More when using programmed
materials. Most of these were the so-called "slow learners." The
majority of the students werg pot appreciably aided by the careful
step-by-step sequencing. In fact, siome of the more rapid learners
appeared' to do less well with programmed materials than with addi-
tional instructional 4Materials. One can conclude that the,rel are
students who benefit by the use of programmed materials but the
need for this detailed sequencing is not uni\tersal. Apparently, .when
particular cases' bf students h5k/ing difficulty in working out a learn-
ing' sequence were observed, it was tacitly assumed that this was a
universal problem.

4 :
Another illustration of , this assumption of universality is, evident

.today. Public concern has been aroused throughout the nation over,
the illiteracy of some high school students. The cry of "Back to
Basics !" has fOcused the attention of many schools on the teaching
of literacy. Actually, the National Assessment of Educational Prog-.
ress shows that more than 80 percents of American 17-year-olds -can
read and comprehend common material. Those who have not learned
to read are largely from homes where the parents have had little or
no 'education. The problem of illiteracy is an important one for; some
schools and some students, .but it is not a universal problem. The
-public clamor for attention to '"the Basics" has resulted in many
places in an obsessive preoccupation with drill and practice on read-
ing, and arithmetic and a neglect of other important areas of instruc-
tion such as science, social studies, literature, art, and music.

The resiearch and development community has often failed to under-
stand the concerns of teachers and has attributed the lack of atten-
tion, tb research findings . and new: learning systems to a lack of
interest in improving education or to the bureaucratic rigidity of the
school: system. Although some teacher 'resistance ,may be due to these
factors, most of the failures to apply research are due to lack bf
mutual appreciation of problems.

The Function of Research in Education

Research in,4 all fields is an activity seeking to understand Certain
phenomena, that is1 to explain each phenomenon .in terms of general
concepts and principles that are applicable to many particular ex:
amples of it. Greater understanding of a phenomenon does not always

I
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result in greater' contra of it, but it furrAhes a basis for thinking
more clearty.about the process, and this often leads to devising ways
of control. For example, research _in Meteorology has resulted in ,in-
creased understarkling of the processes involved in atmospheric dis-
turbances- but has not yet' resulted' in control over tornados and
hurricanes. The research has, however, enabled developers to devise
more precise forecasting of storms, which has aided in the design of
protectiVe actions.

Corresponding research on human learning has produced greater
understanding of conditioning and of consciously directed learning,
including such concepts as motivation, reinforcement, sequential
practice, and transfer. This understanding has not immediately
resulted in more effective teaching methods, instructional mkerials
and devices, but it has furnished a basis for ,clearer thinking about
school learning that helps to give more intelligent direction to
teaching.

Needed Research in Science Education

Reviewing' contemporary activities in eduCational research and com-
paring them with the range of phenomena involved in science educa-
tion, one is struck by their limited scope. Activities tend to be
focused on school and college programs with a lirge proportion
devoted to psychological analyses of the learners in .the classroom.
Little attention is giv,en to science learning in the home, through
television viewing, through job experiences, etc. 11-1 the early 1930s,
George Stoddard. and his colleagues at the University of Iowa showed
how -much information and misinformation children obtained from
watching movies. At the same time, L. L. Th.urstone and his group
at the University of Chicago showed how powerful a movie could be
in creating race prejudice. Some studies are, now analyzing the con-
tent of television programs, but few attempt to determine empirically
their effect upon different types of viewers., Programs like Super-
man, Spiderman, and the Incredible Hulk are popular with children,
but little is known as to whether they incrgase children's beliefs in
supernatural forces and magical persons or serve more as a relief
from feelings of powerlessness becauge of the limitations imposed by
natural forces.

, -

Benjamin Bloom and his students have studied the differences in
home environment and child-rearing practices in various kinds of-
families and have shown their relationship to language development in
the school. More studies 'of home and local community environment
would help to understand the process of science understanclilg or
misunderstanding among Ameridan children and youth.

y

Few studies are 'reported on the _learning that takes plbce in
museums, libraries, nature clubs, etc. For these voluntary agencies
iri particular we need to know more about the attitudes 'children and
adults have as they go to museums, Libraries, and clubs. What kinds

4
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of children coming from what kinds of bac,kgrounds are encouraged
to participate° in these activities because of interesting things they
will learn, and what kinds are urged to go so that parents may shift
responsibility for them for a time? We know from the studies of
Robert Hess and his colleagues that Ynany middle-clasos mothers send
their children to school, saying, "You'll learn to read, write, and
work with nupbers so you 'an do things for yourselves. Do every-
thing you can to learn!"/---.4-le found many Motilisers in low-incOme
homes saying to their children, "'You've got to go to school. Don't
dci anything to into tr,ouble. We have enough trouble at ihome
now." Yo can imagine the difference, in the attitude towardshool
these two inds of admonitions will produce. In the first, children
are urged to be active and to learn; in the other, children are-
warned to be passive, with nothing said about learning, We need to
understand the different attitudes learners have and the source of
those attitudes.

Little research has been done on the relation;hip between the
public attitude toward science and the achievement- of students.
From the International Evaluation of Educational Achievement we find
that the top 5 percent of the youth in each of the 13 developed
nations participating made approximately the same high ,scores. How-
ever, the middle 50 percent of the students in each nation varied
widely in their average. scoire, with.Japan leading in science and the
United States among the top three in reading. The scores of the
lowest 25 percent of the students in the- United States exceeded
those, of -the lowest 25 percent of other countries. Our own national
assessment of educational progress showed t,hat in 1969-70, American
17-year-olds made higher scores in science . than in 1972-74. This
might be related to the fact that in 1969-7Q the Americans Were get-
ting to the moon and the public was enthusiastic about scientific
achievements. F,ot.ir years .dater, pollution, energy limitations, and
environmental degradation were widely publicized, and the respect
for science had been °replaced with the blaming of science tnd tech-
nology for these problems. Pne hypothesis is that young people who
are_ deeply interested in a subject will learn a great deal about it if
there is opportunity,' regardless of the quality of the school. On
the other hand, the middle group of students are strong influenced
in their learning by the public attitude toward the subject. In the
United States, efforts to help "disadvantaged" children learn were
apparently successful in terms of increased achievement of the lowest
group, in spite of -the public attitude.

More research is needed to identify how much science knowledge is
important for young people who are not planning careers in science
or in occupations closely related to science. The American Institutes
for Research ^1975 follow-up study of a sample of persons who were

in high ,school ir1960t and, participated in Project Talent IS ugges-
tive. These' persons, whci4Were in their thirties in 1975, were asked
what they remembered,' whatwthey used, and what they thought was
worth learning in their high school curriculum. With very few excep-
tionS,. the only things they remembered and thought worthwhile in
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their high- school courses were those that they used in their, 'work,
such as mathematics in engineering, English composition in news-
paper reporting, home economics in operating a restaurant, dr sub-
jec in which they were deeply interested. Science was listed. as a
sub ct of deep interest by very few who were not in occupations
uLjjVzing science.

ft
Every subject in the school curriculum is an intellectual enterprise
consisting of a great quantity of material. Not even the wisest scien-(
.fist can know everything about his/her field. There are a number of`--
basic concepts; a larger number of tested generalizations and prin-
ciples, and thousands of facts.--There are also many questions or
problems being attacked, a fair variety of methods and techniques

4 for conducting inquiries in this science, and many tools and instru-
ments used. Furthermore, each' science has developed standards of
work and ethics that furnish important guides and constraints on the
work of the scientist.

Which ,of all, thee things should be learned by whom? This question
has not been seriously attacked in the last 50 years. The course-
content improvement projects supported by the ,National Science
Foundation (NSF) developed a prospectus of what was deemed impor-
tant by the scientists' directing the projects, but their efforts seem
to have been focpsed on what students needed to learn at each stage
of preparation for a career in science or in science-related occupa-
tions. The resulting cour=ses are reported to have been 'successful in
preparing more soundly the students who entered the college and
graduate departments of science, but they did not attract or improve
the science understanding of many of the students who were not
planning to be scientists.

The relevarice of science learning to the experiences, problems., and
interests of the learner is an important matter not just for utilitar-
ianism-in a simplistic sense, but because of the nation's need for
informed citizens in a world deeply involved in science and tech-
nology, and also because things learned, are soon forgotten if there
is ,not continued use of the learning in the learner's thoughts, feel-
ings, or actions. The informed citizen cannot know as much as the
scientist knows, but he will find some scientific understanding and
attitudes essential to his role as a citizen in a democratic society.; If
this content can be identified, the learning can be accompanied by
opportunities to apply it outside the classroom. Thus, transfer of
learning as well as permanence of learning is more likely to be
ensured. I -

Research is needed in science education- -not only 'basic research.
which results in general :concepts and principles, but also applied
research, that is, inquiries focused on particular situations and par-
ticular kinds of students, teachers, and institutions,,which furnishes
information of importance in improving science. education where nec-
essary. For example, most teachers know that the peer grbup exerts

*Pt
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a powerful influence on student learning; but the science teacher
needs help identifying the peer groups in which his or her students
are members and the groups' influence on science attitudes, inter-
ests, and understanding. Research may identify in general the rela-
tionship of public attitudes *toward science and th9 science ,learning
of students, but in a particular community the planning of a compre-
hensive science program requires knowledge of the various attitudes
among members of the community, and how they relate to different
kinds of learners. In other words, generalizations indicate significant
farctor s involved in science learning. In the local setting, the educe-
tion,a1 practitioner needs pdrticular knowledge of these faCtors and
their impact. Some of these inquiries may be conducted by the prac-
titioners or by the ,students themselves. But this is not likely to
happen unless researchers furnish technical assistance to show how
to conduct this applied research and how to utilize, the _findingt of
local inquiries..

.This kind of connection between basic research an educational prac-
tice helps the practitioner understand that rese ch can be helpful
in efforts to improve education . not embodied in development of a
particular system for use by teachers or others in the classroom
laboratory, home, museum, library, or other places where people
learn. Research often, identifies concepts, ways of thinking about a
phenomenon that increase the effectiveness of the practitioner
because he or she now observes significant things th-et were not per-
ceived before or modifies his or her ways of working because the
Orofessional role is viewed differently. For example, 'recent research
on "Time on Task" has influenced many teachers to observe the task
orientation of students instead of noting only disruptive behavior.

Correspondingly, research results can be useful to developers as
factors to consi'der, in the .design of a learning system, even though
the system does . not directly embody the research results. For
exeple, research on social influences on learning has affected the
design of a Computer-managed instructional system, although the
system is riot in itself a social learning system. ,

The Function of Development in Education

Development in all fields is an activity seekinb to design systems
that will help to achieve, purposes under given constraints. Thus,
development in automobile engineering seeks to design cars that will
carry passengers without polluting the atmosphere and with minimum
gas consumption. As another example, development in the field of
law enforcement' includes an effort to design a system for police
assignment that maximizes the proportion of offenses in which the
police have arrived within 3 minutes' and minimizes . the ,number of
patrolmen in each precinCt. As these two illustrations show, a system
may involve a tangible- product or it may only .involve designing a
procedure.
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In education, developers_ prOduce both tangible products and intan-
gible' systems. The development of single-concept mini-films with
sound Yg- science classes is, an example of a .product which is
designed to help individual students understand the meaning and
application of important concepts without requiring teacher attention
to operation of the projector in a darkened room, nor the winding of
a reel and periodic splicing, of the film.

The development of an inquiry procedure in introducing a science
unit is an example of an intangible system which can be followed by
teachers without extended prior training in the use of an inductive
approach to science learning.

Needed-Developments in Science Education

Reviewing contemporary activities in educational development with the
range.. of phenomena involved in science eduCation, one is also struck
by their limited scope. Activities tend to be focused on developing
instructional materials and devices for school and college courses.
Little attention seems to be given tb the development of systems that
could be used in the hOme and in other community institutions such
as libraries, museums, and organizations of youth and adults. Only a
small amount of development effort seems to be given to the develop-
ment of systems that do not necessarily require' tangible products.

Although teachers report that the problems of class management made.

individualization difficult, if not impossible, few development efforts
are devoted .to. the design of effective management systems. The
research of John Goodlad and his students indicates the great poten-
tial of .continuous-progress learning ,policies, and the research of
Benjamin Bloom and his students demonstrates the great increases in
the achievement of the lower half of a class when mastery learning
programs are adopted. Only a limited number of development activi-
ties that seek to develop systems to make more widely acceptable and
effective continuous progress- and mastery learning programs are
found.

The explorations of older children teaching younger ones by Mary
Kohler and the e research on peer group instruction by Herbert
Thelen -141eve not been followed by systems developed to enhance the
effective4-ss of programs in whiCh children and youth help to pro-
vide learilng experiences for others. The same thing is true with
regard to the potential contributions of adult volunteers as partici-
pants in student science learning.

Development activities are largely carried on without adequate con-
tact with the potential users of the developments. 'During the past 0
years, a number of technological, devices and. systems that appear to
offer major contributions to the effectiveness or efficiency of science
learning have been invented and developed. Among the most Widely
known are motion pictures, radio, tape recorders, television, high-
speed omputerS, videotapes and videodiscs. A considerable amount

.
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of research has been conducted on several of these devices to iden-
tify the kinds of educational contributions they can make, the results
of which have_ generally indicated positive effects. In several cases,
widespread promotional efforts were made to encourage their adoption
in American schools. "Yet 'their utilization is much more limited than
was anticipated. In the public schools, educational motion pictures
are among the common teaching aids., but their use is much more
restricted than that of the overhead projector. Most of the other
devices have found a significant place in only a small percentage of
the classrooms.

Reviewing the examples, the use of typewriters by children in the
primary grades was tested intensively by Freeman and Wood about 60
years ago. They found that it improved the children's performance
in spelling, reading, and handwriting. There was a flurry of adop-
tion of this innovation, but within 10 years only a few schools con-
tinued the practice.

The use of silent motion pictures was explored 50 years ago, quickly
followed by experimentation with sound movies, which were heralded
as the means for increasing learning and decreasing the costs of
instruction. Toda , sound motion pictures occupy an important but

nnmodest place ao g instructional 'aids, but there is little or no use
now of films that a designed to furnish the cbmplete instruction for

is course. The use of radio in American schools has followed a very
similar pattern after extensive. experimentation in .the 1930s.

.0.n the -other hand, some technolbgical devices, like the overhead
projector, caught on quickly and have been widely 'adopted. Some
innovative systems such as multi-level reading laboratories have also ,.,
been rapidly accepted and are now widely used. The difference ,

between those innovations that are widely used and tplose that have
not caught on lies in their perceived usefulness by the teacher and
their comparative costs. 1

A typical teacher finds a new technology attractive when it will per-
form instructional tasks which he or she finds distasteful or boring.
Teachers quickly adopt workbooks and 'audio tapes for drill and
practice work. They also use computers for drill and practice when
the school can afford them. ,

A 'typical teacher also finds a new technology attractive when it will
help him or, her to perform tasks which are recognized as important
but ,which the teacher has not yeen able to perform effectively or
easily. Most teachers feel a .responsibility to provide instructibn
appropriate to the individual differencA among their students but
do not see how they can -do this when they Are 'responsible for a
class of 25-35 students. Teachers and attracted to multi-level reading
laboratories because they furnish reading materials appropriate for
several different levels of reading development. Overhead projeCtors
provide the flexibility of the chalk board to outline, explain, illus-
trate, or direct the-student..'s attention witllout requiring the teacher

.
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to have highly, legible handwriting or-to turn his or her back to the
class. The motion picture is -attractive' when the teacher wishes to
present 'an event or a process more fully and vividly than is possible
with printed or oral presentations.

There are negative' features of innovations that developers also
should recognize. Teachers do not believe that most students can
learn what the .schools and 'colleges seek, to teach withoOt the -help of
teachers. Hence., when materials are called "Self instructional" or
"teacher-proof," teachers react unfavorably. Self-instructional .mate-
rials meet a need of adults, but generally they will be used only as
,practice materials or homework in schools and colleges:

Devices or systems that appearOompJicated or that require extensive
training for effective use are not likely to be used by most teachers
unless they are given the necessary.. training. The. development of
easy-to-use film cartridges and tape cassettes greatly increased the
use of motion pictures and tape recorders. 'Prior to that time, motion
picture films required threading, rewinding, and sometimes, splicing.
Audio tapes also required rewinding and were likely to break if not
handled expertly.

Another important factor in the use: of innovative materials 'and
devices is the cod c About 85 pernnt of he optilli-ating budget of a
public school is, fol' the salaries of teachers and other personnkl.
During the period 1945-75, only 1.5 percent was instruc-
tional

for instr-
tional materials, and 'during the present infl4tionary period only
seven-tenths of 1 percent of the annual operating .budget is being
spent for instructional materials. The amount of money available` for
equipment is no greater. Furthermore, the only° way that a new
device ,or new materials can save significant amount of money is
by replacing one or more. teachers and thus reducing the size .of
the school staff. This would also mean ,increasing class size, and
teachers do not generally favor, such a policy. Hence', a device or
system that is attractive must Cost very. little.-

The foregoing analysis of the -reaction of teachers' and schools to
educational developments is presented to indicate the importance of
continuing contact between schools and teachers on the one hand and
developers on the other to improve science education.

Training in the U5e of Research and Development

Most educational improvement projects. 'greatly unde'restirriate the
amount of training required for a typical potential user to employ'

e results of research and development. Several years ago, I served
as a. consultant to the HebreW University Of Jerusalem and Israeli
Ministry of Education in projects involving the implementation of the ,
Educational Reform Act of 1968. Considerable effort had been devoted
to the development of instructional plans and- new materials to aid,
teachers in following, the new science. programs, which were very
similar to the course content improvement materials deVelopecr in the
Unitecl,States.
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When the initial cliaook*cts .zwere ,instituted in local

. schools, we found chers, did not 'understand the new
objectives did. Aot= knottv-,,-; cdriduct ihquiry, learning, and did
not believe. that they cou, 4,1t se' these new materials .effetively. They
simply tried to use these new textbooks in the same way they had

../been using the , old ones, that. asking Students to read and
erun" ember the materials in the books.- Before the new programs were

implemented in the schools , in the. ways intended by the developers,
about 10 times as, much, had been sf5ent in training and supervising
initial efforts as had been expended on the research -and.. development
of the new courses.

4.4

In general, feathers, parents, librarians, and others who have a
part to play in improving ediication will not urrdertake roles that
they perceye as new unless they believe the new 'program will be
significantly better 4han the present one, understand the procedures
expected of them, have learned= chow to carry on new .procedures,,,
and feel confident that they can 'carry them on successfully. Most of
them feel comfortable with their nesent practices and do not want to
try something else which might mean failure. Most of "the potential
contributions of research ;arid development activities to -educational
improvement will not be realized unl the training requirements are
fully met. This involves greater e)75ense and a longer time frame
than is usually provided for in the planning and budgetings.

Communication in the Research and Development System

I use the word communication to emphasize the multi-directional
channels needed to assist in the innprcA/ement of education. It has
become popular to refer only to dissemination and diffusion, terms
that imply one-way communication, from tome centers of knowledge,
new ideas,' and new materials and devices to a passive audience that
should be ready to receive' the word from research and development,
centers. This is a faulty conception. As pointed out earlier, teachers
are not passively waiting for things .to- be diffused to them. They
are busy with their tasks arid seek help only 'When .,they recognize a
problem. This is also true of parents, libr\arians, museum curators,
and _other persons who are consciously or unconsciously stimulating
and guiding learning. What is needed is a communication network
that permits, encourages, and assists, the flow of infornnpson from
the places where science learning takes .place to research and devel-
opment centers, and the reverse flow fronn development lad research
centers. The Educational Resources Information Center -(ER IC) pro-
vides a useful sySterre to, inform researchers and developers, but it
is only a/one-way system.

The leading industrial and commercial research, and development cen-
ter1 include consumer research as an innportartt- function. An industry
that produces office products, fonexannple, conducts" studiesof such
things as the activities in offices, the -tasks performed, the problems
encountered, and the effieiency of the Oerations. The results of
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these .ebudies are used both td guide further /applied research in
seeking more adequate understanding of the office activities and to
idenitify opportunities or 'developing new systeMs or -products that
can meet the perceive needs of potential customers. Both the ap.-
plied. research divisiOns and the development divisions- attemptto
keep in- continuing. touch -with basic research concepts, principles,

, or instrumentation, to furnish suggestitms for applied research and
for° development. Even .the basic research divisions try to under-
stand consumer problems as a' factor in selecting ;areas for- further
investigation.

. .
To cite another example, at the present time major computer pro-
ducers are increasing their 'activities in software development
because the research on hardware has reached a point where the
tremendous efficiency of computers is not matched by many apparent
uses for them. Software development is an undertaking of both
applied research and development to design. systems employing

.modern computers, that will help to solve important problems con-
sumers recognize or could be helped to .erceive. Computer corn-
panies are increasing their activities in customer training° in or7ier

1 to help them to .use computer systems effectively. These companies
have established communication networks to aid in their research,.
both basic and applied, in development, in marketing, and in train-
ing. Although the processes of education are not so easily dealt with
as typical office practices, it seems highly probable that science edu-
cation could benefit markedly from a better integration of two-way
commuhication systems among all the parts. ,

41

The most obviou's weakness in the present communication system is
the lack- of opportunity for easy input by schpols, 'museums,
libraries, and other places where science` learni..sg i oing on pres-
ently or could be in the future. The Johnson 1964 Task Force on
Education proposed education laboratories as a means for local eduta-
tion agencies to become an important pert of the educational research
and development, system, and support for them was autROrized in
Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1.965.
However, those that were established were more like research and
development .centers than laboratories helping and serving local
schools. They often conducted research and developed instructional
mdferials. Rarely did they conceive of themselves as representing
local educational agencies, helping them identify significant problems,
seeking relevantknowledge, ideas; materials, and devices to aid in
attacking these problems, and, communicating research needs to
research and development centers Whethe this was due to a mis-
understanding of the intentions of the leCitlati6h, to a belief that
local agencies had no interest in research and development, or to the
fact that most of the laboratories were staffed by university types
oriented to theory rather than school types familiar with practice is
not clear.
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The need for, closer Working agreements betWeen practice and re-
search seems. to be recognized by the National Science .ounclation
in_ another field. The Foundation reported on December 23, 1980:

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments is
planning a network of local governments in the mid
tlantic Region to, help solve municiOal problemsby.
applying scientific or technological techniques.

.
Basically, the new network will be designed, to enable
cities and counties tb improve the effeCtiveness or reduce
the cost of specific services -such as trash collection_ or
fire' and police Worts.

The network. Will be a part of a National Innovation Net-
work funded .by the Nation& Science- Foundation's 'Divi-
sion of Intergovernmental Science and Public Technology.,
The networks consist of groups, of government officials,
scientists, and technicians who help state and local
govbrnments solve- day-to-day 'problems. The NSF pro-
gram makes use of the scientific and technical expertise
of universities, colleges, industries, and research' insti-
talons to help solve the cities' problems..

This network of innovation suggests- ev parallel kind of network for

in the ti le. This term has been used so loosely and 'with such ill
Focal agencies. It should probably not have "innovation"

effects that teachers connect the term with poorly planned' programs
to 'improve education carried on in inappropriate settings?rn inade-
quately .trained people to accomplish undefined objectives. Whether a,
network is established or some other Sarin of cooperation among local .1

agencies to 'identify and solve educational problems evolveS, it is
clear from the experieLices with efforts- to use research and devel-
opment to improve education _that the active- involverAnt of practi-
tioners is essential for widespread implementation.

le
, ,

In Summary

This paper has indicated some of the weaknesses in the present
communication system linking educational pradtitioners with those_
engaged' in research and developMent: It ha's suggested that both't
researchers sand developers give attention to the sevp-ral areas of life
where people learn about science. It has asserted that practitioners
should be viewed as active educators rather than as passive recip-
ients of materials and advice from research and 'development centers
and has identified some of the concerns on which teachers commonly
focus their attention. It has also presented some examples of gaps in
research and development efforts that limit the comprehensiveness of
current knowledge of the systems designed, to improve science educa- -
tion. Jt has pointed out the importance of adequate training for
those' who are to implement innovations. Finally,- it has proposed a
reconstruction of the communication system linking research, devel-

../ opmelit, dissemination, and practice in science education.
40,
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INTEGRATED IRTARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DASSEMINATION,1
AND PRACTICE. IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

- . ' Robert karplus
Lawrence. Hall of Science
UnitNrsity of California

Berkeley, California 94720

Dr. RoberrKarplus is. Professor of Physics and A'S'sbciate
Director of the Lawrence Hall of Science, University-of
California,. Berkeley. The vast body of his writings in
phySics as well as in science education makes ajiLintro-
,duction virtually Unnecessary. Over the yearsfitice he
received his Ph.D.' at Harvard in Chemical Physics, he
has been 4 Fellow, at the Institute' for Advanced StU.dy
at Princeton, a Guggenheim-Fe114/, a Fulbright Reseach
Grantee,. and has taught,att Harvard, theoUnirsity of
Maryland, and M. I .T. HeThas received 'many awards for
distinguished_ service, most recently, in October 1980,
an Honorary Ph.D. from the University of Gothenburg.
He has been the director of several NSF projects. ,

My remarks on tqe topi will reflect mV iackground as a natural
scientist whdse point of vie 'differs ,from 'that of behavioral scien'-
tists like Ralph' Tyler. While reading his text, and now while listen-
ing this evening, I started to wonder what comes to mind when we
discuss "research" in science education, or more.gener'ally, in edu-
cation. could you please think of a significant result of educational
research,--- not obtained by yourself, that you trust. sufficiently to
use in your own work and to communicate to others?

Audience Suggestions

1 Wait Time research by aMary Budd Rowe nd the' of-Principle Learning in Biology, deeloped by Ralph ;Tyler.

2. Small groups working at a cdmputer terminal together are
superior to individuals Working alone.. 4

3. The difference between format olperStional and concrIte opera-
tional thinking. °

,

4. The character, of materials required to. teach teachers how to
teach reading. I

5. Piaget's notion that knowledge alwlayshas to be built up. by the
learner and eis not something that is -transmitted . from 'a. sender
to a ireceiver.

e
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6. it pays to sell solutions to textbook problems alOng with
textbooks.

8.

vos.
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7. Gagne's work on learning hie.rarchies.

8. The van Hiele classification of levels- of -complexity in expAning
and understanding ge6metrical concepts.

J. ,

9. The validity and operationalization of the psychological construct
of general intelligence, 'starting from the work of' Spearman,
Binet, and Simon early in this century:

Thank you ror all of these examples. I hope that they have clarified
for you what various members of the group here have in mind when
tliey use the term research as a- basis for development' and changes

.

in teaching practice.

Before commenting further, r wish to mention a thought-provoking
research result about 'Which I learned recently. It has to do with
the application to scientific literacy of the "Almond" model, :which
classifies the members of a country's population into four levels.:
decislonmakers, cipinion -leaders, the "attentive" public, and the
"inattentive" 'public. The attentive public in an area _like science
policy includes those individuals who, have basic knowledge in the
area, who are interested in the area, and who engage in activities
that allow, them to keep informed and up-to-date on developments in
the area. -Jon Miller (1980) has found the attentive public in science
to include between 15 and 20 percent of adults. Attentiveness is
positively correlated with college attendance and the completion of a
college science course. Miller suggests that there t're so many
competing' interests appealing for'. a person's attention (e.g., eco,
nomics, foreign policy, politics) that hoping td attract more than
about 20 percent to one area is futile. ti

Now, to get back to Ralph Tyler's presentation. He pointed out. that
teachers are' skeptical of much research because*, of its specialized,
nature. Let .me elaborate on how I} .view some of the Apparently
intrinsic limitationS of educational research.

it appears to me, for example, -that there exists a tifadeoff between
the duration of a research project concerned with leaMing 'and the
reliability 'with which its educational impact or significance can be
determined. Short-term studies, such as. surveys or cross-sectional
tests, `May-be statistically impressive, ipti.t they are usually weak in

. taking into account the, pre-exi'Sting conditions that lead individuals
to respond the way they 'dooa or that even' led, to their- participation in
the project. 'The short-term studies also overlook further develop-
ment of individuals after they have participated in the research:` We
physicists have encountered 'such tradeoffs even in our "exact'
5cience and have formulated them as "uncertainty principles:" One
might therefore write

AEAT>constant
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where AE is the uncertainty in the educational impact as measured in
a research project that considered data describing its subjects during
the time. interval AT.

As another example, consider tradeoffs that arise from the influence
of the process of measurement on its subjects. I experienced these
myself when I generated physics problem-solving protocols. I found
that I became more conscious of my private problem-solving processes
after having articulated my procedures for tape-recording, and that
my silent thinking often led me to skip over alternatives for intuitive-.
and invalid reasons. Because of the slowness of. speech, I also
sometimes found myself thinking of such an alternative while, still
explaining the previdus step and then having to decide. whether I

should mention: the aborted trial or should go on to the .next step.
Thus, the 'very searching involvement of a subject will more ,greatly
affect his/her, thinking than a superficial questionnaire. Just as' a
wave packet confined to a small region of space has a very uncertain
momentum, so . the "mental state" or "knowledge" or "understanding"
which researchers try to characterize becomes, in my judgment, a
poorly, defined construct when it is probed deeply.

SO,' there are limits of rgsearch. Hence, there is the need for a
step between research arid development to bridge the many' gaps
b'etween the particular subject samples, questions, teaching
'procedures, and other ,circumstances of a research irivesetigation and

-.the' much more diverse situations 'w/here the newly-developed educe-
rtional product is expected to be useful. I shall call that step one of
r gefileralizibg from 'research to`form0 system of conjectures, or, less

respectfully; an ideology.

Look again at the nine items on the list of audience suggestions.-
Items 1, 3, 7, 8, and 9 refer to certain research results that
describe observations made by the researchers in their work. As
they stand, they do not provide explicit guidance for development Of
teaching materials. Items 2, 4, 5, and 6 .are generalized statements
that apply to *teaching materials and procediUres. !I would therefore
classify them as conjectures that go considerably beyond, specific
'research \ results. Thus, when you think -of research and develop-
inent, you should really think of research that can be generalized
and can lead to fruitful conjectures for development. Once teaching'
materials are .developed, further 'research may clarify which aspects
of the teaching materials make them effective or ineffective. In fact,
I usually look for multiple conjectures, based on different research
orientations, that lead to similar guidelines or activities development.

I

a

Consider; for instance, the active learning conjecture (Item 5),
which, has been the basis for much curriculum development during
the last 20 years. In a recent AETS Yearbook (Lawson, 1979),
scholars as diverse as Gagne, Kamii, Case, Lawson, Ausubel', Novak,
Vargas, 'and I all advocate active learning for Problem solving and
the formation of other cognitive strategies.. Most of us also recognize
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that Such a learning program does not have highly aspecific predict-
able outcomes for all learners because the activity dimension encour -

ages individual learners to have somewhat differing, experiences. In
spite of this remarkable agreement, however, active- learning is not
common educational practice because it conflicts with many of the
general public's strong beliefs about the nature of learning. Yet
active learning has attracted a persistent, though modest, following.

I will conclude my 'presentation with 'four matters that we must
consider when we think of bringing about change in educational
programi.

1 Textbooks, teachers, and tests. form a mutually de-
pendent system that is hard to modify. Texts are pub-

, lished for teacher acceptance and to enhance test
performance; teachers are oriented to using existing
texts and aim for achievement on tests; and tests are
geared to the accoMplishments -of students using exist-

.. ing texts. Developers usually work on textbooks;
teacher educators work with teachers": Not many
people, I regret, work on novel testing approaches:-
Yet all three of these "T's" require attention.

- 2 Why should the schools teach science and mathematics?
At the present time, the curriculum includes a little

'Science and a great deal of arithmetic -math (other
than arithmetic) and science are considered frills.
Mathematics and science should be taught to prepare
specialists, increase thattentive public for science,
and develop reasoning, inquiry, and problem solving.

3. Consider what s me authors have 'called the ecological
pproach to Orucational research' and educatial
change (Sarason, 1971; Barker, ,1968; Bronfenbrenner,
1979). The message of this approach is that anyone
concerned with education or another social institution
will benefit by looking beyond the immediate goals and
circumstances of research. When you observe a high
school student solving algebra word problems, for
'distance, keep in mind the various matters competing
for the student's %attention: yourself listening for an
answer, possible plans for after-school games, or
thoughts of a friend with whom to share lunch.

-4. Science and mathematics teacherS are themselves adults,
who may be attentive or inattentive to Science. The
same holds true for parents. Thus, as J. Easley
(1981) has pointed out one generation affects the
next, and the ways in which we select students to
become teachers- has an impbrtant bearing on what can
be achieved in science and mathematics education.

-/
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INTEGRATED RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DISSEMINATION
''AND PRACTICE IN SCIENCE EDUCATIbN

Ronald G. Havelock
Knowledge Transfer Institute.

American University
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Ronald Hav-elock received his B.A. degree in History
from Harvard- University and ,.his Pi-01.D. in Social -and'
Personality Psychology from Boston University. He has
devoted This career to he study of the process of re-
search utilization. The 1969 volume on Planning and
Innovation provided a comprehenive state-of-the-art
review on research dissemination and utilization, and
proposed a linkage framework for future studies and
analyses. After serving a number of years as Director
in the Institute fir Social Research at the University of
Michigan, Professor Havelock recently came to the Ameri-
can University to assume a position on thp faculty in the
Center for Technology and Administration. He has also
established an institute within the University devoted to
the study of knowledge transfer. 'His most recent book,
entitled Solving Eddcational Problems, was published by
Praeger in 1978. It examines the processes of innovation
and the role of outside agencies in developing countries.

Let me begin by praising and enthusiastically endorsing the thrust
of Dr. Tyler's remarks. Let me then take the liberty of slightly
rephrasing one of his main paints thus: there it's a need to develop
more effective, linkage between research and teaching in science edu-
cation. What more effective linkage really means is an extensive,
interrsivfi, and continuing dialogue 'between researchers and teachers
in which (1) teachers _learn to value the 'diverse ways in whic,h
research kn.owledge and a research-oriented approach to problertis
can be used, and' (2) at the `same time reSearcher's 'develop a more
.grounded understanding a* the situational press of the teacher. and 4'11
the genuine needs of the teacher within the classroom setting. ,If
such a dialogue coul be achieved on a large scale involving many
thousands of teacherff? and researchers, there would be a double
benefit In vastly improved and more relevant research and develop-
ment on the one hand, and widespread and sophisticated use of the
research knowledge now- available on the other. What is, being asked
for, is a dynamic partnership

1

between. teachers and researchers.
I

Building, 'on Dr. Tyler's coArients, how might we prodeed operation-
ally toward such worthy ,ehds? We can look to other sectors of
education and to other fields for a variety of models or institutional



Parrangements which at least partially achieve such goals. Looking
first to a familiar historic model, we have the elaborate sequence of
interconnections which constituted the sitork of the Physical Science
Study Committee (PSSC). This was really a major development effort
inspired by an academic elite but which genuinely involved the col-
laboration of high school teachers, university experts, and scholars,
and it 1-esulted in a very widespread. reform of high school physics
teaching. The model was subsequently copied in many_ respects' in
the development of other curriculum materials tor other- subjects:

Yet the PSSC model, I would guess, does not fill the bill for what
Dr. Tyler is talking about. First of all, it was not a continuing
process which involved a very large number of teachers in true
collaboration with experts. Rather, it was a special', project which
had the clear goal of establishing a standard curriculum, not an
individualized teacher-adapted and student-adapted program. Fur-
thermore, it tended to be elitist in both conception and consequence
providing a high quality of physics education for those who took
physics but in no way broadening the spectrum of students who
were either 'likely,. to take physics or to be imbued with a better
understanding and appreciation of the values of science.

But there are other models. One approach is to leave the'research-
ers alone and to insert new kinds of specialist roles between
research and practice, roles such as developer, demonstrator,
facilitator, linker, and so, forth. The institutionalization of such roles
has been a preoccupation of certain offices within, the Department of
Education over the last decade. Dr. ,Tyler mentions the regionaredu--
cational laboratories established under authorit' of the Elementary
and Secondary Educltion Act of 1965: He notes-correctly that hey
have failed to fill the kind of linking function that is needed,
perceive their history rather, differently.

First, there was never enough financial support for these institu-..
tions to play such a role on a meaningful scale? and,t partly for this
reason, their mission was defined more in terms of product develop:
ment than in terms of clitssemination and utilization of research and
development. There were originally Only 20 ef these labs and later
the number' was cut drastically; thus, each served a very large
region of several states and marry hundreds of school districts. The
kinds of practitioner-centerecV, hands-on assistance from the
research side which Dr. Tyler proposes simply could not be per-
formed within their resource constraints. Therefore; 'I think the
development for diffusion through more depersonalized and ,commer-
cial *channels made some sense even if it was admittedly less powerful.,

ow

As we progressed into the 1970s, however, it became more ghd more
evident that the private sector had little inter.est in the :active dif-
fusion of the kinds of products which emanated*fr'om the labs, and -
the labs responded by focusing more and more on establishing their )own channels to users. They did this in at least two ways. One was
to establishaninter=lab_consorltiLIrn _to_promote_the_disserninatioir_of
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lab products and of research and development knowledge in general.
Usually, this was done through establishing stronger relationships
with the state education agencies. Another approach was to identify
a few key client groups, again, sometimes at the state level, some-
times in city or county school districts, and to work with these
clients in a much more dialogic way, assessing needs on an ad hoc
basis and providing a range of services and technical support
related to changes that were mutually decided upon and mutually
developed. This model, which, the National Institute of Education
(NIE) has dubbed th.efteregional services program," seems much
closer to what Dr. Tyler is talking about, blit, of course, such
efforts rarely focus on °science education.

I would also like to call your attention to another federally supported
initiative which many of you may already know about, the National
Diffusion Network. This progisam had its origin in Title III of ESEA,
a sectio of the law which spawned' literally thousands of locally ini-
tiated p)ojects throughout the country on almost every conceivable
subject related to educational reform or improvement. By the early
1970s, the Federal GovernMent began, to turn its attention to the
problem of how the collective experience and wisdom deriving -from
such projects could be shared nationally.

The solution which emerged has three critical elements. The first is
a screening mechanism, a panel of experts on program evaluation
which sat as a jury to decide which project could truly show evi-
dence of desirable outctnes. Approved projects (there are by now
well over 200) were then allowed to compete for funded status as
"de/eloper/demonstrators." Such funds would enable them to prepare
dissemirfation and training materials, go around the country caliting
awareness, and provide some techical assistance to other districts
wishing to adept, the same or a similar-. program. The third element
in this network arrangement is the state facilitator, again a funded
project whose purpose is to spread ,aware ass of all approved
developer/demonstrator projects withiM` a state. This .statewide proj-
ect facilitates access and connection between districts with ,a partic-
ular interest and need, and the appropriate demonstration project.
The model, seems to work rather well for diffusing certain types of
innovations, but whether it encourages the kind of creative anr col-
laborative problem-solving which Qr. Tyler has suggested. is pot
clear.

,

We- shouldbe reminded of the very great success in U.S. agric re
over the last century in building Lip an effective /infra tr cture
which simultaneously serves practitioners and builds a la e

sound research and development base. AS a linkage system we could
say the Cooperative' ExtensiorrService is the oldest, most elaborate,
most expensive (though cooperatively funded), and probably the
most successful ever developed anywhere to serve a large and decen-

k

/ tralized ,practitioner group. Certainly nothing like it exists in eduCa-
tion, medicine, law, or commerce.. Regrettably, such a system is not
in-the-cards-for-us juSt-now----Neverth el ess-,-there-are--some- principles
from the agridultural experience on whish we can build.

ge
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First is the notion that the university is a resource which can be
Used in diverse ways to train, coordinate, and provide technical
expertise. Second is the notion that funding can be cooperative and
that the university can act as a responsible fiscal agent for such
cooperation. Third is the notion that a system of knowledge creation
and delivery can be orchestrated to produce very positive results
for the society as a whole.

There are, indeed, a few modest prototypes within education which
have some of these features. For the last two years we have been
studying network arrangements which connect. schools and tpachers
to one another and to expert knowledge sources trough the ongoing
mediation of a university. The oldest of these actgellj/ dates back to
1941 when ProfessOr Paul Mort of Teachers College at Columbia
founded a consortium of rather wealthy school districts in the New
York metropolitan area. This consortium was dedicated to collabora-
tive self-improvement through the sharing of innovative practice, the
rigorous collection and comparison of performance data within a com-
mon framework, and the utilization of resultant findings. Through
Mort's inspired leadership, this network expanded and thrived over
a 30:ye,ar period and still exists today in a modified form some 20
years after his death. Although Mort's special concern was adminis-
tration and school finance, showed what could be done in a col-
laborative inter-institutional arrangement with a university core. As
colleges' and universities today struggle with declining; enrollments,
they .might well look to the Mart model as a way of redefining' their
mission, increasing their relevance and. utility to practice, and up-

:, grading their capacities for truly relevant research and development.

In closing, I would note with some regret that many of the alterna-
tive models of linkage which I have cited have not been applied in
the field of science education, even when they have proved rather
successful for. other educational fields. I think Dr. T.Oer is urging
us to develop' some serious linkage models, perhaps uniquely adapt4d
to science education. In, so doing, we Should ook long and hard at
the rather rich and varied experience which has been gained to date
in ,other

s
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THE ROLE OF TI-4 NATIONAL DIFFUSION NETWORK
IN SPREADING ED,UC.ATIONAL INNOVATIONS.

Lee E. Wickline
U.S. Department of Educatiorr-

Washington,. DC 20202

In 1974 Dr. Lee E. Wickline . developed the now well
known National Diffusion Network, and he serves as its
Director --in- the Office 9f Educational Research and
Development in the Deparitment of Education. His pro-
fessional career has been in education, ranging from
science 'education, his specialty, to general education
for refugees7' bilingual education, and' efforts to keep
would-be dropouts in school. He has published science
Source books for both junior high. and elementary school
teachers as well as others Works dealing with educational
measurement and instruction. He holds degree's from
Concord .College and West Virginia University, and took
.his doctoral degree in .education at Pennsylvania State
University.

To capitalize on its multimillion-tdollar investment over the past two
decades in supporting education research and the discovery and
development of, innovative education procesSes and products, the
then .U.S. Office of Education in 1974 created a unique dissemination
system, the National Diffusion Network (NDN). The NDN dissemi-
nates ilifarriation about, and promotes the 'adoption of, exemplary
prograris, projects, and materials which have been judged effective
by a panel of evaluation and program experts, the Joint Dissemina- °

tion Revi4w Panel (JDRP).

The National Diffusion Network differs in 'several ways from other
approaches to educational dissemination and change. First, the goal
of the NDN is 'to effect the widespread adoption and implementation
of innovations validated by the JDRP, as opposed tip simply 'dissem-
inating descriptive information' regarding projects `and practices.

Second, the National Diffusion Network uses two types of change
agents to accomplishing this goal. The first, type, the developer/
demonstrator, is a change agent who operates a JDRP-approved
project as a dethonstration and who provides materials, training, and
assistance tg school districts interested ih adopting that project.
Tlie other type of change; agent funded by the National, Diffusion
Network is the state facilitator. The state-facilitator, 0-_-__contrast to
the developer/demonstrator, is a change agent who works within a
specific *region, .most cases an entire state. State facilitators
provide a link between develpper/demonstrators and local schools,
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They identify potential adopters, establish communication betty n the
developer/demonstrator and potential adopters,a and assi in the
adoption process.

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) was established by the
then U.S. Office of Education to examine evidence from education
projects or products that claim effectiveness in attaining-their goalS.
Any project or .product approved by the panel is thereby el ibie to
competefor dissemination funds from the National Diffusion etwork.:
JDRP review can benefit a project in several ways, w ether the
project is finally approved by the panel or not:

o Evaluation data collected along JDRP guidelines can
give a project, as well as the panel, effective tools
for evaluating the program..

o The Joint Dissemination Review Panel gives an oftec
tive view of a project and can offer suggestions for

4... Aimprovement in its evaluation.

o. Approval '-by the JDRP brings recognition of a 'pro-
a gram's accomplishments from `colleagueson local, state,

regional, and national levels and is an affirmation of
the professional acconnotishnnehts of the . project's
developers. Approval also brings positive recogni.-
tion 'from the public for the developing

-1)

School or
institution. -

o Once reviewed by the JDRP and approved for dis-
semination, a project is eligible for entry into the
National Diffusion Network and, rriay compete for
dissemination funding. If fun for. dissemination,
the program could be adopte in many, schools
throughout the United States or even in other
countries.

To be approved by the JDRP, a program must ,submit reasonable,
objective, and convincing evidence thk it is, causing significant and
positive changes in the group it affects, and- must .demonstrate the
feasibility of reproducing the program in Other sites. ',When a project
is ptesented to the JDRP, the following types of questions are likely
to be asked:

(1) Has a positive change occurred? What` is you'r evi-
. dence of change (for example, changes in test scores,

improved student behavior or dattitude, cost savings
to the school, changes in attendance records)

(2) Can the change be attributed to your p'rogra rather
than to other causes 'such, as normal maturation, reg-
ular education programs, or other factors?
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(3) .Is the change large enough and observed often enough
to be statistically significant.?

.

(4) Is the -change edUcationally significant? What is the
size of the change, and what is the importance of
the area in which change has occurred? Is the cost
reasonable, considering the magnitude and -area, of
change?

(5) Has the Gvidence supporting the program's claims
been gathered and interpreted correctly!'

(6) Can the program be used in other locations with,coni-
parable impact?

The Federal government is currently funding 139 deveJober/demon-
strator programs in the National DiffusionNetwork for the purpose
of helping schools and other organizations adopt them. This is in
addition, of 'Nurse, to the state facilitators funded by the NDN in
all states and territories but Wyoming and ,Puer-to .Rico to assist the

. schools in their states that -want to learn about and adopt NDN
programs. All programs tpproved by the Joint Dissemination Review
Panel are described in NDN's annual publication entitled Education

`PrOgrams That Work. This publication is available from Far West
LabRratory for Edudtional Research and Development, 1855 Folom
Street, ,San Francisco, California 94103, for $5.50, preid.

One of the National Diffusidh Network's biggest accomplishments is
its record of cost effectiveness. The Federal government invested
almost $66 million to develop '124 of the N6N's programs.' develop--
mental funding for those programs ranged from $2,000 to moreethan
$12 million, with a median Icost of $248,642., These programs are
currently "being installed in adopting 'school districts through the
NDN at a cost to the Federal government of approximately $4,000-
$5,000 each. The amount a school 'district needs to adopt an NDN

-r program for one of its schools ranges from $1 to $4,335 per pupil.
The higher figure reflects the cost of certain programs for the
severely handicapped. The- median 'per, pupil cost for schools, to
adopt NDN programs in 19'9';-80 was $12:4D,yring school year 1979-80,
a total of 11,069 schookf adopted developer/demonstrator programs,
funded by the National Diffusion Network. .

BaSic skills and early childhood education, are currently the focus of
more than one-half of the developerbdemonstrator.progr,ants available
for adoption. The National Diffusion Network, however, is also
firmly committed to the need to disseminate programs in the areas of
science, social studies, and environmental education. The NDN "cur-

, rently funds 10 programs in those 'areas and is constantly seeking
new, innovative, effective science programs to present to the, Joint
Dissemination Review Panel for validation. Professionals in the field
of science and those familiar with .educational programs in the area
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of science can facilitate the NDN's effort; to identify more successful
programs by disseminating informatjon abdut the NDN to their col-
leagues and by

that
too our. attention the names of individuals,

and agencies that have exemplary programs in operation.
.,

Among .the, science', math, social studies, and environmental edudation
programs represented in the National Riffusion Network is the Indi-
vidualized Science Instructional System Dissemination Project (ISIS).
ISIS is an interdisciplinary, modular science program preparing stu-
dents who do', not plan ,to major in postsecondary science to and
stand practical, real7world, science-related problems. .

.

The ISIS program consists of 52 short, independent minicourses, 34
of which current14. have JDRp approval. The courses cover a broad
range of topics of "practical significance and are intended to help
students meet the diverse needs of today's world. Since the mini-
courses are independent, they can be, used separately or grouped to
form year-long courses epresenting the traditional science areas of
life science, general science, chemistry, and physics or to form_ a
multidisciplinary course. Individual minicourses cover topics related
to health, physical education, ecology, and social science, as well as
the traditional science areas.

.
i

It.

Etch minicourse, its accompanying test items, and all ancillary mate- .
rials were reviewed for their science content at every stage of devel-
opment and testing by at least two scholars considered to be experts
in the content discipline. The materials were also reviewed by a
panel from the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, who
judged them for bias and appropriate treatment of sensitive issues.

The ISIS program, which was originally developed with funding from
the National Science Foundation and was validated by the Joint Dis-
semination Reviiw Panel on 'April 17, 1979, was successful in secur-
ing 96 adoptions during the 1979-80 school year.

Another science program funded by the National Diffusjon Network
is Project I-C-E (Instruction-Curriculum-Environment) which offers
a total kindergarten-through-12th-grade curriculum and instruction
package for environmental education. Its primary goal is to lead
students directly or subtly to awareness, appreciation, recognition,
and action regarding the vital, issues, concerns, and factors shaping
environmental attitudes and values.

Twelve major environmental concept categories provide a framework
for the program, as well as for each grade level and subject area.
The entire' program is neither scientifically nor technically oriented,
but is based on the assumption that all teachers 'can and should
teach environmental concepts and \that all disciplines (subject areas)
must be \used -to reinforce environmental learning.
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Through, the use of a supplerrientary elkisode design, the learning
activities may be integrated into tradi%rial courses of study by
substituttpn of content or activity; hence the program does not make
additional instructional demands on teachers. Project--1-C -E, which
was validated by, the Joint Dissemination Review Panel on May 14,
1975, was originally developed with USED ESEA Title 1 11 funding.
During the 19-79-80 school year, Project I -C-E was successful in
achieving .119 new adoptions.

One final example of a scieLce-relatect project funded by the National
Diffusion Network is the Comprehensive School Mathematics Program
which was developed with ESEA Titles 1,11 and -IV funding, as well as
funding from the National Institute of Education. CSMP, as the pro-
gram is commonly known, was validated by JDRP on March :17, 1978.

CSMP is an exciting', complete elementary-level mathematics cur-
riculum from basics to problem solving for students of all. ability
levels. An underlying assumption of the CSMP curriculum is that
children can learn--and can enjoy learningmuch more Math than
they do now. Unlike most modern programs, the content is -pre-
sented not as an 'artificial structure external to the experience of
children, but rather as an extension of experierices children have
encountered in their development both at ,the real-life and fantasy
levels. Using a pedagogy of situations, children are led through
sequences of problem-solving experiences presented' in game-like
and story settings. It is CSMP's strong conviction hat mathematics
is a unified whole and should be learned hs su Consequently,
the content is completely sequenced in spiral form at each stu-
dent is brobght,continuOusly into contact with e ;t1 a of content
throughout the program, while building interlocki i,periences of
increasing 'sophistication as the situations become dia ing. A -fea-
ture unique.to CSMP is the use of three nonverbal lYt ages which
give children immediate actess to mathematical ideas and methods
necessary not only for- solving problems, but also for continually
expanding their understanding of the mathematical concepts them-
selves. The CSMP program was adopted in 32 sites during school
year 1979-80.

t

The programs described herein are representatiye of the ten ience-
related and eight mathematics programs currenly fund for dis-
semination by the National Diffusion Network. It is our/ incere inten-
tion to actively seek new programs in these areas and to facilitate
their validation by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel in order that
they might compete for dissemination funding.

To secure further information, nominate a program for validation,
or obtain technical 'assistance from the National Diffusion Networkr---
please contact me, Dr. Lee Wickline, Room 802, Riviere Building,
1832 .M Strelt, N.W., Washington, DC 20036, telephone (202)
653-7000. You may also refer---toIlle attached list of NDN State

1% Facilitators and contact 'the appropriate state or regional. facilitator%
directly.
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State Facilitators

National Diffusion :Network
1960-81 1-

ALABAMA
R. Meade Guy
Alabama facilitator Project
Alabama Information and

Development iysteml (AIDS)
Alabama DepartMent of Education
Room' 347, State Office Building
Montgomery, AL 36130
(205) 832-3138 n

= ALASKA
J. Kelly Tonsmeire
Alaska 'State Facilitator Project .
Alaska Department of Education
Pouch F, State Office Building,.
Juneau, AK 99811
(907) 465-2814 or 2815-

ARIZONA
L. Leon Webb .
Arizona State Facilitgtor
Educational Diffusion Systems, Inc.
161 East First Street'
Mesa, AZ 85201
(602) 969 4880

A &KANSAS
Emil' R. Mackey
Arkansas State Facilitator Project
Arkansas Department of Education.
Comthunicatiorf and DiSsemination

Division
State Capitol Mall
Little Rock,eAR 72201
(501) 370-5'038.

Regional Facilitators
Mary B'. Guntee
Arkansas State! Facilitator
Region 1

aaoston Mount Cooperation
P.O.-Drawer 248
Prairie Grove, ,AR 72753'
(501) 846-2206

e

.%

Project

Ora Stever
Arkansas State Facilitator Project'
Region II
Marianna School District
P.P. Box 309
Marianna, AR 72360
.(501) 295-5291

,

CALIFORNIA-
Ira Barkman or Gihtba urton

-00fornia State Facilitator
State Depakment of Education
EXemplary Program Replication

Unit
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 322-6797

COLORADO
Dilane C. Webb
Colorado State Facilitator'

,830 South Lincoln
Longmont, CO 80501
(3D3) 772-4420 or 442-2197

a

O
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C NNECTICUT
Carolyn McNally
Connecticut Facilitator Project
Arlea Cooperative. Educational

ervice
Dixwell Avenue

New Haven, CtT 06511
(203) 562-9p671

DliLAWARE
Peter Bachmann or Wilmer 6, Wisi
D laware Facilitatdr Project
PI nnin.g, Research & 'Evaluation

'vision
State Department of Public

nstruction

9 ^

John G. Townsend Building'
P.b. Box 1402
Doly eri DE 19901
(302) 736-4583

a
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Susan Williams
District Facilitator Project
Jackson School
31st and R streets ; NW A
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 544-5822 or

FLORIDA
G. Michael Kuhn
State Facilitator for the

Department of Education
,gKnott:Building

Tallahassee,-" FL 32301
(904) 487-1078

GEORGIA
India, Lynn King (or marry Allison
Georgia Facilitator'Center
226 Fain Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-3332

HAWAII
Kellett- Min
HaWaii State
Hawaii State

of Educa
P.a. Box 2360
Honolulu HI 96804
(808) 548-3425

ry

Fatilitator
epartment

'IDAHO 4)
Ted *L. ,Lindley
Icjoho State Facilitator
Idaho State Department of

Education
Len B. Jordan Office Building
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 334-2189

ILLINOIS
Shirley ,M. Menendez
Illinois Statewide Facilitator
1105. East 'Fifth Street
Metropolis, IL 62960

R(618) 524-2664

IS

-:.7p44
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INDIANA
Ted F.' Newell -

Indiana Facilitator Center
Logansport Community

School Corp.
2829 George Street
Logansport', IN 46947
(219) 722-1754

IOWA
David C. Lidstrth
Iowa State Facilitator'

.loway Department. of Pudic
Instruction

Grimes, State Office°Building .

Des Moines, IA 50319
-(515) 281-3111

KANSAS
James H. Connettp,
Kansas State Facilitator Project
KEDDS/LiNK
1847 N. Chautauqua
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 685-0271

KENTUCKY
John C. Padgett
Kentucky State Facilitator
State Department of Education
Capitol Plaza Tower Office

Building
Frankfort,'KY. 40601

.(502) 564 -4394

LOUISIANA
'J'ames R. Owens, Jr.
The Louisiana Facilitator Project
Louisiana State Department of

Education
ESEA Title IV Bureau Office
P.O. Box 44064
Baton Rduge, LA 70804
(504) 342-3375

MAINE
Robert G. Shafto
Maine Facilitator Center
P.O. Box 1391
Gardiner, ME 04345
(207) 582-7211 or 7212

40.
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t MARYLAND
Raymond H. Hartjen

. Maryland FacilitatOr Project/
- Educational Alternative, Inc.
P.0. Box 265
Port 'Tobacco, 'MD, 20677
(301) 934-2992

MAS SACHUSETTS
"John Collins
Massachusetts State .Facilitator
The NETWORK; Inc'.
290 South Main Street
Andover, MA 01810

,(617) 470 -1080

, MICHIGAN
Deborah Clemmons

1i% Michigan State Facilitator
Michigan Department of 'Education
P.O: Bdx 30008

.,Lansing., MI '48909
(516) 373-'1806

Regional StuppleMental Centers
W,Wfam,Banach
Educati6nal and Management

`Improvement Center
4400:r Garfield Road
1v1t.Clemens, MI 48043"
(313) 286-8800

Ron Berg
Ctipboygan -Otsego-Presqu2 Isle I SD
Basic, Regional Supplemental Center
6065 Learriing Lane
Indiana River, ,MI 49749
-(61,8) 238-9394

.-..

Richard D. Anderie ,c

,.` ,ti, Kent Intermediate School District
Region,8 Supplemental Center'
2650' East Beltline, SE
-Grand Rapids, cl111 49506
(616) 957-0250

Roy- Butz
Oaklatid Intermediate School 'District
2100 Pontiac Lake Road

, POritiac,JA. 48054
; (313) 85871940
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Gerry Geik
Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate

School District
Region 12 Supplemdntal Center
1819 E. Milham Road
Kalamazoo, MI 49002
(616) 381-4620 ext. 247

Bobbie Ann Robinson
Saginaw Intermediate School

District
MERC (Mid-Eastern Regional

Consortium)
6235 Gratiot Road
Saginaw, MI 48603
(517) 799-9071

PO:4 FriFnd
Mardtuet, -Alger Intermediate

Sdhool District
427 ollege Avenue
Mar et , MI 49855
(906) 22 -9400

Olga Moir
Wayne County Intermediate

School District
Project VALUE
33500 Van Born Road
Wayne, MI 48184
(313) 326-9300 .1

Shirley Rappaport
Bay-Arenac Intermediate School

District
Region 6 Supplemental Center
4228 Two Mile Road
Bay City, MI 48706
(517) 68674410

Sylvia Ruscett
Ottawa Intermediate School.

District
13565 Port Sheldon Road
Holland, .MI 49423
(616) 399-6940 ext. 359'

I e

1

MINNESOTA
Gene Johnson or James Christianson
Northern and Central, Minnesota

State Facilitator Project -

Educational' Cooperative Service
'Unit 5

102 N . E. -Sixth Street
Staples, M'N 5649
(218) 894-193
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Diane Lgssman
Southeast Minnesota Facilitator

Project
The EXCHANGE
166 'Peik Hall
University of -Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 376-5297

1

Richard L. Peterson
State Facilitator Project
ESCU Office .

Southwest State University
Marshall MN 56258
(507) 537-1481

MISSISSIPPI
Jerome P. Brock
Mississippi Facilitator Project
Bankers Trust Plaza Building

Suite 1112
P.O. Box 1801
Jackson, MS 39205
(601) 948-1210

MISSOURI
Jolene Schulz, Director
Missouri State Facilitator Center
310 North Providence Road
Columbia, MO 65201
(314). 443-2561 ext. 218/238

or 449-8622

MONTANA
William 'E. Connett or

Wayne Pyron
Montana State Facilitator Projedt
Office of Public Instruction
State Capitol
Helena, MT° 59601
(406) 449-3693

Regional Facilitators
'Cliff Harmala
Montana Regional Facilitator ..

.1011 N'. Rtver .Avenue
Glendive, MT 59240
'(406) 365 -4422 or 449-5643

Jim Palmer
Montana Regional facilitator
P.O.Bcix 3836
Missol.e, MT 59806
(406) 251-4923

Jim Watkihs
Montana Regional FacilitatOr
1325 Fourth Avenue North
Great Falls, M 59401
(406) 761-4144

1

NEBRASKA
Mary Lou Palmer
Nebraska State FacilitatOr Project
Nebraska State Department of

Education
301 Centennial, Mall
P.O. Box 94987
Lincoln, ,NE 68509
(402) 471-2637

NEVADA ,

Victor Hyden
Nevada State Facilitator' Project
Nevada Department of Education
400 West King Street
Capitol Complex ,

Carson City, NV 89710
.(702) 885-5700

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Jared Shady
New HamSphire Facilitator Center
80 South Main Street
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 224-9461

NEW JERSEY
Joseph eicogna
New Jersey State Facilitator

°Pr'oject
Title IV Director
New Jersey State Department

of Education -

225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
(609)'292 -5792 or 8736

NEW MEXICO
Amy Atkins, Director, or
Susan 'carter,- Assistant Director
DEEP: yiffusing Exemplary Edu-

- cateal Practices in New Mexico
Department of Eduwilonal

Foundations
College of Lducation. ,
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque.* :-NM 87131 .

(505) 277-5204
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NEW YORK
Samuel Corsi 7-J.r,.
New York State -Facilitator Project
Office of Federal' Demonstration

Programs
Room 860
Educational Building Annex
New York State Education

Department
Albany, NY 12188
(518) 474-1280

,Regional Facilitators
John ,T. Donovan
OEP Representative

I 41'0 East Willow Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 425-4284

Arthur Sullivan
Suffolk C6unty BOLES III
507 Deer Park Road Q
Dix Hills, NY 11746

,(516) 549-4900

Frank Thonipson
Project Director
ECOS Training Institute
Box 869
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
(914YV.45-6919

Charles Weed
Regional Planning Center
1015 Watervliet-Shaker Road

-Albany, NY 12205
(518) 456-9281

Grace Fairlie
Supervisor of Curriculum Development
756 St. Lawrence Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14216
(716) 833-5865

Evelyn Jones
Office of Special Projects
347 Baltic -Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(212) 624-2273

Eleanor Peck
Program Analyst

`City School District
Office of Urban Funded' Programs
131 West Broad Street
Rochester, NY' 14608
(716) 325-4560

Robert Raub
Madison-Oneida BOCES
Spring Road
Verona, NY 13478
(315)363-8000

Richard Solomon
555 Warren. Road
Ithaca', NY. 14850
(607) 257-1555

4

NORTH CAROLINA
Henry A. Helms, Jr.
Division of Development
North Carolina Department of

Public Instruction
Education Annex No. 1

Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 7.33-7018

Regional Facilitators
Glen Arrants
North Carolina Facilitator
Paton School
102 Old, Clyde Road
Canton, NC 28716
(704) 6148-6960 ext. 31

Center

Richard Barnes ,

North Central Regional Edu.cation
Center

P.O. Box 21889
Greensboro, NC 27402
(919) 379-5764

Maxine Brown
Nbrtheast Regional Education

Center
Box 1028
Williamston, NC 27892
(919) 792-5166
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Robert R. Byrd
North Carolina Facilitator- Service

Southwest Site ,

'619 Wall Street
Albemarle, NC 28001
(704) 983-427

Brenda Dail.
Central Regional Education Center
Box- 549
Knightaile, NC. 27545

yl (-919) 266-9282

Josephine.Sppulding,
South Central Regional Center.
P.O. Box 786
Carthage, NC 28327
(919) 947-5871

Joe Webb
Southeast Regional Facilitator Service
Education .Center, Room 200
612 'College Street
Jacksonville, NC 28540 . N3

(919) 455-8100

James Sineon
Northwest Regional Center
303 "E" Street
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
(919) 667-2191

NORTH DAKOTA
Hank Landeis
North-Dakota State Facilitator
Department of Public. Instruction
9tate Capitol
Bismarck,, ND' 58505"
(701) 224-2293

OHIO
Gordon Beilm '
Ohio Facilitation Center
The Ohio Department of Education.
DiviSion of Planning and Evaluation
65 South Front Street, Room 804
Columbus, OH 43215
.(614) 466-3825

OKLAHOMA
Kenneth Smith
Oklahorina Statewide Facilitator Project
Edmond Public SchoOls

" 1216 South-Rankin .
Edmond, 01 73034
(405) 341-2246

35 ,

OREGON
Dick Peciee
Oregon State Facilitatdr.
Multnomah CotAnty Education

'District
220 S. E. 102nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97216
(503), 254-9925

Service

t

PENNSYLVANIA
Richard Brickley or Carolyn Trohoski
R .1. S . E. -= Pennsylvania State Facilitator
198 Allendale Road'
King of Prussia /4 PA 19406
(215) 265-6056

RHODE ISLAND
George McDonough
State Facilitator Center-- R .1. S. F . C .

CIC Building
235 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 277-3840 or 3841

SOUTFCAROL,INA
James R. Blickner,or

Sharon. Ray
South Carolina Facilitator Project
South Carolina State

Department of Educatiori,
Office of Federal Programs
1429 Senate Street
Columbia, C 29201
(803) 758-3526

SOUTH DAKOTA
Gene. K. Dickson
South Dakota State Facilitator
South Dakota Division of

Elementary and Secondary
Education

Richard F. Kneip Building
Pierre, SD 57501
(60'5)773-3395

TENNESSEE
Martin McConnell or

Charles M. Achilles
Tennessee Statewide Facilitator
, Project. (TSF)
College of EducationtBERS
2046 Terrace Avenue
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37916 ,

(615) 974-4165 or 2272
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TEXAS (cont.)
William Scene II .

Texas Education Agency
201 East 11th Street

' Austin, TX 78701
(512) 475-5601

A,

Robert Reeves
Region I Education Service Center

Diffusion Prbject
1900 West Schunior
Edinburg, TX 78539
(512) 38.3-5611

Madalyh Cooke
Region II Education Service Center
209 North Water
Corpus ,Christi, TX 78401-
(512) 883-9288

Bill Powell
Region III Education Service
1905 Leary' Lane
Victoria, TX 77901
(512) 575-1471

Chirlie Henderson
Region IV Education Service
P.O. Box 863
Houston, TX .77001
(713) 868-1051

Edith Peacock
Region V Education Service Center
2295 DelaWare Street

-Beaumont, TX 77703
(713) 835-5212

Center

Center

Eyerett YoUngblood
Region VI Education- Service
3332 Montgomery Road
Huntsville, TX 77340
(713) 295-9161

Center

Mike Owens.
Region VII Education Service Center

Drawer 1622
/566

(214) 984-3071
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Leroy Hendrick
Region VIII Education Service

Center
100 :North Riddle Street
Mt. Pleasant, TX .75'455
(214) 572-6676

Art Phillips
Region IX Education Service

Center
301 Loop 11
Wichita Falls, -De 76305
(817) 322-6928

State Facilitator
Region X Education Service

Center
400 East Spring Valley. Road
P.O. Box 1300 -
Richardson, TX 75080
(214) 231-6301

Mary F. Hull
Region XI Education Service

Center
3001 North Freeway
Fort Worth; TX 76106
(817) 625-5311

Rosemary Richards6
Region XII Education Service

Center
401 Franklin
Waco, TX 76703
(817) 756-7494

Carrie Heim
Region XIII Education Service

Center
7.703 North Lamar
Austin, TX 78752 -

(512) 458-9131

Robert.E. Maniss
Region XIV Ed,t.ication Service

Center
P.O. Box 3258
Abilene, TX 79604
(915) 677 -2911,
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Nancy Lowe
Region XV Education

Center
P.O. Box 5199
San Angelo, TX
(915) 655-6551

, -
Service

76902

Jack Shelton
Region XVI Education Service?

Center
1601 South CleveAgnd
P.O. Bbx 30600
Amarillo, TX 79120
(806) 376-5521

Travis Brown
Region XVil EduCation Service

Center
4000 22nd Place
Lubbock, TX 79410

06) 763-4127-

Bil Whitfield .

Reg 1-1 XVI I I Educations Service
' Center,
P.O . Box 6020
Midland, TX 79701
(915) 563-2380

State Faci4itator
Region XIX Education Service

Center
P.O. Box 10716
El Paso, TX 79997
(915) 779-3737

Betty Child
Region XX Education

Center
1550 N.E. Loop 410
San Antonio, TX 78209
(512) 82873551

Service

UTAH _

Kenneth P. Lindthy
Utah State Facilitator ProjeCt
Utah State Office of Education
250 Bast Fifth South
$alt Lake City, UT '84111
(801) 533-5431

L

VERMONT.
Joseph M. O'Brien" -
Vermont State Facilitator
Bennington-Rutland Supervisory Union
Manchester Center, VT 05255
(802) 362-2452,

VIRGINIA
J.B. Linder, Jr., or Robert Foster
Virginia State Facilitator
Educational Services,-Inc.
P.O. Box 562
Riehmond, VA" 23204
(803) 536-5932 or (804) 732-3584

WASH INGTON
Keith Wright
Washington State Facilitator
Yakima Public Schools
104 North Fourth Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 575-3234

WEST VIRGINIA
.Kenny J. Smith
West Virginia State Facilitator
P.O, Box 1907
El kins, WV 26241
(304) 636-6918 .

WISCONSIN
George R. Glasrud'
Wisconsin State Facilitator
Department of Public Instructiori
Instructional Services Division
125 South Websthr.
Madison, WI 53702

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Phyllis Betz
Virgin Islands State .Facilitatcir
Virgin Is-lands Department of Educatiorf
P.O. Box 630
St. Thomas, VI 00801
(809) 774-0807'
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HOW THE SLOAN FOUNDATION'S SCIENCEEDUCATION PROGRAMS
ARE CREATED, MANAGED, AND MONITORED

Kenneth A. Klivington
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
New York, New York 1,0111

As Program Officer and,Adminrstrator of the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation_ Research Fellowships, Dr. Kenneth A.
Klivington is deeply involved in scientific affairs. His
experience in science, as opposed to his present admin-
istrative connection, has been principally in neurpphysio-
logy, psychology, and information and control,°:.bOt has'.
also included the use of computers' in architecture @nd
urban planning, and, as a research engineer,,, radar
interferometry, laser optics and infrared telescope
design. He holds the B.Sc. degree from h-is
master's from Columbia- University, and the Ph.D4. from
Yale University in engineering and applied sciencea

4#

When asked to make a presentation of this sort, 1. find, °a; I'm sure
everyone does, th.At my perception ,of the WaTiaEhanges. The su5----
ject begins to ferment subconciously and alters thv way I think"
about things.. So with the invitation to tell this group something
useful and interesting about the Sloan Foundation, science education
began to bubble in the back of my mind. .

Prior to the invitation, I had read the December Z7 issue of the P

British news ,magazine, The Economist, which contained an article
about seven men who had contributed the most fruitful ideas in sci-
ence al-0 technology since the war. Among the men and, discoveries
were James Watson with DNA and .William Shockley with the trans's- .
tor. 3 After the invitation hIcl set the science education stew bubbling
on the back burner of my mind; something floated to the surface:, It,
was the interesting fact that more than one of these wen recalled
nearly bloWing himself to pieces while fooling, with chemistry setas
a child. Now I, too, recall 'doing the same sort of thing -when` I Was
about 10 years old. That doesn't put me in the same league by any
means, but it did make me reflect a' bit on what gets young people
involved. in science. .. ..
I bought my son a chemistry set a few years ago when he was P. It
had been a long time since I looked inside the cover of a kicPs.
istry set. I was 'shocked. Virtually all of ,the "interesting." chemicals
had been expurgated. It Was, in fact, quite impossible for -my ssori to
blow up anything. The most dangerous ingredient in that chemislry
set was a candle So after making some ammonium chloride sm9ke and
,changing the colors of a few solutions, he put the cover bactic on the
chemistry set and it now gathers dust on the shelf.
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I suppose .1 should be grateful that my son has been prevented' from
blowing himself up by regulations that cover the contents of chem-
istry 'sets for kids. Yes, of course it's still too early to tell whether
My son will become a scientist or a fireman. There are certainly more
factors 'than, chemistry sets that, affect that decision. But all the
same, I' wonder how many other factors in, addition to chemistry sets
have been regulated out of the equation. I don't mean to imply that
chemistry sets should not be regulated, nor that there should be no
govertiment,regulations at all. What I do want to point od is that we
are only beginning to ut)cover some of.the hidden costs-of regulation.
Those of ds, concerned with science education should not overlook
those subtle effects.

The Alfred P., Sloan Foundation

Regulation is 'indeed one of the concerns of the Sloan Foundation,
which recently funded 3 Study of the effects of Federal regulation on/' higher education.* It is note however, the concerin at the top of my
agenda today. To introduce that agenda, 'I expect it ,woald be useful
for me to give a' brief introduction to the Sloan Foundation so you'll
have some idea of the context for the other thiggS" I want to talk
about.

Alfred P. Sioan,..Jr., was, a major figure in the automobile industr
It was he, in tett, who put a small manufacturing company oh
map. oYou know It today as General Motors. So in an indirect ay,
the Sloan Foundation is the General Motors foundation Apart om
the existence of General Motors,, perhaps the most profound effec of
Mr. .Sloan's years .as its head, is the custom of changing car mod Is
annually. 44

In 1934 Mr. Sloan created a charitable foundation intended to, foster
educatio,n1 in economics. Its major activity at the time was support ,of
"movies,, /radio programs, and pamphlets to educate the public about
the private enterprise. system. Technology slowly crept into the plc-

:, Lure, largely through . support for various activities at Mr. Sloan'g
alma mater, tiv Massachusetts Institute of Technology. By the 1950s,','
Mr. Sloan became pe'rsuaded, along with a great many other influ-
ential people, ghat support for the scientific underpinnings of tech-
nology. was essential for the, good of the country. Oritthe qcommen-
dation of a special advisory group of scientists, 'a- new program
designed to support basic research was initiated. Foundatio.
It provided_ flexible research Support to especially prorici*ing young
scientists in the fields of physics, chemistry, and mathematics. That
program is' generally acknowledged to be one, of the Foundation's

t, z
most it successful activities.- It continues today and,. has, been

9 broadened to include neuroscience, economics,' and applied mathe-

'I

matics.

A Program for, Renewed Partnership: The Report of the ,Sloan
Commission on Government and Higher Education. Ballinger,
Cambridge, MA, 1980

' :
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By 1980, science accounted for about one-third of the Foundation's
regular grant expenditures of roughly $15 million per year, Of that,
$1.75 million was in fellowships for basic research and over $3 million
for researchid training in cognitive science, a prpgram discuss
in some detail later. The remainder went for, suppopit of miscellaneous
programs and projects in science.

For the record, . other Foundation activities include support of
research and higher education in economics, technology, and edmin,is-
tration.

The College Science program

Focusing now on the theme' of creating, managing, and monitoring
science education programs, I'll first discs a program that the
Foundation created back in the 1960s to help 'improve science eduda-,
tion in private liberal arts colleges. Although most of this is history,
that very aspect offers the advantage of being able to follow the
development of a program over on extended period of time.. The

*procedures followed in
-
that development remain typical of- the way

the Foundation. operates today. As you'll see, too, many of the' prob-
lems the program was designed to-address- have returned to haunt us
again today.

Back in 1962, the Faun/dation received a proposal . from a leading
undergraduate institution with a remarkable record of producing

ogracruates who Went on to eminence in various fields of science. But
a ,threat of. unknown propor-tiohs menacedi the college's reputation.
The cost of research had risen beyOnd the means of such nstitu-
lions. If faculty .research could not be supported,. the college could

4 not, keep its outstanding science faculty. The implications for science
education were clear, so the administration called for help..

Now and then it happens that a..proposal which comes unsolicLted
through the door of the Foundation ;Carries implications far broader
than the immediate problems of the suppriant. In this case, it was
clear to the. staff Of the foundatiorwthat if this particular liberal arts
college was Din trouble in its science education program, others were
probably in deeper trouble. Was there a real threat that . the liberal
arts colleges mould cease to be a source of graduate students for
major university science departments? What are the implications of
having only university college* as the source of graduate students
in' science? Thekliberal, arts colleges attract a different sort of stu-
dent. from those. at the .university colleOes-. Would doss of the liberal

iarts students to science in some undefinable way impoverish 'pure
research?

All of these question ,,and issues fbecame the subject of intense staf
discussion during 1963. By mid-year, it was decided that in prin-
ciple the Foundation would provide some' sort of support td a select
group of' liberal arts, college, science" programs, but the broad pur-
pose of the program remained a subject of dispute.--The choice was
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between two alternate approaches. Qn one hand the Foundation might
try to .sustain or possibly augment they low of able youngyen and
women from liberal arts colleges into the graduate scienc depart-
ments of major universities. The alternative was to attempt to help
maintain and improve the quality' of sciente education in liberal arts
colleges for both scientists and -non-scientists alike.

The first approach implied that only those institutions- which were
already strong in science would be targeted for support. If the pur-
pose were to improve science education in liberal arts colleges as a
whole, institutions weak science but strong overall might also be
reasonable candidates for support. Taking the first pathp Would mean
making a small 'number of relatively large grants, the se d a some-

,
what larger. number of small grants.

4

In the end, the Foundation opted to 'Nye the best of both worlds.
The objectives of the programs formulated in 19156 were (1) to ensure
a continuing supply of science grpduate students from the liberal
arts colleges; (2) to improye the quality of secondary `school science
teachers, traditionally the products of liberal arts colleges; and
(3) to promote scientific literacy afriong non-science majors,. Assist-
ance was to be primarily for .needs uniqtfie to liberal arts colleges.

irst 'on the li'st was the capacsity to attract and retain bright young
Science- faculty., so faculty deVelopment, including research support,
.kad4top .prioysity. Sove ttunds were intended for . equipment and
_facilittesf' ,Foundation alSo encouraged collabolation with univer-

a-sitie to ugmenttthe -cglleges'lscience resources.
,

The College Science `'Programr ',raised a 'cOmmon problem for foun-
dations. It is clear that the loja-,,Foun'dation alone cannot possibly
help every eligible institutio what tt7c:-.,staff pe*Oplenust do is to
be optimistic in the extreme p,nd hope that foundation suloport will

-produce models of success (a not unreavnable hope) so,,, that other
institutions will. be able tolmitate these ''models with funds from other
sources (the wishful part). At any. rate, in order' to try tct meet
the goals' it had set forth Alne Foundation sent". invitations to three

(Sups of institutions.,The first was made up of strong, science-
° I nted liberal arts colleges;' the Second, colleges of limited, strength
in science but with a clear cl9IeRination to change that situation;
the third, colleges strong in arts and letters, but lacking distinction
in science. Thirty -five colleges, roughly -evenly divided among the
three categortes, received \ letters of----;iny-itatioh...._ The ° Fopdation
planned to divide $7.5 million among. 15 to 20 of them over -a:3- to
5-year period.

Whiles the institutions were;,formulating their 'proposals, members
of, ace staff visited them to assess, the likely degree of institutional
commitment. Without firm commitment -to the purposes of the .pro-
gram, including continuing 'support beyond the period, of a S/Qan
grant, an institution could not be 'expected to 'show more than a
transient change in the quality of its science program. After the
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visits, the Foundation, assymbl d a review panel of distinguished scj-`
entists to .help in the final lection process. By December of 1966;
20 notification telegrams wer .sent out to the winners.

All of this was not going on in a vacuum, of course. The lib-
eral arts colleges foynd themselves facing .an ever-growing financial
squeeze and exerted considerable force`on other sources of funds as
well as the Sloan Ftlundation. By mid-1966 both the National Science
'Foundation' (NSF) and the Research Corporation indicated their inten-
tion to provide funding similar to that under consideration by the
Sloan Foundatio_N5F intended to begin its College Science
Improvement Program (COSIP) on a modest scale. Of course some-
thinQ modest for NSF is still often much larger than what the Sloan
Fouridation can put 9n the line, but because NSF money was distrib-
uted more broadly 'than the Sloan dollars, individual grants generally
turned outoto be smaller than the Sloan grants. Fourteen of the 149
COSIP- institutions were on the Sloan list, and seven on that list also
received Research Corporation support.

rto"By 1972, when the College Science Program grants were running,
out, the world had changed. -Science was no longer growing. COSIP
had peaked at $9 million a year and was winding down. The
Research Corporation had returned to individual research grants.
Students regarded science as a threat rather than a savior. They
perceived, too, the glut of science Ph.D.'s. Admittedly, the growth
in pre-medical students exerted some positive influence. So too did
the concern for "ecology" and "the environment." But the overall
effect of all these confounding variables was to make it especially
difficult for the Foundation to evaluate the success of its College
Science Program and decide where to go from there.

As a start, Foundation staff visited all 20 institutions and talked as
well with NSF staff and staff* members of the Research Corporation.
Copious files, of reports and memoranda also had to be reviewed in
an effort,, to learn what had been accomplished, which. approaches

--s6cceeded and which failed.

Of the six colleges in Group I, those already strong in science,..five
performed satisfactorily, one outstandingly. All added new faculty
and stimulated student and faculty research. But with Sloan support
"about to terminate while COSIP and Research Corporation dollars ---
ceased to flow, all expected to have to cut back signifiCantly,

despite earlier intentions to carry on. their expanded programs after
grant termination.

Not all colleges in Group II could claim success. Five of the seven
did indeed make- significant improvements in their science education.
One showed little imprOvement, citing individual gains to faculty in
terms of equipment, travel, etc., at the expense of any concerted
institutional effort. The seventh embarked on an ambitious 'curricu-
lum development program, but later decided to abandon It.



Of the five successful programs, all notable for increased science
$ faculty size and enhanced research opportunities, two seemed likely

to be able to maintain their momentum. For the others, budgetary
problems posed a serious threat.

Group I II offered mixed,. performances. Four- of the seven colleges
were successful in building some science capability to fill the pre-
vious vacuum, three by adding faculty or teaching interns, one by
investing in equipment. Three turned in disappointing performances,
in one case because of the loss of leadership.

On the basis of -'this lid of college-by-college assessment, with 15
at least satisfactory performers out of 20 grai-'itees, the results- of
the College Science Program look good. In fact, this program, like
any of the activities of a general purpose foundation, involved a
rather high degree of risk.qColleges were allowed

to

flexi-
bility in the use of funds and were called upon to exercise a high
degree of initiative. Given the risks, the statistics look good.

But in a program of. this sort, it's necessary to back away from the.
trees to see the forest. The College Science Program was a family of
grants with a common purpose-:to enhance _the_-quality of science
teaching in three groups of colleges1 each group being only a small
sample of a muck larger group of liberal arts colleges. Taking the
program as a whOle, there are three results which the Foundation
would expect to find in order to consider the program a success:
(1) some significant portion 'of the colleges would in fact improve the
quality of their presentation of science by some reasonable measure;
(2) the colleges would be able to maintain this enhanced quality out
of their own resources or out of resources that th% new level would
attract; and (3) the accumulated. experience gained _in the process sof
improvement would to some extent guide other liberal arts .colleges
toward a similar improvement. 'these criteria provide a measure of
success that is morl meaningful than the college-by-college assess-
ment.

On 'the first score, 15 of 20 colleges did indeed enhance some''aspect
of their presentation of science. But the. failures offer lessons per-.
haps more importantr than those of .he" successes. Three of the five
poor performers stumbled because' of lack of leadership. Lack of
effective guidance Ln one Of these seems to have led to an inability
to develop a coherent plan of action. Another lost a dedicated presi-
dent during the first year of the program, and subsequent admires-

. tration was not strong. In the third;ahere was no coordinated con-
trol of the program. These failures of Igadership were all in the
lower two categories of institutions --two in the group with po pre-.
vious claim .to strength in science. There are no surprises here. The
Program was an experimenta test to see if an institution could come
up with required leadership-. Experitnents must" sometimes lead to
failures, as they' did here when a college failed the leadership test:
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Two of the five unsuccessful _colleges 'conducted experiments in
radical curriculum reform. For us, at least, this lesson underlined
the dangers of interdisciplinary .cUrricula, at the undergraduate level.
There are compelling arguments that all science is' one and that it
follbws that it all should be taught as one On the basis of this
experience, however, it appears neessary to teach the distinctive
central concepts of each of the digcipines of physics, chemistry,
mathematicsx and biology before it becomes possible to teach at suf-
fidiently profound levels of science for the interconnections among
disciplines to appear.

When it came to the questions of sustaining the new level of their
programs, we found that all of the institutions were in trouble to
some degree. No one, of course, could have foreseen the°troubles of

_1972 back in 1966. Indeed, the absence of an effective crystal ball is
a persistent cproblem for all private foundations like-Sloan, which
proyide support for 'building new or expanded institutional programs

.that 'must eventually be supported on a sustaining basis from other
sources.

Finally, on the score of accumulated experience which might help
guide other colleges in a more effective- improvement of their own
science programs, a few lessons were learned:

Stimulation of_ on-campus research, particularly re-
search with st dent participation, greatly enhanced
the:teachin d learning processes.

Postdocto al short-term residents on. campus can be
highly sti elating to the student body and can them-
selves ha

for
a a rewarding exPerience, (Regrettably,

sup rt for this type of visitor, was most profoundly=
affe ted by' termination of Sloan, support.)

. ,

(3) Rrovision 'pf facul research funds and the presence
Of postdoctor ellows on campus had an important
evaluationary effect on curriculum. Experiments in
revolutionary reform left no lasting mark.

(4) One. of the goats setobY the Fouridation was improved
college-university .-lin kages . No 'college displaVed -suf-
ficient initiative to effect any such improvement. The
notions that such linkages are in the" self-interest of
the college will have to be re- examined 'and, if veri:-
fled, new ways ty encourage their formation invented:

The Firial Stage

The lessons learned from the ColJege Sctnce Program Appear to be
vWuable, but they are of little use in the absence' of funds. The
evaluation of the Program had been a useful and instructive.txercise,

`/,
. ,
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but it was, in a sense, a disappointing one, despite the relatiVely
successful expenditure of funds. it led the Fouhdation to begin to
rethink its role in science and science education. In 1973, the Foun-
dation decided to award grants totaling' about $1 million to 14 of 'the
original institutions to help them consolidate the gains made Under
the earlier .grants and continue their efforts to assemble sustaining
support. But there was not a great deal of optimism -On either side
that this added support would do more than forestall the inevitable.

There Has been no formal review since these' grants were awarded,
other than' that provided by annual reports, to assess the current
state of science education at -either the participating colleges or
other institutions. No one, however, `Will - question that science
education is not. in goad health. And not just at the liberal arts
colleges. It is also true that many of the problems today are exactly

' those that the Foundation defined in the mid-1960s when the College
Science Program was being conceived. At the moment, the Foundation
has not identified any attack on.-hose problems which makes sense
for an institution of its size. Clearly, the .success of an'y such attack '

depends. on the presence of continuing seipport'sfor continuation and
it expansion. pf successful efforts upot/lemonstration of their success.

An important lesson for any private foundation is that it is all but
impossible to predict, the presence of that support. This is a lesson

"that is learned in more than one way. It helps to hedge your bets,
_ of course, but we've slipped even on an apparent sure thing.

Neuroscience -1

During the latter, part of the 1960s, the Sloan Foundationl,was .con-
cerned about its futurie role in science. It was clear by then that
Federal support for science was'. far in ,excess of 'what Sloan or any
other private foundation could muster. Was there a role for prlivat
dollars in science? Could they do anything Federal dollars coul
not?
.

A committee of distinguished scientists was assembled to adds o:-

these and related questions. They came up- with a list of recomm ri-,4.
dations which identified ''a ;lumber of relatively small but increasi 91,9 ''

impbrtant areas of science which for one reason. or another wer not
in a position to attract much Federal support but which/ cou d be ,

aided substantially by a modest amount of money. Qne of! the, was
called ."behavioralt biolog " `an area which eventualfy became better

/known .by the name of euroscience."
\-) ''

In 1969, the Foundation initipted a new operational policy by creating
the concept of the Particular Program. In .coh t rest to the; passive
activity of the so-called General Program, whic deals' primaiily with
unsolicited proposals in the Foundation's general areas- of interestr:-
the Particular Pyograms take a- more active, approach. They are
intended to identify a particular problem or opportuniW the Foun-
dation might hope tb address effectively with a finite yudget--asier a
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finite period of time. The original guidelines Called tor $1.0-15 million
over a. 5- to 7-year period, 'but inflation IS likely to push up the
dollar figure. One of the first-6f the Particular Programs ..was in
neurostience.,

,

In 1969, neuroscience was an embryonic .field vvt ose practitioners
were concerned with understanding the structure and function of the
nervous sytern and its role in behavior at levels ranging from the
molecular to the ethological. When the Program began, there were no
more than a handful of academic programs in neuroscience. Following .

a 7-year investment of some $12 million, there are now over .500 pro-
grams and a 'professional Society for NeurOscience with about 5,000
members. The Sloan ,Foundation alone was not responsible for .all of
this,, of course. Neuroscience was a field whose. time had 'clearly
come, and the Foundation had latched on to a nearly sure thing. But
once again, there was thatlesson to be learned.

Most of the support that went into the field from Sloan went for' the
development- of broadly interdisciplinary re'search and training. prO-.
grams. This, was done at a time when support for science was gener-
ally shrinking, so the growth of neuroscience had to take place in
most institiotions at the expense of something else. It wasn't hard to
guess that ,most major institutions.'were eventually going to need a
neuroscience .ppogram of one sort- r another. But:once° again, as in.
the case of the College Science Pro ram, it was hard to guess what
the general support picture was goi g to look like at the end 4bf the
peri6d of ,Sloan support, except, of courSe, to guess that it was
going to look worse than expected: ..\And it did. Neuroscience was
still a growth area at a time of cutbacks and neuroscientists prob-
ably fared as well if not better than anyone else in getting a piece
of the reduced Fede_5. I research dollarl. While it is true that by 1976'
the' market for neuroscience Ph.D.'s as better than that in most
fields, many of the programs that had rown up 'under Sloan support ,1 .
found that they were too big to sustai themselves with the number
of trainees and junior faculty they had, lint up over the years. So
once again,' tins Foundation found that its best laid plans did not
completely match the future &ley had predicted. Several institutions
required unforeseen additional support to provide therh with much
needed time to scale down to. a :more realistic level.- I'm happy to

'say, however, that virtually all of these programs are still -alive and
well. Rather than say 'more 'about thew, however, I'll go on to a

subject of more. direct relevance to the interests of this audience.

t Cognitive Science

As the Particular,.Program in Neuroscience neared the -end of its
lifetime, the Foundation began an exploration for another' area of
science where it might .hope .be as 'effective as it had been in
neuroscience. iorly explorations took the form of informal conversa-
tions between FOUndation staff and eminent scientists from every
conceivable discipline. They were asked' whal special contribution the
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FoundatiA might stake to the advancement of science over the next
5- to 7-year period with an investment of $10-15 million. Now, it is
surprising how truistic mdst scientists can be when asked such a
question. Few gave the selfish answer, "Put it all into my discipline."

-And, while there was no clear consensus, there was exceptionally
frequent ,reference to imminent advances in research concerned with
understanding cognitive processes. The same references recurred in
letters written by distinguished scientists from around the world who
were asked the same question by mail. Many of them pointed to the
apparent convergence of work going on in many fields, including
computer science, linguistics, and psychology, which were concerned
with such 'tatters as Speech comprehension, pattern recognition, and
the acquisition of language. With these .suggestions came warning's
that much of this work was less than first-rate and that the appar-
ent convergence may be no more than superficial.

These- conclusions are now much easier to draw than they were at
the-,time. We were then proceeding with considerable caution, aware
that we might be hot on the trail of a wild goose.. The next steVwas
to assemble, again informally, small groups of scientists working in
the still area of cognition,. but coming from a stand-
ard discipline wh they enjoyed an excellent reputation. Could they
concur that something was happeningor about to happen--that '
would eleyate the study of cognition to new Jevels? The answer was
an unqualified maybe.

At the same time, we wrote to a large. group on investigators of
similar reputation asking -.them if they thought there was, or was
about to be, a field of cognitive science, and if so, what it might ,
look like. We received generally 'positive responses, a wide variety of
maps of the- putative field, and many cautionary ,notes, .both explicit
and implicit. Something was clearly in the wind, but no one could
define, exactly',what it was. More discussions appeared in. order.
There followed two round table discusgions, one on the East Coast
and one on the West. Each brought together a group of philoso-
phers, linguists', computer scientists, psychologists, and other cog-
nitive 'types to consider the reality or unreality of cognitive science.
The EaSt Coast meeting made it clear that if there is a field, it is
fraught with controversy. The West Coast meeting, while not without
controversy, demonstrated that it is .possible to establish some con-
sensus as to what the goals of cognitive science might be and to
initiate some cross-disciplinary dialogue about how to achieve those
goals.

With a mixture0of optimism, and caution, the Foundation staff for-
mulated plans for a Particular Program in Cognitive Science. There
were to be thr`ge phases,,with ongoing review and the possibility of
terminating the program to be considered-at each juncture. Phase I

would involve a widely distributed series of modest grants for
exploratory purposes, largely. workshops and visiting scientists.
These would attempt to determine whether fruitful cross-disciplinary
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collaboration leading to new research approaches could be estab-
lished. Phase II would build on these interactions to train post-
doctOral investigators with a background in -one discipline, such as
cognitive psychology; to work on problems' in another area such. as
artificial. intelligence. Training at the postdoctoral level was con-
sidered to be -the most rapid way of creating productive researchers
who could be considered to be true cognitive scientists. Finally,
Phase III would focus on a few of the most successful programs and
provide institutional development support intended to produce an
-enduring cognitive science research and training program at each
institution.

All Of these plans and the ongoing monitoring of the program are
conducted with the aid of a Cognitive Science Advisory Committee
which is composed of scientists distinguished for their administrative
and scientific wisdom, but not necessarily possessing any credentials
in any aspect of cognitive science. Their periodic review of progress
and reformulation of operational procedures have proved invaluable
in guiding the course of the program.

Phase I proved more of a success than anyone could rave hoped.
Each of the 14 participating programs developed a strong and effec-
tive multidisciplinary, core group which rapidly opened a variety of
new lines of research. Many groups, shared common' interests, but
each developed a unique approach to the field. Controversy remained
a dominant characteristic of the program, but many opponents to the
principle of the progr'am changed their minds after spending some

. time at one of the participating institutions.

When it came time to decide on Phase II, ,it was clear that it was
appropriate to go ahead; the intellectual excitement was clearly infec-
tious. But. there was obviously going to be ,a problem in narrowing
the number of 'institutions participating in the postdoctoral training
activities. Not one program had fallen on its face--a clear possibility
in this murky and uncertain territory. And it was certainly too early
to weigh the relative success of one program against another with so
many diverse tivities going on. The Foundation decided to' make it
possible .for the 'participating institutions to take part in ,Phase II
if each could produce a persuasive propos%I. So far each has.

Now, plans are I;eing laid. for Phase III institutional development.
And we face once again the problem of determining what the likeli-
hood of sustaining support will be about 7 years from now. The
original notion had been to narrow Phase III support to two or three
institutions. With an anticipated $10-12. million to be divided among
them, the .,sense is that such figures would build unbearably large
programs. There is also a sense that, given the great 'diversity or
the field and its relative youth, it is not yet possible 10 decide on
the most potentially- fruitful approach. The 'number of awards now
under discussion is four or five.

o
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The Future

What will the Sloan. Foundation' be .doing, in the years ahead to help
support research and teaching in science? In all likelihood Phase sill
of the Particular Program in Cognitive Science will run its course.
The years shquld help Map- more clearly what is still an intellectual
territory shrouded in fog. Matisy of us expect that major advances in
teaching and learning are goinb to result from basic research in cog-
nitive science, but we won't know for some years yet. Since .its ear-
liest involvement, with science, the Foundation has taken the position
that immediate payoff" or the hope of .immediate payoff, plays no rol
in its support of basic research. I expect that the program of Sloa
Research Fellowships on which this tradition is founded will cdntin e
and perhaps expand. It remains one of the Foundation's mt
respected programs.

As for new ventures science or science education., they remain far
more uncertain. Per p's a new opportunity like neuroscience or cog-
nitiye science will be found. Perhaps someone will shed new wisdom
on the problems which the College Science Program hoped to solve.
But for the moment, and in a different way, the continuing vicissi-
tudes of Federal support for science and science education stymie
those of us in private` foundations who are concerned over how best
to deploy the relatively modest but undoubtedly valuable resources .
tha are available to help build for the future. .

V
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THE INTERPENETRATION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

Rusturri Roy
-Materials Research/Laboratory

The Pennsylvania State University
Universiy Park, PA 16802

Dr. Rustum Roy received his early education in India
and came to the United States for his doctoral studies at
the Pennsylvania State University in the field of ceram-
ics. He has continued at that university to the present
and is now Professor of Geochemistry and Solid State. He
has also been Director of the Material's Research Labora-
tory and Chairman of the Science, Technology and Soci-
ety Program from the 1960's toahthe present. Dr. Roy is
a member of the National Academy of Engineering and an
officer of many professional societies. He has founded or
edited at least eight 'journals and bulletins, and written
over 300 scientific papers as well as several books. As
a tribute to his many contributions his cotleagues at
Cambridge University have named a mineral after him.

The 'purpose of this session is to reinforce by illustration and rea-
soning what is obvious to almost every practitioner:, namely, that
research and development in science education.are simply labels on a'
continuum of change. The 'four speakers will each demonstrate how
this interpenetration of research and development affects their own
practice. My task in these very brief introductory remarks is..4o
present my overview of the relation between these activities. I wish
to make three points:

1. Research and development are two links on a continuum.

The first figure illustrates the total chain of activities involved in
tech'nological innovation of any kind. This schema comes from the
world of technological research and development, and 1 haves super-
imposed on the terminology of Research, Development, Dissemina-
tion, and Use (RDDU) commonly used in science education circles.

The two arrows are important. The one that starts on the left I

represents the push of di-sclPiery or invention as responsible for
triggering' progress down the chain. The arrow that starts on the
bottom right represents innovation driven by , the pull of societal
need. I have coined the terms "telestic" and "atelestic" for these
two kinds of basic research.
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The point to be made from this figure is that except in very rare
instances - -and these can hardly appear in research in science
educatiOnthere- is very little atelestic research which makes an
impact. Certainly in science education, research and development
are both telestic, i.e., they are need-driven with some educational
goal' in view.

2. All research in science education is "applied" science research.
.

This is' the second point to be made from Figure 1. In the. minds of
many, basic telestic s'cience is applied science and not "basic
,.cience." While many would regard all this as semantic quibble, it is
far from that. The fact that the great American academic . dream
machine does not recognize the existence or validity of applied sci-
ence in a university constitutes a major problem. Yet perhaps the
greatest distinctive successes of the quintessentially American uni-
versity establishment is the Agricultural Experiment Station which is
almost the prototype of applied research. It was a complete system
of "RDD 'and U" and that is what is needed for science education--a
Science Education Experiment Station attached to each land_grant or
other institution.

`3. Innovation -+ Impact are mixed in only slightly different _propor-
tions .in RISE and DISE.

I turn now to my Figure 2, 'which shows the relation of innovation to
impact as we go across the chain. This is an attempt to show that
in the science education area we operate in the middle of the con-
tinuum as any applied science would. The .bars show the RISE pro-
grams have a certain, component of innovation, but they must also
clearly demonstrate their putative impact. In the DISE programs the
mix is somewhat -richer in .the impact component. Moreover, the
third direction of time is shown as a third axis moving back out of
the plane of the paper. The slope of the lines with time is clearly
towards more impact. In other 'words, both RISE and DISE must
move toward having a measurable effect on the educational system.
Given this situation--and these are merely a representation of the
factsit is elearly a moot point 'that research and development in
science can ever be separated conceptually, and functionally. They
will obviously draw upon each other iteratively as much, as the sci-
ence Of thermodynamics drew on the technology of the steam engine
and vice versa.
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R&D INTERPLAY IN PROJECT PHYSNET

Peter Signell
Michigan State University'

Department of Physics
East Lansing, MI 48824

I

Professor Signell received his B.S. degree from Antioch
College and his Ph.D. from the University of Rochester.
He taught at Bucknair University and Pennsylvania State
University and hasbeen`a Professor; of Physics at Michi-
gan State Univerity for the past fifteen years. Professor
Signell has published over sixty papers, mostly on prop-
erties of the nuclear force. He has delivered a number
of invited papers at conferentes on both physics and
physics instruction and has supervised ten Ph.D. theses.
He ha'S been a Visiting Staff Member at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory for some fourteen years, is a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences Numerical Data
Advisory Board and Chairman of its Education Panel, and
is on the NSF/DOE Nuclear Science Advisory Committee ;
on Computational Capabilities for Nuclear Theory. He is
on the National Advisory Committees of the .NSF/SEDR
Materials Science (EMMSE) and Solar Technology-projects.
His instructional research and development projects have
been supported by the Alfred P. Solan Foundation and
the NSF.

Fly assignment is to describe theinterplay of research and develop-
ment occurring in a typical development project, namely, the one for
which I am project direcpr. .1 will describe that interplay as I see
it, then tell you a little about our ideas for enlarging it.

There. are three fields of research where findings have proved useful
to us: communication, science education, and cognitive and social
psychology. (in communication we include linguistics, typoggraphy,
andigraphics.) Such research results are being applied by us in
order to choose appropriate media for specific messages, to design
the organization of material within a medium; and to improve learners'
motivation at the same 'time that 'we work on their science-learning
-and problem-solving skills.' Recent 'technologiOal developments also
play a critical role, in our project, but they will not be described
here.

k

I

r
First, let me briefly describe-our project. The project's main goal is
to produce a system of instructional physics modules for independent
study. The target audience includes college students majoring in
the sciences and engineering, prat icing professionals in industry
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and government, and bright science-oriented high school. students.
The instructional modules are mostly in print form and are 7-14
pages long. They are meant to be about the length of regular
lectures. The authors are physicist/teachers scattered around the.
7country who contribute their manuscripts in a manner analogous to
he way research papers are contributed -to journals. The mod -e's

are also available from electronic storage.

Each module is documented in such a way that it can easily serve, as
a node in various learning sequences. Learners, individually or ,in
groups, follow what look like road maps to get from where they are
(intellectually) to where they wish or need to be. On these maps,
cities' locations are occupied by modules. Just a city will usually
serve as a way station for people who are passing through it in dif-
ferent directions, in similar fashion a module will usually be/ taken '

by various learners traveling along different paths that only tempo-
rarily cross or merge.

We find students pursuing several different path strategies. Some
individuals go along minimum paths to reach preset personal and
professional goals. Other individuals enjpy taking interesting side'
trips. The side trips sometimes result in changes of ;major! Also
some individuals report more satisfaction from studying a subject"
some depth before being rushed on to the next subject. This feeling
is widespread ampng professionals.'

Some faculty members have objected that students would- find a,
muttipath system too confusing. We find thal if we give students
the map, a colored felt' tip marker, and printed, directions and
restrictions, they have little .trouble marking out appropriate paths
on ,the map. After all,. most students are quite used ,to plotting
their way on road maps. Several thovsand students have success=
fully marked and followed their physics maps'by, now.

There is one additional facet which I would like to describ at of
overviews. Suppose that you, as a learner, are steering our coyrse
through our network of paths. Think'of it as traveling along on the
surface of the`earth--.--Now suppose that you can also rise from" the
earth's surface to obtain an overview of the surrounding terr
Suppose you can rise to consecutively higher levels, obtaining
ever more global view. Su hierarchical levels of overview are
provided in the module system by special overview modules. Tti's
overview function is graphically reinforced by the map and by the
form4 of the modules' tables of contents. Indeed, with the map,
the oVerviews, and the tables of contents, tile learper is provided
with a hierarchidal_ structure of knowledge fdr the territory being
covered. As we make the modules smaller, herle more numerous,
more of the structure of the st.kbject will be exposed to view,

Research has played a vital role in shaping the module system I have
just described. %First, some very nice work has shown that college-

--age students are most likely to be strongly motivated if they can see

G
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a total path linking present .decisions to the achievement of personal
goals in the future. Such' a path should include a number of steps
along the way, and AI student should receive reinforcement as..the
path is being traversed, reinforcement' that 'builds credibility for the
whole path.

In ;our case, the students find that each module-to-module link on
the map is indeed necessary, and this helps build that credibility. Ass

Each link on our map represents a prerequisite relationship between
the two modules at- opposite ends,of the link. That is, the' module at
one end of the link mvides a skill which is a prerequisite for, the
moduledget the other end of the link. A Module's prerequisite skills
ar explicitly stated in the module, in 'a *elf-testing or pre-test for-

They may involve knowledgd, rule application, problem solving,
estimation, -,evaluation,' etc.

A module's author is the one who constructs the module's list of pre.,
requisite skills. For each prerequisite skill, the author also lists
those modules in the system which adequately provide that ski ,. A
module's list of prerequisite skill modules is all we need to place he
module on the map and draw in its links:

Recent results in cognitive psychology, involving the direct study d
physics problem solving, have suggested the importance of develop-
ing mini-skills, then clustering them on various levels to form a
hierarchy, By making the hierarchy explicit, the brain has a struc'-
ture upon which o hang the chunks as they aremet, resulting in
much more efficient learning. It then can use the iwords, visuals,
and relations in the hierarchy to design a "top-down" solution to ar-y
particular problerii.

LN._/The hierarchy is made explicit through the overview modules and
through each module's' hierarchical Table of Content*. The -profes-
sional's *lords and word associations are made explicity through each
module's "input Vocabulary" 'and "output vocabulary" lists, plus their
expansive Glossaries. Some crude network-type relationships are
made explicit via the module's Prerequisite Network Diagram.

Some research findings that are often quoted in our project are
...IF' those that cofifirm high school English teachers' rules for good

English. The most important of these rules delineates the
Rosition and design of a paragraph's topic sentence. Our physicist/
authors tend to 'define ahlwor--'-dEor--rcepts first, then combine them
into a topic sentence. The trouble is that' the topic sentence then
occurs at the end of the paragraph, and the topic paragraph occurs
at the end of the module. A bold sugOes'tion to the author to re-
arrange the material usually results. in .much bad noise. However,
data from "topic I sentence" .research is morel respected and is usually

enough to send the authgr back to the drawing board. ,Upon com-
pletion of the revision, theauthor is pleasantly surprised to find
that OA research findings check out personally: the revised ver-
sion seems significantly better.
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Another _Well-quoted researith result is that on "chunking." This
research says that the -human braWlikes no more than approximately
five to seven new chunks of knowledge at a_ time, plus one chunk
that ties the others., together. Thus mast modules h'ave a two-level
hierarchical layout of theirs tables of contents,- with no more* than
apiyoximately five paragraph tales per section, and no more than '
approximately five sections per module. The modules, in turn, are
grouped.in,--blocks of no more than five.

Apart from the basic rese rch applications I havvibeen discussing,'
we also have to include ap lications from research into the author's
attitude or stance, the s rengthening of recall, and the needs of-
industry for increased productivity. Research -in typography influ-
ences our printed line length, line ,spacing, choice of type faces,
and right margin justification (or lack of it). From research on

sib graphics we use results relevant to left-rtght symmetry, the degree
of detail in figures, figurp labels, and captions.

Finally, _there are recent research results suggesting that even A .

experienced physicists have . gaps in their problem-solving knowl-
edge, gaps that could be medied by -raising physicists' most gen-
eral concepts to A higher evel in the hierarchy. Another way of,
saying t is that we often neglect teaching the most general physics'

becauswe want students to use simple algebraic manipulations.
Unfort nately, the simple apprOximate .for`mulations are frequently all
that ,s ck in -t e learners' long-term memories. Our project is ,now

sack th ough already-produced modules, making it clear that
many of the exact-looking equations are mere approximations. At
the same time, i,we are inserting at least a paragraph describing° the
problem's 'general method of attack. With new modules we are also
trying to make sure that the learner obtains a feel for the real-life
circumstances under- which the beautiful little approximate Forman -s"
are useful. .

71,

Have we influenced any researchers? We think so, especially in the
case of an investigation into the relative effectiveness of various
models of the tryout-revision cycle. After a great deal of discus
sion, we think we have persuaded the researchers to compare
those tryout-revision models which _might -reasonably 'be used by
clekelopers and practitidners. In return, the researcher will gain
aCtitgs to the tryout-revision data being systematically collected by
qt he project. < .

We have recently made a modest first step toward linking together
developers and pracptioners. Initially, the practLtioners.involved are
mainly 6igh school achers who do not have enough talented and
eager. advanced' phyTrcs students to justify a special class. Never-
theless, they find that they can offer our college courses, using our
modular materials, in various indep,endent study modes.
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To help them along and to get feedback, we are in daily contact with
them via computer conferencing and electronic mail. This means that
each person in the network can dial in _via a local telephone number'
when there\is a need or when time is available. Yesterday in my
hotel room 'I dialed the /ocal TELENET number here. in Washington,
D.C.,. connected to the Michigan Computer Network, and responded
to, messages that included one fronri, our module distribution person,
one from a high school teacher in Portage, Michigan, and one from a'
woman in New Hampshire asking for consultation on a homework
problem in 'theoretical mechanics.

r As our 'network ,of deVelopers and practitioners wands, we hope
that a number of researchers will join us. We want them to work with
us on applications of their research results, for inspired application
is just as hard to come by as inspired research.

I see no end to applicable' results coming from research in science
5ducatioh and related areas: This field appears to be in its infancy
and ,is being 'constantly-challenged by the appearance of new tech-.
nologies. As researchers, ,developers, and practitioners become more
closely coupled, modules will contirtuallychange in response to new
insights. At that point, sCierrce edUcation research and developnrienat
will be most like research and development in the 'natural sciencesW
and will have the same apparently firriitless horizon.
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4,ACOMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM IN PHYSICS.EDuCATION:
RESE CH, CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, AND INSTRUCTION*

Lillian C. McDermott
Physics Education Group

Department of Physics
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington 98195

Dr. Lillian C. .McDermott, a graduate of Vassar, received
..her Master's and Ph.D. degrees in Physics from Columbia
University. She is presently a 'Professor ocPhysics at
the University of Washington. Dr. McDermott also heads
the Phytst;s Education Group made up of physics faculty,
visiting faculty research and acadeienic associates, and
doctoral candidates doing their research in physics edu-
cation. Among the student's in the Physics Education
Group, are minority students interested in science-related
careers, pre-college teachers, and undergraduates en-
rolled in the standard introductory physics courses..
Working with tha Physics Education Group has provided
varied experiences to Dr. McDermott, some of which
have become the subject of investigatiorps funded by
the Research in Science Education' (RISE) Program; as
well as the 'Developmtnt in Science Education (DISE)
Program. Dr. Mcbe'rmott -.has published widely on the
teaching of physics to students and curretaly to pre-'
college teachers, and her findings have had an impor-
Aant impact on physics curriculum writing.

I. Introduction $ .

The Physics Education Group in the Physics Department at the Uq-
versity of Washington is congtucting a comprehensive program that
integrates research in physis. education, curriculum devtlopment
based on this research, and physics instruction. The 'Physics Edu-
cation. Group includes physics faculty, visiting faculty, research and
academic associates, and doctoral students doing their 'resea'rch in
physics education. 1This paper describes the instructional, research,
and curriculum development components of the program 'and gives
examples of their, interaction.

*This work was supported by Nation* Science Foundation grants
RISE SED78-17261 - Investigation.of Conceptual Development in the

Study of Motion
DISE SED79-18997 Preparing 'Adademically Disiedvantaged Students

in Science Through Concepbt-Based Modules
.PCTD$SP179-02801 Production of Increased Science Competence in

Elementary and Secondary Schools
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II . Comprehensive Program
)-

A . Instructional component

All members_ of the Physics Education Group are actively engaged in
instruction. We have, experience teaching physics to students with a
wide variety of ability' and preparation. Our students include minor-
ity students interested in science related careers, pre-college teach-
ers, and undergraduates enrolled in the standard' introductory
physics courses.

41(

1. Minority (Undergraduates Interested in .Science-.Related Careers -
For the past five years, the Physics Education Group has been con-
ducting a special sequence of physics coursed designed to preMre
minority students for mainstream science- courses. Each year about 50
students in the University Of Washington's Educational Opportunity
Program (FOP) enroll in this special program. The courses are labor-
atory-centered, with a' great deal of interaction between the instruc-
tors and. students. We h assembled support for the instructional
costs from the Physics epartment, Graduate SchoOl," and a Health
Sciences program. The development of curriculum based on our ex;
perience,in this course is described in Section. II .C,1.

2. Pre-College Teachers
For the past 10 years, our group has offered courses' for pre-
service and in-service teachers. The pre-service course for .prospec-
tive elementary school teachers was originally developed by Arnold -
Arons with UPSTEP. support. We have also developed a special year-
long course in physics which i$ required for 'certification to teach

` high school physics. In addition to these two regular course offer-
ings in the Department, there is an extensive in-service teacher edu=
catioii program supported in part by .a Pre College Teacher Develop-
ment in Science grant. In-service courses are offbred, twice a week.

-----' 3. -Undergraduates in Standard- Introductory Physics Courses
Members of the also participate in' the regular instructional
program of the Physics Department.: Thus,- -the- group_ has direct
access to the traditional physics student enrolled in pre- professional
general introductory physics and in calculus -level introductory
physics courses..

B . Research' Component

Our research focuses oh systematic investigations of student difficur-
ties in various domains.. Currently, our major research effort is the
Research ,in Gcience Education (RISE),project in which we are inves-
tigating student understanding of the concepts of motion among the
student populations mentioned above. A second area of research is
the identification of specific difficulties in learning science that
hinder the progress of acaderhically. disadvantaged students in main-
stream science courses. This investigatiOn is part of our Developiinent

r,.
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in Science Education D ISE) project. in which we are developing
curricula to address student difficulties common to the study of
science in gendral, rather than specific to physics.

1. ,, Research in Sciencetducation ,(R ISE) Project
In our RISE project, we are conducting an empirical study of student
unders nding of concepts of motion. Initially, the research focused1)
on kine atics. Research currently undel- way centers on an investi-
gation of student understanding of the concepts of dynamics.

In this study, the criterion selected to assess understanding of a
concept is the ability to apply the concept correctly to simple mo-
=tions of real objects. The primary data source has been the individ-

-4, ual clmonstration interview ° in whiCh students are asked specific
questions about simple. motions they observe. Data are also obtained
from stydent responses on homework assignments, examinations,
instructor-student dialogues, and group and class discussions. As
the research progresses, results are incorporated into our instruc-
tiorral program and into new curricula. These, in turn, suggest
further questions for research.

The results of our study on student understanding of kinematical
concepts, with emphasis on instantaneous velocity and ,acceleration,
have been reported .7'8 In conjunction- with this re'search , we have
developed a curriculum in the form of a module on kinematics which
addresses specific difficulties that have been identified in the course .
of our investigation. A description of a portion of this research _in.
kinematics can serveto, illustrate the interaction among the research,
curriculum development, and instructional components of our pro-

.
6 ram .

In bur, empirical study of student understanding of the concept of
acceleration, we have focused on the qualitative understanding of
acceleration as the ratio of change' in velocity to the cor'esponding
change in time ,(Av/a). Acceleration Comparison Task 1:
signed to probe various aspects of student understanding of accel-
eration. This task was administered .as an inaividual demonstratiOn
interview to Ai-lout 200 students 'representing all populations included-F
in our study...

41

In Acceleration Comparison Task 1, students observe the motions of
two identical steel bans that roll down straight aluminum U-channels
set side by side. Although both tracks are inclined identically, the
channels are of different widths as shown in Figure 1. Thus, one of
the balls, ball A, has smaller acceleration than the othery ball B.

. .
..0111.
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of U-channels used in
.Acceleration Comparison Task 1.

The apparatus for AcceleratiOn Comparisorv Task 1 is illustrated in
Figure 2. Both balls are released from rest. Ball. A, initially behind
ball B, is released first. The apparatus, was carefully designed so
that both balls reach a tunnel at the end of the inclined tracks at
the same instant and with the same velocity. The two motions are
illustrated in -the graphs in Figures 3 -and. 4, neither of which is
used in. the interviews. Acceleration Comparison Task 1 is described
in rcore detail in a paper reporting an this research, in the American.
JournaL of Physics inMarch 1981.

4

The interviewer begins by showing the student the motion of each
ball, separately. It is clear that both balls accelerate. The motions
are' then run together and the-student is asked: "Do these balls
have the same or different accelerattons?" The two most common
correct -lines of reasoning are the-following: (1)_Balls Aand B have
the same final velocity. Since ball A is already moving when ball B
is released, ball B's velocity changes more iethe same time. Thus
ball.B's acceleration is greater than ball A's. (2) Both balls have the
same change 'in- velocity from zero- to the -same final speed, :bat ball
B' is releaSed later and undergoes this velocity' change in less time.
Thus ball B's acceleration is greater than ball A's.

The interviewer assists the students in Making the observations
necessary for comparing the accelerations by, directing attention to

, the motion of the balls at the times when, each ball begins to move
and when they. both enter. the,tunnel. In order to complete the task,

,.
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BALL A

BALL B

Fig. 2. Acceleration Comparison Task 1. Motion is from
left to right. Successive positions are shown as they would

"t.ppiear in a strobe right photograph. Dashed circle indicates
initial position of ball A. Solid circles indicate corresponding

ipositions of- balls at equal time intervals.

TIME

Fig. 3. Position-time graph of
motion demonstrated in Accelera-
tion Comparisori Task 1. Dashed
line indicates position of ball B
from instant ball 'A is released
until ball B is released. '
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- Fig. 4. ,Velocity-time graph of
motion demonstrated in Accelera-
tion Comparison Task 1. Balls
reach the same velocity just as
they enter a tunnel at the bottom
of the incline.
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the student must recognize these observations as necessary and be
able to combine them appropriately. Success in this task was taken
as an indication that the student understood the Concept of accelera-
tion as the ratio Au/At.

The failure rate on this task awes very high. Even among students in
the calculus physics course, only 40 percent of the students in our
study were successful after they had studied acceleration in the
course. Traditional instruction of this concept does not seem to be
adequate for most students to apply it correctly to a real motion. A
careful analysis of the reasons for failure on the acceleration compar-
ison task pinpointed a number of conceptual difficulties. Some of
these indicated a confusion between the, concepts of velocity and
acceleration, an inability to deal with the concept of change of veloc-
ity quantitatively, and lack of understanding of acceleration as a
ratio.

As described in Section I I .C.2, the research on student understand-
ing of concepts of motion has guided the development of curricura
iii the form of a module on kinematics. The use of these curricular
materials in our courses not only provides a means for evaluating
and improving the curriculum as it ills being designed, but also prci-
vides the opportunity for continuing the study of student difficul-
ties. As students use the materials, we gain new insights into their
probleins and thig suggests new- 'questions to be systematically
studied. '

2. Development in Science Education (DISE) Project
in the course of the research associated with our curriculum devel-
opment project, we have identified a number of specific-difficulties
encountered by our EOP students in learning science. We have
grouped these difficulties into four somewhat overlapping categories.
Although other schemes might work equally well, vie feel this organi-
zation constitutes a useful system that can readily be translated into
implications for instruction. The four categories are listed and briefly
illustrated, below.

a. Confusion between two concepts that apply to the same
situation

A major problem for our students has been the lack of an adequate
understanding of basic concepts. It 1..s-...easy for students to learn to
repeat definitions of such concepts, but this is not 'sufficient. Fbr
concept to b.e of value to a qudeb.t, the student must be able to dis-
tin.buish it from related concepts and to select the one appropriate to

'the task at hand. 'Over 50 percent of our' students initially confuse
tlhe concepts of mass and volume, density and concentration, heat
anti temperature, speed and position, ,and. velocity and acceleration.
Our curriculum is designed to help students =confront and resolve
these confusions.

a.
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b. Problems with scientific reasoning
We have found that the reasoning difficulties faced by our academi-
cally disadvantaged ,students are substantially the same, as those
found in the general student population, but more frequent and
severe: -Recently, many authors have called attention to$a Widespread
need among college students to develop reasoning skills such ,as pro-
portional reasoning, logical implication, combinatorial reasoning, con-
trol of variables, and hypothetico-deductive reasoning. We believe
that Student performance on these reasoning skills -should be ex7
amined in the light of Coherent subject matter such as physics,
rather than through exercises and tasks that attempt to separate
scientific reasoning from scientific content. It has been our experi-
ence that the ability to use these reasoning pro6aCsses.-is heavi y
dependent on the context.

c. Inability to reason by analogy and to transfer reasoning to
new contexts

One of the instructional devices widely used in the sciences is the
analogy. We have found that our, students are severely limited in
their ability to 'follow instruction by analogy. For example, we intrso-
duce proportional reasoning in the context of ,mass, volume,, and
density. Even when the students become fairly competent at execut'
ing and explaining the reasoning in these problems, we find that feiv
are able to solve exactly analogous problems involving circumference
and diameters of circles.

d. Lack dieleneCtion between realiiy and representations
Students, must be able to use representations of 'reality such as
verbal statements, diagrams, models, graphs, and formulas to benefit
fully from instruction and to communicate with others. In addition to
having the skills needed to work with representations, e.g., mem-
orizing laws, plotting graphs, solving equations, etc., students must
also acquire the 'ability to connect .these representations with one
another and with real situations.., inability to make these connec-
tions is characteristic of most of our students as they enter the EOP
ohysics- class.

As specific diffiCulties in the ,abo've four categories have been iden-
tified and explored in detail, we have designed,instructional mater-
ials to help students over-come them and have used these curricular.
materials in our courses. ThiS interaction-among the research, cur-
riculum development, and instructional components of our program is
illustrated in the next section.

I

C. Curriculum Development Component

(The third major component of our program is curriculum develop-
ment. Currently the primary deyelopment effort is the DISE pr'oject
which .focuses on cur' -icula to prepare academically disadvantaged
students for mainstream college science courses. We are also develop-
ing curricula based on our motion research under our RISE grant.
These materials are intended for use by students witb a wide variety
of preparation in physics.
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'The development, of curricula is firmly rooted in our classroom
experience. After 5 years of working with academically disadvantaged
Students; two features of our, approach to instruction have emerged
as guiding principles for the design of curricula: (1) concepts and
reasoning should be addressed together, and "(2) abstraction end
generalization should be preceded by direct experience.

It is our belief that concea,,formation and reasoning development are
mutually dependent arrd must, be addressed together. If the reason-
ing skills of students are not sufficiently developed, it is often fruit-
less to attempt to teach them formal scientific concepts because many

,concepts are inseparably linked with particular lines of reasoning.
_Conversely, we believe that developfnent of reasoning skills cannot
be fully realized unless these skills are applied to significant subject
matter which is part of a cohesive body of knowledge. Courses that
focus only on reasoning and ignore formation of scientific concepts
or that introduce subject matter only incidentally are likely to be of
limited usefulness in preparing students for mainstream science
courses. This assertion is based on our experience that the transfer
of reasoning skill's,- by the students from one context to another is
quite limited. .

. .

VOur experience in the classroom has strength'ened the conviction that'
for students whose reasoning skills are not yet fully developed, sci-
enk tific concepts should be introduced in the laboratory: Many of ours
students initially .do, not distinguish between naming and underStand
ing a concept.. To them, a r'epetition of Words in correct juxtaposi-
tion represents understanding To "forestall. this fixation on words,
we introduce technical terms only after the ideas behind them have 4
been explored in thsft laboratory.

1. DISE Project
In our DISE project, a curriculum in. physics and physical science is
being developed to help prepare academically disadvantaged students
for success in mainstream science courses. The setting4for this proj-
ect is the special program in the Physics Department- for students
(mostly minority) in the Universitya of Washington's Educatibnal
Opportunity Program (E(t). The cloNr re tionship between instruc-
tion in the EOP phys.ics course and:the eveloprhent of curriculum.
for Tese students is illustrated in a ---series of *nee articles which

°were published in the Journal of Cal&ege Stience Teaching in ..fariu-il
ary, March, and May' 1980.1'

We plaii to Produce .six modules which together °comprise abilut 2.,

years of academic work. The topics have beep chosen "to form a'
conceptual basis for later work in the. physical sciences. -hie' titles

JJude Properties. of Matter, Kinerhatics, Astronomy, Heat and. Terri-
rature, Electricity and Magnetism, and The Atomic (Molecular, Mddej

of Matter. The first Module, Properties of Matter, lays ,the foundation
for the others which may .be. selected in any order acrording -to ,the
in`strt.ictor's -preferepce and students' needs-. -

1768
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The first two modules have been printed in , trial, editions and are
being pilot-tested at the 'University. of Washington and other institu-
tions. Although-the curriculum is %being developed to help prepare
minority students for mainstream science courses, we have foupd
that the materials are effective with pre allege teachers and with
students who have alre.ady had some preparation in physics.

These curricular materials embody the design 1D rinciples ment ionbd
earlier*. For ekannple, in acbordance with the procedure described by
Arons, practice with proportional reasoning is eMbedged in study of
subject matter. Over a period .of a year, the students work with
proportions in the *texts of denity, pi, ,concentration, chemical
proportions, and uniform, .velocity. For each proportion, the result of-
carrying out the division 6S interpreted as the number of units in
the - numerators for'every one unitof the qu'antity in the denominator.

The chart in Figure 5 summarizes the treatment of proportional rea-
soning yn our curriculum.: We have found that extensive exposure to
proportional reasoning in rdifferent contexts is hBcessary before sig-

.' nifiCant transfer to new topics is ,icktieved. This illustrates two of
.the difficulties- identified byeour, research: the persistence of trouble
with scientific reasoning and the limited ability of .the stirdents to
reason by analogy to transfer reasoning to new contexts..

, .
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The failure to'cconnect reality, with its representation's is taken into'
account in a second- example oft. our approach to curriculum develop-
merrt:. This e><4cerrit, which is taken, from the study of solutions,
iilustFates the 'way in which the -laboratory is used to help form the
quantitative, concept of concentration and connect this number with
observable-,propeties of soiutions. The experiment described is the
first of many that involve solutions,,-and serves -a-s the students! firn
exposure to this topic. EaCh student-, works indivi,duallY with a staff
member Q n the following task: the' student- is shoWn four .beakers
contairling .salt water solutions as ir) Figure 6. The beakers cOntain
very different" volumes of water that can be determined by. reading
t4e calibrated scales. In front of each r is written the mass of

\ \ isalI that it contains,
.ti

The student is jiver), a sample -of solution from each beaker and is
,asked to match each. sample to the beakers from which - it came by
tasting the Samp'les.- The student is not allowed, however, -to taste
the solutionS- In the containers. To match correctly, it is necessary
to perform calculations that take into account both the mass of salt

. and. the volume of water.

O
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6. Introduction to Concentration. The Student is
d to taste each "salt water sample and then, match it
e, of thp beaker solutions.
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Most students <about 60 percent) initially match the salt water
samples= and beaker solutions incorrectly; usually because they focus
only on the total mass of salt in the' beaker's and ignore the volume
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V p 4
dit Oi~ water in which the. salt was dissolyed. For the students who con-

'. . sider only the- salt, the staff directi attention to the .role of the
water 1.n the beakers through such questions' as "Does the amount
of water affect the *loftiness?" and "How could you take the water..
intcz.account?" Although some of the students need further guid-

e
.

., ..anC'e, at this point most realize that the saltiness of the solutions is
related to "thee amount of salt compared to the amount o .Water."

, While some cannot see how to make this comparison, most divide the
; mas of salt by the volume of water (or vice versa), interpret the

resulting ,number correctly, and make the proper match between the
beaker solutions and the samples tasted. At the end of the exercise,
the instructor states that thVnumber obtained by div,iding the mass
,of. salt' by the volume of 4:ier is called the concentration of the

.solution. N4 .
' ) .

-

In this. example, the laboratory setting has allowed the staff to intro-
. duce the concept of solution concentration by providing a. situation

4 in which. the concept is created out of necessity. Only after this
experience is the concept named. This procedure is typical of the

..-- Way new concepts. are introduced in our curriculum.

2. RISE Prolect
We have used the results of the -research from our RISE project to
guide development of an instructional module on kinematics. On the
basis of *the research described earlier in SeCtion I I .B.2, for ex-
ample, we designed an instructional demonstration to confront the
confusion of velocity and acceleration and to help the, student con-
nect these concepts- to actual motions.

ti

In the demonstration illustrated in Figure 7, the students are shown
two identical steel balls rolling on tracks placed side by side: Each
track consists of a level section followed by .a downward sloping
section. The sloping sections'' start at'the same place and are identi-
cally incliried. Bali A, rolls or-Ca wider track and thus has a smaller '

acceleration on the incline. The two balls begin to move at' the same
time, but ball A starts out behind ball B with a greater initial .veloc-
ity. The. two balls reach the ends of the level sections at the same
moment. Ball A will, of course, move out ahead of ball B as it begin
to rol' down the incline. -Although both balls accelerate on the incline,
ball B has the larger acceleration. When ball B attains the same
velocity as ball A, it is still. behind ball A. For a short time, the
separation between the balls remains almost constant, indicating that
the balls have the same velocity. Thereafter, ball B beginS to close
the gap, but the track ends before ball B overtakes ball A. The two
motions are illustrated in the graphs in Figures 8: and 9, neither of
which. is used in the interviews.

1r
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Fig. 7. Instructional - Demonstration. Motion is from left
to right. Successive positrons are shown'as they would
appear in a strobe light plvtograph. Solid circles indi-
cate corresporing positions of balls at equiptime. inter-
vals. Balls have the same velocity at the last positions
shown on the inclines.

TIME

Fig. 8. 'Position; time graph of
motion in Instru&ional_Demon.;
stration. Both !palls begin ;to
accelerate at the same time when
they are side by, side at the top'
of the incline.

I

TIME

Fig. 9. Velocity-time graph of
motion in Instr'uctional Demon-

_stration.1 Ball A has a larger
initial velocity but a smaller
acceleration than ball B.
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The motions are run together and the students asked': "How do the
accelerations compare?" A correct comparison can bemade by reason-
ing as follows: At the ,instant both balls are at.th, beginning of e
inclined track, ball- As velocity is larger than ball B's, tiut Ar
they have the seine velocity. Thus, ball B changes velocity 'more-in
the same time and has a larger acceleration.

it-
Many students, however, respond that -the two balls have the same
accteleration. In the ensuing discussion, they usually Make reference
to the short time when there is a constant separation between -the
balls as they move down the tracks. These students use an obser-
vation that indicates the bqlls have the seine velocity to justify, their
claim that the balls have the same acceleration. The demonstration
thus provides a situation in which a -confusion between the concepts
of velocity and acceleration becomes' evident and can be directly
addressed.

The dialogue between instructor and students initially focuses on the
concept of instantaneous velocity and then continues with a discus-
sion of the definition of acceleration. The instructor directs the
students' attention to the need to consider the instantaneous veloci-

.

ties of the ballg et two different iaatants in order to compare their
accelerations. The students examlne the' changes in velocities for
each (ball and the time intervals required for these change. They
then compare the' ratios of (Au/At) for the balls andi'determine which
has. the larger acceleration. The discussion provoked by this demon-
stration provides the instructormwith the. oppor:tunity to confront the,
confusion bet.we'en velocity and acceleration directly and to help the
students separate these concepts.

As a result of the type of instruction illustrated by this demonstra-
tion, the students in the EOP physics course achieved a qualitative
understanding of acceleration as a ratio that matched the under-
standing acquired by students taking calculus -based physics. About
20 percent of-the 'calculus physics Class could perform satisfactorily
on Acceleration Comparison Task di before instruction, while 40 per-
cent succeeded on a post-test. From none being successful 'on a pre-
test, the EOP stbdents. also progressed to 40 percent post-test suc-
cess. Such an improvement did not occur among students enrolled in
any of the standard lecture courses included in ,our study.

3. Pre-College Teacher Development in Science Project
With assistance from the. National Science Foundation, inservice

, teacher education has been a continuing -lactivity. in the Physics ..
Department for many years. Currdntly through a Pre-College Teacher
Development in Science grant, he Physici Education Group offer:s
workshops., to teachers twice a. week after school. There ,has been a.
mutually enriching interaction betweerl our teacher education petivi-

. ties and research and curriculum development under our RISE and
DISE grants. By "including teachers in our studies of conceptual
understanding, we have increased our data base and made possible
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','.greater generalization of our firidings. We live found that curricu-
lum developed for the EOP students. has been very effective with
teachers. In. turn, materials originally designed for use in the in-

.
service havA htsand ladve
been incorporated in the modules being produced under our DISE

.
grant,

Ill:. Conclusion
44.

It has been our experience that .the Dreearch, curriculum develop-
ment, and instructional components of our program continually
reinforce one another. Figure 10 shows the interaction of these
components. The continuous 'involvement with students in the clas-
room has proved fruitful in suggesting further questions to be in-
vestigated systematically through' our research. We feel that the
process of immediately. using and revising curriculum as it is devel-
oped .increases the likelihood of produ,cing matrals responsive to
student needs. The instructional program, thus provides a setting
that allows for the constant' re-examination of the results of research
and 'curriculum -development; It is our belief that a comprehensive
program involving research, curriculuril development, and instruc-
tional components is an effective approach to improving science
instruction.
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THE LOGICAL COMPETENCIES PROJECT:
THE INTERACTION OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH*

James T. Robinson .

Center for Educational Research and Evaluation
Louisville, Colorado 80027

Dr. James T. Robinson has been associated with the Bio-
logical Sciences Curriculum Study as1 Staff Associate,
Project Coordinator in the Human Sciences Program arjd
as Director of the Center for Educational Research and
Evaluathfn. He is at pre,sent Educational Programs Spe-
cialist the Boulder Valley Public School System 'in
Boulder, Colorado. Before Dr. Robinson, pecame con-
nected with BSCS he taught at Teachers College, Colum-
bia University,,, after several years of varying experience'
in the California secondary school system as both teacher
and administrator. His doctoral degree is in science edu-
cation from Stanford University. Dr. Robinson has writ-
ten widely on eduCation, bn science and oh ssilloce,edu-
cation . He has been principal investigator of two
projects and one from the then Office of Education. 'Wrth
Dr.I John W, Hple, Jr., he has produted over 15 film-
strips in biology. . .

When the opportunity to develop. an entirely new science curriculum
.for early adolescents became a reality to some.of us at the Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study Company (BSCS) in 1971, we immediately
thought, of all of the research' opportunities that such a project could
'provide'. The 'climate of that 'day, .however, did not enable us to do
anything, about yesearch.'By 1973,. as 'we begin field testing the first
year of a 3year interdisciplinary science programc the prospect of
gathering data for longitudinal studies became compelling.

This pr.ogram°, named the Human Sciences `-Program in 1972, was
funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF). We
planned.a formative evaluation design for the program. But, from the
start, the/project staff was confronted with the usual tug-lof-war for
allocation of resources between producing curriculum materials ,and,
providing the apprOpriate meaQs for evaluating the materials.

-.. , 1

. ( ., ..

'Research described in this paper was suppCrted by grant SEDL 79-19312 from the 'National Science Foundation. Any opinions, find -:

irfgs., 'conclusions, ,or recommendations expressed in such 'a -publica-
. tion are those of the'authdr(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
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Then President Nixon came to our rescue and solved our problem.
He cut all NSF project's bye 50 percent as we"began field testing sfon
the fall of 1973. We allocated most of our' resources to the develop-
ment task for the second7year materials.

. ,

We implemented parts of ours evaluation p14 by organizing our d ata
management system so that data already being, collected could be
saved and utilized for analysis in the future.

In the spring of 1974 sour group of scientists and teachers/writers
presented strong arguments to us to capitalize on the 3'-year field
test opportunity and to gather additiopal data, if we could, before
the end of the first year of field testin6i

, .

I am presenting this .baclground of the cu rent project to conveys to
you the strong feelings of scientists, seien educators, and teachers
of the value--indeed the obligation--of people working in the schools
and gathering data from teachers and students to make optimal use
of that opportunit

A second set o_events in the pid-1970s convinced us of the need to
couple research with development and also to incorporate summative
evaluation with formative evaluation when a curriculum is innovative.
The Man: A Course of .Study (MA OS) controversy showed the in-
adequacy of formative evaluation. CF4tics of °anything newtimmediately
find, the old- materials suddenly blessed with new virtues. The old
materials that were the source of the criticism that led to support
for new 'curriculum development evolve into iriaterials that are the
"disOplines" that teach the "basics." The innovative materials must

T s subai!enly have, new virtues,' they must teach everything the in-place ,

' materials do--at a higher level, roof course- -and then prove that -they
do their own thing effectively. This demand cinnot be resolved with
data from formative. evaluation. Tft requires careful formative and
summative evaluation). and , it usually _ requires coupled 'research
studies. ' ,. 4 t .-

, .. . 1 % ,

. This three-pronged approach i5
.
essential for any innovative materials

devefropment, project, but it ill event; more critical for materials that
contain drastically different .apprfac.hes to disciplines, the laboratory, ,s

the way students work with:the,paterials, and to teaching strategies.
It is especially critical if you evant,Aithe materials to _befpublished. To
make certain we all underifande.Alat. I ,mean;, I'll ,sha're with you a
definition of "innovative" titertiter a science editor Of a major 'publishing - i

..`

company gave' at a conferehce several yeart.ago., He said .an. innova-
tive curriculum is one that,vwhen picked up and scanned rapidly by -.

a prospectiveNuAr, could not be immediately. used.
0.

0

,
- -.

,

The formative 'evaluation of Huitan S'ciences provided' unique -op,por- .
.. . . .

. . .

.tunities for data gathering thatitould- be used in pne framework-for
:evaluation and in anott4r for research..' FOr example, data gathered .

-
Er

oyer .a 3;yqr".period were coed by the individual student, teacher,.
.

711%
o ..

,
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and school, but, the students being taught by one teacher were the
unit of study. In this way we minimized cost by cleaning up the
teacher and sr:hoot codes, -

data analyses without the data cleanup required, when the student is
the unit of analysis. The long-range potential to use the student as
the -unit of analysis in future research was delayed, but not lost,
and resources needed for formative evaluation were used for that
purpose. , I
My current project, "Logical Competencies and 'Activity Selection: Pk-
terns in Early Adolescents: A Longitudinal Study" (SED 79-19312),
was designeS .to, .prepare Htiman Sciencek, evaluation data adhered
between' September 1S73 and June 1977 as a data base for. research
and to conduct 'two small 'studies to show the potential of the data
base for further research. The major part of the projeCt is the prep-
aration of a codeb,00k and a machine-readable' user's guide, and the
completion and verification of the SPSS archive fiC of the data. To
understand the data base you need to know a bit more about the
Human Sciences Program as a unique science curriculum resource for
future research studies in 'science. My argument has support from
studies of class size such as .thOse done by Glass and Smith (1979).
They found that many studies attempting to find effects of class size
on achievement "found no differences. These studies on class size
generally dichotomized the variable as greater than, versus less
than, 30, but mean "large" classes, were ira 'the l0 30s and r,ineen,
"small' Classes were in the high ns., It is n'at surprising that class
size on,,rhis basis 'makes no differenCe in achievement. When they

0 cambered class sizes of less than 15 with classes over 30, they found
increased achievement with "small" class size. I think we have similar
problems with curriculum comparisons. Ufriquely, innovative curricula
like !-Furman Sciences may be of critical value in studies of science

,teaching and learning because ,they present large differences from
.extent curricula. There are many, _innovative curricula in mathematics
and science produced .in' the 196's and 1970s that might be re-
examined for their researchDo4enti

A.

The Human Sciences Program was designed to meet' e needs, under-
/ lying concerns, and developmental tasks of ea"rlj dolescents I n

developing the curriculum framework', we had the opportunity to
.develop an entirely new approach to science instruction, not merely
to revise existing curricula. We did this by asking the question;
".How can the, science disciplines,contribute to personal, social, and
cognitive development of early adolescents?" n4t the usual ourriculum,
design question, "How can we simplify thi sciences for this student

1
group?"

.
. - - ).

,--

. .

Seven field test sites in seven states were selected for field testi/1j. -
Five of the site's were middle schools (grades. 6 -8), and two mere ,

elementary schools (grades ..k-6). Students frpm 'ffie elementary,
schools transfetred to junior, high schoolg for grades 7 and 8 and
continued in Human Sciences test classes at..these sites. Twenty-one ri :

. , Twenty -one
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6th-grade classes, three at each site, were included in the initial
testing. It was anticipated that at least one test class would be_in-

----.---crezeziar-craztr-511-eClurlirr e es . ruzittrrrts-were-aliovrecl
to transfer from test classes to regular science classes at any time
during the test period. Schools agreed to. provide as many test
classes in the second and third year of testing as were needed to
accommodate students wishing to continue .in Human Sciences.

The Human Sciences Program divided each schoor year into sections
of from 6 to 9 weeks, during' which a particular material (module)
was provided. The term module was selected to. differentiate these
materials from resource units and text units Each nnodu contained
everything needed for two cIss groups of 30 students ach day.
When I say "ever'ything needed," I include all unique mat rials, but
leave out ordinary laboratory equipment. Experimental modules did
include library resources where appropriate.

A key characteristic of the program was the provision for a bounded
, free-choice environment for students. By "bounded" I mean that stu-,

dents were asked to stay within the .boundarieS of the module and
activity design of the program and to remain essentially withinf the
activities or activity extensiont iprovided in each module. -Each module

#
contained from 30 to over 50 individual activities. Each activity coci-
sistecl of several pages of printed material plus all of thA equipment,

'40 supplies, and other. materials needed *to* conductL the activity success-
fully. .There were mere activities in each module' than any single
student could complete within the allotted time period. No -activities
were prescribed .

Students had choices of they activities they would do. In some
instances the opportunity was provided for students to; devise their
ocvn activities. The 'choice of activities made it poSsible tcr includes
many that would not be considered feakible in classes where every
student is required to do every laboratory or other. kind of activity.
Not only could students choose their, activities but they could also
choose, ANether they wished to work alo9e, with a partner, or with
several.Atudents. This', then isAwhat 4ffieant by a -",ounded, free-,
choice AVironnnent." very activity in every module A's designed
to have educational value for some students. Choice was not from the
whole world !DLit ; from the activities in a partictilar module end
usually only from a segment of a module at any one time.' Each mot-

' ,ule was designed around a particular thepie. Subdivisions within
modules (problem areas..or clusters) provided internal organization
for closely related activities.

Part of our formative 'evaluation was concerned . with student. choice
of Nt ivi ti es .'46 T h e activity choices of .each. student in test classes
were gathered, as were, achievement data and other data specific to
each module. At the. 'end of the first year of testing, f an attitude,
scale and a test of logical thinking were given to students in, test
classes. An attitude measure ..and a revision of ,the logic jest were
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administered to, test clas's students at the end of the third
testing. Data for all students (about 800) who were in to

ny ime uring he -year field test Were built into an SPSS'
system file as they were gathered. Some 240 students were in field
test classes for the full 3 ye,ars.

Field testing of the first year, designated Level I, was conducted in
seven? schools geographically distributed in different parts of the
UnitM States. Schools Were selected for geographic location, school
organization, distribution of student characteristics, and willingness
of the school district administrators and parents to make a commit-
rienrto participat6 ih the 3 -year field test -program.

year of

When the data base is complete, it will contain some 800 cases with
about -2,000 variables. New data are being added to the data base by
the complete recoding of some- critical variables such as scores of the
first logic test. This will make it possible to ask research questions
abotIt changes in logical competencies of students over a 2-year
period.

A coding system for the activitiesstudents chose is being developed
o code each of the approximately 550 actiiities tested during the

3-year evarthation period. Activities are being coded on four char-.
acteristics or descripta: activity approach, type of knowledge, dis-
cipline, source of the knowledge, and 'what students do when they
study the activity. An activity file is being prepared as a separate
SPSS system file.

The user's guide is being prepared to be transferable from one
computer system to another.' It is being prepare() using guidelines
and suggestions of Robbin; (1974-75) and Roistacher (1979). The,
user's guide will document the selection of test sites and other infor-
mation about the source and conditions, under which the data were
gathered. The codebook will provide SPSS variable names, variable
labels, ivalue,names, value labels, and frequency distributions of all
variables. The SPSS data 'file Will be available on tape. The users's
guide and godeipook will be available on tape, as hard copy, or `may
be transfered to word processors with communications capabilities.

4,
Most research in 'science education is conducted by investigators
gathering their own data, albeit with' a small group of subjects. More
recently, Glass (1978) has advocated the use of meta analysis to
combine data from many published studies as a useful research tool.
He domonstrated the usefulness- of meta-nalysis'in research on psy-
chotherapy (GlaSs and Smith, '4976) and'the relationship of class site
to achievement. Other' researchers, have utilized meta-analysis pro-
cedures adyantageously since Glass's procedures were published.

Published summary statistics _have limitations that also become limita-
tions in meta-arialy-sis procedurg. Natural and sOciai 'sciences
researchers have long accumulated data, stored these on computer
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tapes, and made them available to the research' community.° Data -

_ - as the Census-
Bureau have been sed extensively as data sources for research.
The costs of securin valid data are increasing and more attention ..

needs to be given to to croci7nnentation, data .sharing, apd thetmul- . .
tiple use of ,such a resource. Yet, this kind of resource is not
readily available for science education research. ..-. 4

l

Data files must be transferable to p variety of computer "systems;.
Transferability can be ensured if the preparation of the data systems
is planned and executed with transfer as a goal. Without such care
in preparation, -data systems will not be usable' if prepared -on. one , ,

hardware system, for example, an IBM system, for use'on another .- ..,

system such /is Uhivac or CDC.

Documentation is a major consideration for the preparation-of data
files, - codebooks, and user's guides. Currently, there are few
resources to,' guide those desiring to prepare such materials. The
existing resources and others are being 'adapted the cUcrent proj-
ect to prepare the data tape, codebook, and user's guide s. a model
for the generation of similar data bases, by Other researcher in sci-
ence eduCation. This example and a descrjption of the technical prob-
lems that need to e solved in the preparation of transferable data
systems are now be.ing completed. Finally, requirements for effective.,
dissemination and aids for potential users of data systems will be
prepared.

What are potential payoffs from attending more carefully std interac-
tions among development,, evaluation, and research? 14 the formative
evaluation, of Human Scienc'es we found an interesting outcome. At
the completion of the testing of one Module with a group of 8th
graders, we administered a science questionnaire that included a
'semantic differential with 18 bipolar adjectives. Conceptually, we
postulated' that there wpuld be four dimensions or subscales within
the instrunneht. Since we had tested this instrument with students in
previous situation, both in Human Sciences and regular science
classes, we had a good, idea that. the conceptual structure would
hold, which it did. Students were asked to mark two semantic dif'-
ferentials, one to represent their feelings about each of two courses:
firt, the Human Sciences module which they were just completing;
and second, their science course prior to studying the module. That
was the course they had studied from' September until the first week
ih° .April, of the. same school year, 1976-77. The bipolar 8djectiv'es
w.eite scored on a scald from 1 to 7 with 1, for the value nearest the
negative adjective ind r for the value nearest the positive adjective.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the mean scores of the students' atti-
tudes toward Human Sciences, in this case an -8th-grade "module, 'and

. toward previous 8thigrade science, on the -tour subscales: T-tests
4 show significant differences between student responses to Human

Sciences and to 8th-grade science on each of the four subscales.
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. *-The magnitude of the differences between istudEnt,atttitudei toward -

pp-are-nl-'irr--bath the 2 , .
of "effect, size.". "Attivity" shows 'a large effect size af AO.M.Eval-
tatiOn" and
effect ,S12e of

".,I3r6 er'est" show efect siof °,72;
,_..and
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.Value" an .\\
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,
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Subscale

valuation'

Value

Acti,q,ity

Interest ,

Table 1'.

. et...

.
.

0
ifa

Comparison of mCan scoees of studen
toward Hciman 'Sciences and,:8th-grade scie,pe
on four, subscal4s 'of th,e Scierrca Questionogre

f
t attitudes,

0 * */"1
Human Sciences 8th-.'g rade Sciene '- -erre--tati-ed 74:-tes?t

0.r .0
-

Mean SD

27.88 5.50

, .27.21 5-.47

26.56 5.47

,16.25 4.16

*

Mean 3D cif ,

.2

22;10 7.93' ' 26i 5 ,k,4

24.52 7.39 '26'7 . 2.72 .005

7:75 267 5.88'^ .001

.42s. 33 . 5.41 , 267 5.012 . .001

Further examination of student responses to the semantic differential
attitude Scale showe significant differences between the way boys
and girls responded. to thei-' instruMent. In Figure 1 you will notice
that on each _of the four subscales ..girls 'and boys differ. On the
"Evaluation'', scale, we see that gift -were significantly more positive
tow'ard Human Sciences than %ere boys, though both were highly
positive. Conversely, girls were less positive about their regular
science course than the bins were. This same pattern repeats -itself
across the lour subscales.But on the "Interest." subscale (see Fig-
ure 2) we have significant differences for both courses. You will
also note that on the "Activity" and "Interest" subscales, the atti-
tudes of Students were essentially neutral toward the regular, science
course-. These findings replicate attitude findings reported previ-
ously (Robinson, 1980) on a different 8th-grade populatioh that had
cQmpleted three years of testing the, 'experimental Human Sciences
Program, e>icl,usiye of this particular module.
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`N These findings suggest' research questions, some of which can be
explored using the data base being prepared as a part of the
"logical competencies" project:" %lye can ask about the relationships of
attitudes to types of activities _selected, to other student characteris-
tics, or to achievement. We can initiate studies to determine, "by
means of class observations, the relationship: of what students do in
classes to their. attittjcles. We can .determine 'whether the abovesout-
come is re` licable by others not connected with the project.

The unique characteristic of Human Sciences makes it a valuable
research. tool. This curriculum And others have been developed over
the past two decades. The have not lost their value as research
tools, whether, or riot they survive in the marketplace. More impor-
tantly, we should learn from the examples I have cited that there is
an important and necessary interaction among development, evalu-
ation, and research. We should take every opportunity, to utilize
these interactions. When the next round of curriculum developm2nt
begins, we should be more knowledgeable about how to do it.
intuition of creative scientists and science educators 'desiring to im-.
prove instruction was a sufficient condition for curriculum develop-
ment 40 the past. If we couple development Wirth research, that. con-
dition becomes necessary but not sufficient. Intuitive curriculum
development will be surpassed by deuefopment --based on knowledge
that most scientists land science educators do not now possess.
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PROJECTS THAT INTEGRATE SCIENCE EDUCATION RESEARCH
, AND DEVELOPMENT: BENEFITS OF INTERACTIONS 'AND-

COSTS OF MISSED OPPORTUNITJES

r

.When Dr. Marx Budd Rowe was on -thelfaculty of Teach-
.. ers College, Columbia University, she beganTher research

on a teaching variable, "wait-time," research that has
brought' her awards and recognition for *significant find-.
ings in the field of scrtnce education.* Her most recent

award, the Robert Carlton" Award of the National Science
Teac.ters Association (1981) also mentions ."her outstand-
ing leadership in putting research into practice at all
levels of science teaching," a factot- which maj<es her
uniquely able to speak to 'her present topic. Dr. RoWe
is currently Professor of Subject Specialization Teacher
Education at the Unilersity of *Florida, Gainesville, but
from 1978 to 1980 she ser'ved.as Program Director of the
Research in Science Education Program of the SEDR.
Division' of. NSF. She was awarded her Ph.D. in Science

: Education at Stanford University, and was a Post Doc-
( toral Fellovia, at both Stanford and New .York University.

She the author of several books.,-and man V journal
publicVtions, and is also a frequeht11/ sought consultant
on science education.

Mary Budd Rowe
University of Florida

Gainesville, Rlorida."32607

,irtitAllyl

anywhei-e 'in.the world that yci'u might stop tip inquire', science means
aJmost nothing to, the man oh the street. ,Yet its impact on him is
groWing. While, development of new science and technology programs
at all (evels-riS going on at a- modbrately low level, until recently
there -was no research agelida-to-.11el-p us find out what we must do
to male -science and tecChr,blogy more learnable and more useful to
people "generally. .The lark, of a research agenda is akin to taking
pot ,shots at the moon in a.spacet-progrem-wb-k-h-w-as-r-un
error inStead,of research. We seem to Know enough not to do that

in space science-. We ought to know enough to mount a,,good research
program in science education.

ef;

4 Decisions as important as those mankind °must make today, are never
simples Each one has' enormous ramifications, all of which must be
reasolied through sand evaluated against the social, fabric of our
timesand in the light, of our imaginirigs about the kind of future we
want for ourselves and for our .children. One thing seems clear: the
deCisions' we make now 'help to shape the kind of future we wi41 ,have.,

.1
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We have some research on learning science under way now and some
which is completed that should be useful in program design. The

iproblem s to get it put into use.

Very few manor decisions are simple. Instead, they usually set Cif a
chain of events, each of which must be evaluated to determine' -ists
effects. For instance, if you find ways to improve the general
health of a population, you increase its life span. Out of some
apparently simple decisions, such as to make a new bind of hybrid
rice or corn available to some region and to provide. a few medical
services, can come just a small change in the level of .health and
fertility that eventually thrusts new pr'Oblems on a peOple. More
people survive longer.. That means .you must develop correspond-
ingly larger systems for _supplying food;-- removing wastes', and
delivering education. Living .space must be reevaluated, as' must the
conditions for- housing. The nature of health care changes, partic-
ularly as the population of older people increases. The kinds of ill-
nesses that develop tend to be long-term rather than short-term; as
a result, the hospital °facilities must be altered. The number of in
dividuals 'carrying defective' genetic information who live to repro-
duce increases, and so eventually tine frequency of defective genes
in the population at large increaset, That can mean that a whole
chemical industry must be developed to supply the chemicals Which
defective human systems fail to manufacture. Of course, political
and economic changes will also occur in the society, bringing new
questions to the forefront. In the face of all this complexity, it is

easy to .feel defeated 7-to give up or to give over our lives to the
care of .a special elite. A democracy 0that made such a decision would
soon descend to some form of dictatorship. Instead we must choose
to find increasingly 'effective means for helping a .broad array of
citizens to grasp major ideas related to science and technology and
to put them to use in their personal lives as well as in their political
and economic detisionmaking (see Figure 1).

The interface between knowledge and its application is not well
,,understood. There is yet no science of application. At the stage
where men could put knowledge to use -that is, at the interfaces
between science and society--each system falls apart or, rather,
proves inadequate :ft, Because we understand too little of the, forces
acting across that interface and even less about how to marshal the
energy of the various sociopolitical and educational systems to take

< proper advantage of technical knowledge,. we accumulate knowledge
but fail to put it to Use. Some other countries are putting our
knowledge to use more effectively than we are. Education seems to
be the only major professional enterprise where the ultimate users
are expected to talce the research' -and to' engineer products and
processes themselves. The users are Supposed to do their own engi-
neering. That rarely 'works, either in education or in business, or

,
in medicine.
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There was one brief exception to this situation, During the sixties
the National Science Foundation supported curriculum development
and teacher education in the sciences at all leveks of the,. formal edu-

..cational system.. It did not support, however, a concurrent research
Ytnteprise.- Most of the curriculum efforts and the dissemination pro-;

grams of that era proceeded unencumbered by `rinor9 than cursory
attention- to anything that might remotely be identified as a research
perspective. What research was done had to be conducted sub rosa,
on the side, so to speak.. There was among the !people .doing curricu-
lar work great enthusiasm, somewhat evangelistic in nature--full of
gdod will, but .course development and inservice programs were only
peripherally- informed by research or accompanied by research. The

"post Sputnik era in science education had great promie.. I believe
its potential was not fully realized for lack of a paraltel research
program.c What was missing ,was a belief in the utility of research
among 'developers and trainers. There was,- to be sure, some limited
attempt to evaluate ,prograrn and gather data on student performance.
This effort was small, unenthusiastically pursued, and often dis-
counted when it produced results developers did not like;

We are still paying for the lack .of a research. program in tha,t era.
For example, in the curriculum Vera of the sixties.one very ilApOrtant

'frequently repeated and remarkable findi,ng was. ignored, in some
cases suppiressed, namely,;' that among elementary school children,.
the poor benefited greatly from the new programs .s Nothing else has
yielded such advances. Gains for middle -class youngsters, however,
were far less substantial. Very little attention , went to the study of
the 'impact such programs' had on different kinds of students with a
view, to improving their effectiveness fdr different user, groups.

Similarly, at the high school. level, a .copcurrent research program
might have- alerted us much earlier to Ule fact that the physical.
science/physics was reaching only a- smalr percentage of stuclents
and possibly actually depressing the long-term poitentialAfor learning'
physical .science ideas. - -

To take still another example, arguments between scientists and
engineers about what would be of most worth could have been
addresed with research instead. of rhetdtic. We are still living
today with problems the. large -scale 'curricular and instructional
efforts of the sixties,were meant to cure. Physica' science concepts
are still something we do not, know how to transmit effectively. The
problem extends from the elementary school througt; to' the Univer-
sityconsider the so-called killer courses, freshman, physics
and chemistry as viewed by medical students, or thermodynamics as
seen throu,gh the eyes of engineering students. Would odr-,situation
be as bad as it is 'today if there had been at concurrent rsearch.
program? I doubt it. The curriculum efforts created a natural set-
ting for research. The. research'., in. turn, would have had tonse-

, quence for redesign and for better human engineer'ing,"Such needed
research has been begun in the RISE/rogram' on a, small scale. It
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needs support and collaboration between. researchers and developers:~
(On occasion, a researcher- move's into development and .a developer
begins relevant research. We would expect to see more- of that in

. the future.).

So here we -all are today in a situation -analogous -to the ale we, faced
in the post-Sputnik era. Education in the sciences at most levels of
schooling has slipped steadily. We ate all here because we have an
interest in the problem and a belief that we can ,contribute to a solu-
tion. We qould do as we did then flush another, load of good stuff
through the educational system and hope for the best whil,e we
argue. But we can ho longer do that with a clear conscience--and
neither can we repeat, earlier ways blindly. We know better. In the
long run, research prOperly joined to development saves money and
time. Some of tRat research already exists, and the problem is to in-
corporate it in the development /design. yrocess. IT 'development sand
trials of new science and mathematical' materials nd procedures go
forward coupled wig a research perspective, we k ill gradually learn
how to do this job of effectiveljt. educating more ople in the sci-
ences and technology. The education directorate of NSF- has taken
first, steps to help this process. This nneeting`,and thers which it
has held in the past 2 years are examples; the emphasis is on cross-

, fertilization of idea's between developers and researchers. The SEDR
group has published abstracts' of grants; the program officers 15ut
people in touch with each other where it seems appropriate. I have
been impressed by the predominantly inquiry stance of the partici-
pants.

Therre is _ much that goes 'on in, modern science which is counter"-
intuitive. For children and adults to develop some science and
technology understanding there has to be a break from 'past experi-
ence--a kind of distancing of experience. But 'Dist experience is
very `compelling: -so in some sense one has to learn to operate at
certain stages ini a 7nonintuitive mode with respect to. the concepts

none seems to de\ielop "naturally." Those who practice science as a -
profession understand those mental transitionsbut for many people
-they create permanent barriers. Recently, we have begun fi'3 study
the process by which the transistion from one way of, looking at.
things' to another° can be brought about. The research on .learning
science suggests that .thitre are many things in effective

areinstruction and in effective cUrricura which at first glance re also
counter-intuitive. "For . example, teachers tend to give students an
average of Ovily 1 second to begin' answers to questions. If they
change that average time to 3 seconds ,or longer there are. 'dramatic
improvements in the extent and qu5.lity of student science reasoning..-

. The trouble is that waiting 3 sepon'd >seems like an 'eternity=-it
doesn't seem natvcal. We have -been immersed in the educational pool
for so long we 'think we know how to swim. In fact, we hAve been
letting a lot of people drown because we have not uncrersthod the
nature of the problem we are confronting or, its,complexity.
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I believe that the limited research effort begun in the RISE program
needs °to be expanded: Research utilization requires 'special engi-
neering. Just as In industry the researchftdevelopment/utilizattpn
interfaces must be plarined for - -so should they 'be in science
doll. If they are not, four. educational, waste factor is going to rise
to an intolerable level. Science education is not taking well in our
country 'at this point in time. We \ought -to learn how to cope with
the rejection process. Consider juk a few problems which are still
unsolved.

*
1. Physical science concepts seem to be particularly difficult. to

. implant. Since Alley underlie so many technological and energy-,
related decisions, we need . better understanding of the immune
reaction.-

2. The effectisve join -up of .mathematics with science still escapelS

us. To put it Succinctly, why. is it that after many -years of math
training, students so often seem to have trouble in applying it in
science? 4,

03.- We have a growing cadre of older working engineers and sOen-
' tists who need to update, Or often -to acquire new knowledge in
.another field of Science or engineering, as part of ,their work: Over.
200,000 engaged in some kincLof formal inservice training last year..
What do we need to know abbut the older 'expe'rt" learner's problems
n order to make the instruction efficient and effective? It. seems
lear that' their situation does not corresiDond directly. to that of the

novice just entering that content area (e.g., a college Junior ,taking
vector analysis for the first time)..

°Be .

'4. In what way can new technologies be used to help develop apti-
tude .in' mathematics and science? For example, 'with the multilevel
manageMent systems which. are 'potentiatly available with some com-
puters, we c.oujcl present *some of the large service courses, e.g.,
'physics and chemistry and .calculus with different dosages of appli-
cations problems- drawn frOM the prospective career specialties of the
students. No 'single profesor has that kind of flexibility br breadth
of knowledge.. Would .student survival rates increase?

. .

5. What. in school settings, media event or- hobbies, can help
develop add maintain attention to science and to nology?, :"-

6. Perhaps, most importantly, how does ou fundamental belief in
the future, and what we can do with it, our
relate to our 'national investment in science education (see Fibtire 1)?

_Fate control orientations are .ar fattor in scientific and technological
productivity. ,

s,

sense' of fate control,

f
a Salk,

;

a.

O
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The vigor of science and technology in. a country depends ih'p'art on
which of two forms of fate control orientation predominates. Fate
control refers to a pattern of beliefs about the world, one's place in
it, and, the effect one can have- on it. Early exposure, to science
and techndlogy instruction, -both in and out of schobl, appears 'to
have some consequence for the kind,:of fate control orientation that a
person develops: To characterize the contrasting fate control orien-
tations, one might be called the "gamblerls view" and the other be
described as the "bowler's "outlook:" Low fate control people,
gambler view) think of the world as 'a great big game of 'chance in

which they are at. the mercy of poWerful -forces beyond influence.
Low fate control people conside,r life to' be full of unpredictable
events and .peOple. How things turn out is a ,mttier of luck, some-
times good and sometimes bad (Figure 2),. When .faced With difficul-
ties, they exhibit low task perstence. For them;' long-term
planning and .gotl-setting seem useleSs.:-, In an essentially whimsical
worid"..planning and the evaluation of consequences that might follow
from various possible ,decisions makes' little sense. this reason,
low fate control people tend to be.. now oriented, focused- on quick
results' Wet require little personal investment.

The alternative world view, high fate control,, rests on the ,belief
that how, things turn out is at least partly related to the way one,
plans, acts, and. evaluates consequences,. High fate control people
are more likely to think that 'events and prOcesses are related to
each other in patterns that can be -put to use. They . are more
active,_ therefore, in seeking information when confronted by prob-
lem'st than are their low fate control brethern. In, contrast to Ipw
fate, control people, -high fate control individuals 'believe that, how
they do things 'makes =a difference in the kinds of result they get.
Unlike their low, fate control counterparts, who seem to hl.ve a kind
Of "no -fau n 11 perspective on themselves, high fate eontrol people
accept a' nn.' h higher level, of responsibifit'y :and accountability for
outcomes.

High fate control individuals differ marked19s from low fate control
individuals of the same apt,itudetiin how they interpret the 4571d.
Lows fate control people act- as the world-consisted pf a collage of
events with few connections between :them; a though.'eachl event
had sprung full-blown on the -landscapes of. eir lives.' But for
high fate control people, events have.troots a 'evolve by processes
which one can dfscover"and sometimes ch6n . They are.ess
to give up when ficed With complex tasks or problems.

41.

The proportion of each kind of fate control orientation in a society
affects the vItor of 'science and technology growth in a c,ountry..
Early expQsure to science may have considerable consequerice for .the
kind of fate control orientation which a person eventually develops.
Generally a bigh fate ,control perspettive is more,,suitable- for science
and technology growth. The way in which -science instruction is
carvied out appears to tie a factor in the form of fate control per-
spective which- finally emerges.

-
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Figure. 2
Two Contrasting Fate ControlbrientatIons
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We need research that helps us understand how, to help students join =
together- ways of, knowing and action:

1. How things work (description)

2. Why they probably work that way (explanation)

3. What must be done to make them happen in other
circumstances (control)

$

To, continue around the science cycle in Figure 3 to the consequencesti and value stes, what must we do to help students complete a cycle.
of science re Boning so that they will answer the questions below in
a 'desirable manner (see. also Figure 4).

1. Do I know what would happen as a result of imple--
menting a given set of actions? (prediction)

'2. Do I value the outcome?

3. Do I care enough to make the effort?

And so the, cycle continues.

.The completenestS with which one moves through. the cycle in differ-.,ent content areas is at least a partial determinant-of the fate' cop.trol
orientation which young' people will develop.

Social, moral,. legal, economic, and political decisions once undreamed
of are now required of us knc the growing capabilities that science
gives' us, to shape' our destiny. How are we to make those choices?
Can we make 'them in time? Clearly, the decisions are no longer
simply Medical or scientific (*Figure 5). Whatever gap once existed
between science and the body politic is gone. We need a vigorous1
basic and applied research program in ',science 'education to keep us
from falling out of a democratic state by' the turn of the century:
To paraphrase an ancient Chinese philosopher:

The pheasant has to take 10 steps to get a mouthful of
food and 100 steps for a beakful or.water. t urit 'would
far rather do that than be kept in a cage, ?or, though

. it might, be treated, like a king, it 'would not be happy.

Odr task in a democracy is to teach our people how to live, outside a
cage. Thattis ore purpose. of our .development and our research in
science edutation. It ',Is not to turn over our lives and our futures"
to. the exclusive control of a small elite. We need a close union of
research, development, and training: -

4
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Ques.tions'Early Adolescents Ask Most Oteri.
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.

WHAT KIND OF COUNTRY IS THIS?

. WHAT VALUES CONTROL ACTIVITIES?

.WHERE DO I FIT IN?

DOI-HEY EXPECT ME TO SUCCEED OR- FAIL?

HOW-MUCH EFFORIS 5EMANDElliFI. DO WHAT THEY :
WANT?' '

4

,
.

DO.I_HAVE'THE ENERGY?

/
4.

CAN I GET -HELP? 1

WHAT HAPPENS IF I DON'T _MAKE THEEFFORT?
i

1/HAT AM 1 UP AGAINST? WHAT'S THE COMPETITION?
. \

. ARE T4E CHANNELS OF SUCCESS WORTH THE EFFORT?

6

. WHAT DIFFERENCEIVILL IT MAKE?
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WHAT SCIENCE/MATH EDUCATION "RESEARCHERS

SAY TO THE DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY

Diane cGuinness
Stanfo d University

Stanford, California 94305 .

Dr. Diane -McGuinness was ,awarded a Ph.D. 'degree in
Psychology at University College, London. She had ear-
lier earned; her. B.Sc. degree ins Psychology with First
Class Honors from Birbeck College, University of London,.
as wel! 's the'13.A. degree in Music and English at Occi-
dental Collegesin Los Angeles. She is currently a Re-,
search Associate at Stanford University and a Lecturer at
the University of California, Santa Cruz. McGuinness
has written and spoken-extensively on sex °differgg es in
cognition and behavior and brings considerable in ht to
her subject of what researchers in science and athe-
matics 'say" to the development community. Her remarks
are most timely,nd throw light on 'what is involved ,in
current science education practices.

With the imminent demise of theDISE and RISE branches of NSF a
discussion pf the modes of communication between these agencies now
seems less imperative than the issue of the inability of the' research
and development groups to. impress upon the government and the

, 'population _at large the overall purpdse 'and function of stience
If educatiOn in, this country. After reading the recent NSF report

on the state of science education, and in reviewing the various
project propOtals Currently, funded, I directed my remarks at the
SEDR meeting to the -larger issues of the purpose of sojence, the
nature 'of the communicative process, and the meaning behind the
current mandate from the peop4le toward a back-to-basics con-serva-
tism. These remarks, set out _below, seem 'all the more relevant if
NSEDR is ever to rise (rpm the ashes and assume its primary role in
establishing bnd directing.;a,policy for science education.

/ What is Research?ik

4

Science is a poorly understood concept, particularly in America.
The image of tl-fe scientist is one that Conjures up test tubes and
gadgets surveyed by An impassionate introvert .totally removed from

the political, cultural, or humanistic aspects of the society at large.
If science education were to do one thing well, it might be to dspel
this stereotype. or

'Science means knowledge; but more than this, it promotes. the scien-
tific method.,-,The truth behind the method is rjot that it is deductive
or inductive or reductive, but that it is the. only means we have of

101 ioa.
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sharing' experience directly. This kind of sharing, derived from
imposing structUre, attach,irig numbers, and &eating reproducible
events, allows the human rack to proeed from fact rather than from
opinion., This is not to say the method is ,infalliblebut it is cer-

' -tainly more nearly so than opinion, and it is all we hpve.

The significance of science education," and indeed all education, is
that it 'allows us to be "red out" (e-ducere) from a private world of
subjective viewpoints, rationalizalions, and superstititions, to a

clearer view of the, nature of reality. This reality is not only to be
found in the world of objects, but in the nature of emotions, the
decision-making process, social. organizations, and so on. Thus, .the

'f'irst major point is, that the method of scienc'e, not its subject
matter, is critical. Without a. fu11 understanding of the implications

of this mode of thought, "true education is' impossible.

Scientists do research, which simply means tlpy 'look . again To
re-look allows one to cast knowledge or events into a series, of dif-
ferent fraMes or contexts and to observe -.the changes that oc,cur.
By attaching numbers to the *lenges* , knowledge is made externally
verifiable. This i5 the formal. process' of scientific research. But
research hcS two further outcomes. The first is discovery, to ,find
out whet one least 'ekpeottpcl. Discovery initially stems from qu,es-
tions, that begin'', "What if?" What-if- is . the key to the entice
learning process, but acting upon what-if questions /is often the,.
last thing a student is allowed to do. The ,second outcome of
research is that as paradoxes are resolved, the questions, change
or becorrie more precise. In .611 research the form of the initial
question i often more important than the answer.

Who Finds Out?

The communication of research Begins when an event or a Oocess
becomes reliably or statistically reproducible, even though an under-,'

. standing of causality may Ike imprecise or lacking. We know that
teaching maIrs a difference in the learner, even though the exact
nature of Learning may be unknowi. The question for all those
engaged in research, not only in education, becomes' one of how to
dissemintte information where it will count most. A major point

. here is that while learning Should rely' on discovery, it should not
require, that each studeht rediscover the wheel. New data must be
acquired and added to the existing body of knowledge. SomehoW the

eeducational process from an early age must incorporate a scientific
mode of learning-for-oneself along with the more didactic mode of
imparting existing information.

In the current state of affairs the communicative network of our
educational system is much as depicted in the diagram in Figure 1.
In this figurf the solid lines represent the actual flow of infOrmation.
The direction of the arrows provides considerable insight into the
strengths and weaknesses of the system. First, it is obvigus; that
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the maximum input is to the classroom teacher, but this fact, which
coulb orSera-te in beneficial ways, simultaneously illustrates' the
tgaCiler's powerlessness., The information received by the. teacher
As often in the form of mandates and sanctions and may frequently

. contradictory. But the true measure of their impotence 'lies. in
' the teachers' sphere of influence: the only people.,who listen to their

Voices are their students.

Academics, on the other hand, have relative autonomy. They are
immune frbm pressure from the lay culture and the direct interven-
tion by parents, and simultaneously immune from the knowledge that
these populations, have to offer. Administrators, via government
dicta, interfere only in terms of research funding\rd salary struc-
ture,' and ndt inevitably.

But what of research? Here is the backbone of our culture, the
foundation of our future heritage. As the diagram illustrates,.
-research findings enter a closed fed-back loop .in which only the
researchers themselves inform and are informed. The question mark
indicates a central problem which is addressed at this meeting. The
communication process is restricted not only by specialism reflected
in closed-circuit journals edited by the researchers who do the
research, but by polarized attitudes on the' part of the two groups.
There is a cynicism amOng researChers that communicates an. ivory-
tower_ snobbery to those in the applied realm. This cynicism is
reflected in the view that research data are too complex to permit
the dissemination Of information to anyone other than one's peers.
One must of necessity "write down" to make the results' appear more
tangible and coherent than they really are. This same snobbery also
invades the media when journalists or editors assume that the lay
population are .,too unsophisticated to cope with anythiqg other than
the most simple-minded ideas.

Those in the applied realm tend to discount the efforts of research
because it is assumed that the researchers are too remote from the
real world and cannot relate their ideas to real' problems. At the
end of the line are the teachers, who, "being totally removed from any
information of mainstream research, find their classrooms invaded by

-teatous developmental enthusiasts who offer a brave-new-world 'tech-,nology or bang-aid science with little regard for how the teacher is
to cope. The situation is chronic and reqpires cOnsiderable rethink-
ing for any improvement to occur,. _

New Lines of Communication

in the diagram, three avenues of communication (iro dotted .lines),
perhaps the, most crucial, are currently closed. First, it is obvious
from the central position of the teacher that they should be a
reliable and immensely valuable resource. To open the first avenue
then, would aHow input from the teacher to flow .at least as far as
the applied arena. This would entail -not only suggestions to the
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developmental agencies of what is possible and where the constraints
may lie, but' a greater awareness on the apart of developers of the
dynamics generated by good versus poor teachers. In the recent NSF
report on science ,9dueation, it was stated that good science teachers
were obviously to be found in the system, but that their aptitudes
and styli were "too idiosyncratic" to provide a c6herent model. This
is another way of stating that it is too bothersome or difficult to
determine the variables that combine to produce an effective edu-
cator_ If those in the applied realm don't understand theSe dynamics.,
then there is 'little that can be applied! Table-.model microprocessors
are not the solution.

The remaining -avenues are those that -shot_Ild connect the people
engaged in basic research to outsiders. The first avenue roust extend
to the beaCher, who, if informed of current knowledge in the fields
of Learning , problem-solving, and motivation, will be ;considerably
more likely to feel confident in utilizing or applying suggestions from
those in the applied domain.'

Secondly, we need an informed lay populatio , b,ecause it is they
who set the trends and open up possibilities in any democratic
society. It has often been voiced that when communicating research
tb outsiders the message not only becomes oversimplified but can

. lead to misunderstanding or even havoC. In one sense this may be
true; but information will leak out willy-nilly. If we allow these leaks
to be transmitted by those in control of the media, this is a consid-
erably greater disservice than if we ourselves communicate directly
and repeatedly. If researchers 'could be bothered to. write for the
people, if only on occasion, the possibility of misinterpretations
would be considerably lessened. After all, we educate the people;
they should be trusted to read .and understand what we write. The
fact that academics don't trust the judgment of the people taught by
those they themselves have trained is really a scathing indictment
of `our whole ethicational system.

The Conservative Mandate

Something clearly has gone awry. It is not only that Johnny can't
read, but Jenny, as a college sophomore, can't spell, and Sam, as a
senior, can't{ write a grammatical sentence. Everyorie agrees that no
science is possible without both literacy and numeracy. But this is
not to say that we cast science aside in order to-Tgarn to add and

. .subtract.

..aThe mandate from the people is misunderstood. Science, the arts,
eXploration, the process of becoming self-awar,e are seen as frills
Only when there are no skills. The (populace has seen money poured
into education but found no return on the investment. And the.,
people are jistified in tliis grievance. If we were given a golden
opportunity, how wOs it 'squandered acid where, and why?

10
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The fact that we as a nation and a5 ucators need to comprehende

is that no education is possible witho t discipline and techniques.
The dfill that begins at dawn on the football field produces an
excellent athlete. But if teachers must aim only to entertain, this
puts the classroom in competition with television and film. Skills
are not acquired in passing or by osmosis. Repetition and hard
work are required. ,
With this realization, voiced in the di;satisfaction Of parents and
teaclIers alike, science should not be seen as peripheral but central
to the aims. of education. The process of verification, the function
of numbers, the need for proof, can follow directly and in parallel
with the acqOisition of numerical and logical skills. Science should
not be seen as something tacked onto the educational process at some
remote point, but as an warly and fundamental tool for learning.
. .

And we need research. We are at the frontier of understandiqg hoW
children learn. We need still to discover which cognitive strategies
exist, and` to determine which of these strategies .lead to special
talents. We as researchers must shed our reticence and begin to
communicate, to disseminate facts , to both educators and lay, people
alike. A classroom without information from irelevant research, with-
out the full comprehension of the power of the scientific method,
results in the perpetuation of ignorance. For in this setting anyone
can be -right, 'even though everyone is wrong.

I
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NEW HORIZONS IN EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

,1

Jack' Lachhead
. University of Massachusetts

. Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Dr. Jack' Lochhead, Ed.D. , Univer,sity of Massachusetts,
Amherst, is currently Assistant Dean for Basic Cognitive
Skills Instruction there. He has served as a project
director for a cognitive development project with both
NSF and FIPSE, always pursuing his compelling 'interest
in the techniques used in problem-solving. Dr. Lochhead
is the author of numerous articles and seminar presenta-
tions. He has conducted many workshops, and he is
about to have his third thook published. From his re-,
marks that follow, we find that he is currently greatly
involved in the task of learriing about "unlearning."

4
The message that l as an educational researcher would like t bring to
'those of youan the- half of me:-inVolved in educational deve dpment is
'that the next d cade is going to be an 'incredibly -exciti ,time for
development. Educa ional theory and practice today are rou hly, at the
stage where physics was about 1915. Twenty years ago'.the prevailing
view was that there was nothing more to be done in educational theory.
The basic mechanisms of learning. were thought to be understood, and
the future of education lay in refining existing approaches. Curriculum
development, was seen largely as a process of updating the knowled,ge
base and clarifying the explanations. New technology could be employed
to improve fhe presentation and to inspire the students' (or was it
teachers'ns interest. But no fundamentally new mode of learning were
envisaged. Education was a process of passing facts ,from those who
had them to those who didn't, and pedagogy was the art or science ok
pack,iging 'those facts. / .

In 1900, physics underwent a revolution,. The predictions of those who
had claimed it was dead proved premature. At first, new and puzzling
phenomena were observed. Then, entire regions ,for investigation, such
as subatomic physics, opened up' in areas th,it had previously not even,
been imagined to exist. The theories of relativity' and quantum mechanics
challenged not only the basic laws of physics but defied common sense
dnd fundamentally altered man's concept..of knowledge. It was no longer
postible to view the scientist as Fa passive observer, for the actiohs and
the reference' frame of the cold no longer be separated from
the phenomena recorded.

4'.
3 ,

,

.These theoretical breakthroughs" led to a 'complete reconceptualization of
science and spawned an unprededented series of technological break;
throughs in the 1930s, 1940s, .and 1950s. These scientific develdpments
have completely reshaped our world.

. ,...
.. ,
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I foresee similar developments in the -next decade in education. The
new theories of *cognitive science are establishing the base for 'revolu
tionary changes in educational practice. Previous behaviorist theory
denied us acces-s to fhe processes of thinking and learhing, much as
classical physics denied knowledge of the subatomic world. Modern
cognitive psychology, ,on the Other hand, is the'tool we need to change
not just the, responses students give to our questions but, far more
importantly, the procdsses they Use to generate their responses. As in
quantum mechanics, there are two schools of cognitive -science. The
computer modeling approach seems to offer 4some of the power' of
Heisenberg's matrix algebra, While investigations using Piagetian 'clinical
interviews develop the types of intuitive knowledge more often associated

Schrodinger wave mechanics. It may take another decade to
'reconcile these two theories, 'DLit, that shbuld not delay instructional
developments. Failure to combine the 'Heisenberg and Sc1-4idinger `for-
mulations certainly did not slow the application OT quantum mechanics.

-
It is always risky, if not imprudent, to summarize the essence of future

Q breakthroughs without the benefit of hindsight, but fet me be foolish
enough to try. mat I see as critical in the new cognitive`science is
the recognition that knowledge is not an entity which can simply be
transferred from those who have to those who don't. To reiterate the
point which Ernst' Von Glasersfeld made so eloquently last right:
Knowledge rs something 'which mu'st.4be co4s,tructeiby each individual-

. learner: Contrary to\ the popular tWom,- it/is .not a torch which on
simply be passed from band to liarie. .This 'view 'of knowledg.e ail an
individual construction is inherent, in botf, computer .modeling and
Pia,getian perspectives and is UgotiPly..rkeferred to as eonstructivism.
[See Von,'Glaserfeld, 1979; for a more det.sele.d.exposition.]

Fred Reif has succinctly summarized the constr'-uctivist view with the
followingdescriptions: * *

- .

The process ; of eduCation can'be viewed most siMply.as one in
which a novice is operated on by a process known as educa- ",
tion .to transform him or her into an -expert.

6 o

O

(expert) -411( EDUCATION X ,(.novice)

Or in Dirac notation:

<expert I edNcation I novice>.

The point of this simjile analogy to quantum mechanics is,thit the effect
of the operator, education, crucially depends on the initial state of the
novice: There are three separate entities involved:' the expert, the

..K7vice, and the- transformation. Each must be understood if we are to-

-4' have a complete theory.

Recent research sponsored by the National Science Foundation's program
for Research in Science, Education and by the National Institute of EdiJ-
cation grants has begOn the process of describing novice and expert

108, 111 .11
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gt*VIWari5,4of hari-ipagne '(1979), C'hi (1980),
L'arkin '(1980), and McDermott

(.4 980), Schwartz (14,0), and Steffe
"'Hawkins (1980), Karplu (1979), Lawson
to genetics, Tolman (1986); and in chemis-t try, 'Gordon (1980). There are dozens more who ought-to-be mentioned, olt

O

o

1..

,stales. In physic
Clement (1980),

,(1980.);in mathema
T19,86); fin .genaral sci
(.1979), and Renner ,(19

.1

but this -is, not the place for a review.

While the all-important operator, education, has received rather less
attention, Fred Reif is now -developing tools for more precisely measur-
ing the effect of its individual' components, (Eylon and Reif, 1979).

O

.A great deal more needs to be done, but there is more -than enough
theory and data to keep educational developers busy for cjwite some

.time.
/

Let me skip now to some specific issues, which constructivist theory
Poses for educational developers. I have picked five, more or less at
random; there are many others I could 'have ch9sen instead.

. o ,,

The first is unlearning. Novices .never come to a subject with a blank
slate. They always assimilate, what they are told and shoWn to what
they already believe. In ptsicsflit for example, Newton's. laws are
assimilated with common sense physics in which ,all motion require's a
driving force. The `incompatibility of the two systems exists only in the
expert's head, not in We novice's. Teaching experiments conducted by
myself and many others have shown that it ,is exceedingly difficult- to
make students unlearn the "motion implies 'a fore's" construct. Fortu-
nately,' I just learned yesterday from Jim Minstrell that, after years of
trying, he has finally come up ,with an instructional operator that does
this effectively for nearly 90 percent isstudents. I am hopeful-
that analysis of Jim's method may hel understand how to develop

a ' similar operators for other transformat Perhaps it can even feed
back to baSic research and help, us to formulate a cognitive
theory of unlearning. ' :'

-- ; ..
., . ..--...

.../-- %.A second issue involves the nstuction of intermediate states. -Since-"
'novices must construct their own, i;i-kowledge, they- must pass throdgh
levels of expertise which are neither novice nor expert. F.isCher and
Brown (19,77) have described ,this..problem sing the example of ski
instruction. One effective method Is to provide the nova with short
skis. The result is not' skiing in a pur'ist sense, but ibis an effectKre
bridge to expert behavior. As teachers, we may Want to bring our
'students to believe in incomplete', 'misleading, or incorrect theories...
This hays been the history of ' -kieritific. theory, and .there ,ils every
reason to believe it may be the most effecVive path for novices-to follow.
Developers must determine which easily accessible intermediate 'states
form -effective bridges to expert performance. These investigations will
be complicated by the recodnition that the search involves the intellec-
tual lives of students. If an intermediate state turned out to be a side

\ 1

st.

track rather than a bridge, :learners
must not be put off by the naive notidn
less dangerous.

t not easily return. But we
that current methods are any

109, 118
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The third issue )I woCircl. like. to consider is. error. We need' to provide
stude1s with ample opportunity for erzror., bec'ause it is only by making
(.and recognizing) er ors 'that real conceptual learning is Possible. The
batteies >and bulbs experiments which Arnold AronS .(1977) describes
in his text are e>ccel ent examples bf how this type of curriculum can
be managed. We need a great deal more similar material.

4 fourth point concerns reflection. *John Dewey (1933) claimed that the,
entire purpose of higher education was to

own
reflective thinkers,

opeople who could view and critique their wn reasoning. "Studen.ts can ".
build their knowledge structures more effectively if they 0574e given. the
chancecompelledto examine t-heir thoughts and' those of othdrs. We
need curricula that encourage stCidei-ts, to say what they. think, espe-
cially when 'their thoughts are at variance with what we wish them to

. be. , The dilemma here is how can we get students to share their ideas
without deserting our' responsibility to lead them beyond their current

3.
conceptions. If .constantly close such discussions with authorita-
tive statement of truth, we will quic-kly stop all student reflection; if.
we don't,, we may validate ignorance.

My fifth and final point i,s a pet peeve ol mine and really oes not
belong with the others. Yet, in these times of economic restraint I feel

it is important to make it. We must not get carried away with bu7ing
expensive technology for its own sake. Complex machinery often serves
to separate students from tn phenomena they study. An automatic
electronic eye, stopwatch may allow, for great accuracy, but to ;the
novice it mystifies what might be clearer if a stopwatch, sand clock, or
metronome were used instead. A brief anecdote. may help to illustrate'
the problem,. My parents had ,a free , checking account 'in a small.
Vermont. bank long before free checking was a common, practice. ,One
day they received a letter from the., banistating that in order to
modernize their service thee, bank had installeZ a computerized checking'
systeM, thus there woLfld now be a 25-cent charge per check. - I

happen to agree with Seymour Papert (1980) that the rigeht useof 'tech-
nolct y can solve many of our educatignal problems. But finding the
righ use will 'not be easy, and we need to avoid buying' devices' simply

N because they are there.

..t

Perhaps a concrete example can best summarize this talk. John

,.crement, Jim Kaput, Judy Sims-Knight,' Steve Monk., Elliot Soloway,
Peter Rosnick, Ron Narode, and. I have been studying an apparently
simple problem (Clethent, Lochhead, and Monk, 1981 ). If you ask
calculus-level 'college students to write in English what the equation
A = -75 tells them, it turns opt that about 70 perceriti interpret it
backwards. ;these students are skilled ft alvtra, but they are in an
intermediate state between novice and expert. Purthermbre, it does

little goo() to tell them the corrects answer. Peter Rosnick. (1980) gave
calculus graduates the statement "There are six times as many students
at this university as there are professors" and told them the correct
equation for that statement was S = 6P. He then asked them what the
-letters Stand P stood for. 'Nearly 25 percent said S stood -for professor.

1
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- Getting students to _unleSrn even simple misconceptions is exceedingly
- difficult. We have had some success in teaching equation-to-English

translation 'skills by -/givirJg students the opportunity -to err and to
notice their_cerrors. If students are asked to write a computer program

. (no 'computer is needed) rather than' an equation, far fewer make the
reversal error (Clement, Lochhead, Soloway, 1980). When they are
given a series .or alternating_ exercises- ;write an equation, write a

program,' write an equation, etc.--they usually, after --several cycles,
notice the difference between their algebraic answer and their pro-
.gram-ring .solutions. ; At thi's point, according W our experience, they
recognize that the. program is correct and, revise. their algebra. FUrther.
discussion and reflection on the reasons :-Ifo their error helps solidify
their learning. Unfortunately, -tige situation is a great deal more com-
plicated than I have made 'out, and the irrstr.uction only works in certain.
cases: But the basic points are .these. First, the're. is a serious hole
in c,urrAt ,instruction that is not apparent unless you look carefully in
a manner the old educational theory would- not have seen -a need for.
Second, the hole cannot be patched by simply handing students the
correct, infoi-mation. Third, the job of developing appropriate
riculurry materials will require a serious joint effort: between researchers
and developers that °recognizes the constructive role of the student.
Fourth, and finally, success in this endeavor could totally revolutionize
ScierIce education. As thingS are now, 80-'90 percent of College-level.

. students studying mathematics don:t really understand 9th grade
algebra, but the curriculum of nearly every field assumes that they 'do.
What miracles of learning' might occur if they actually had the mathe-
maticaloackground we have been assuming?

A
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INITIAL IKSTRUCTION. IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION:

L. A TARGET OF OPPORT ITY FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Tho as P. Carpenter
Univd sity of Wisconsin

Madiso Wisconsin 53706

Dr. Thomas P. Carpente' has published as author or as
co-author almost fifty professional papers haying tc, do
with pre-college science 'education'," principally in the
field .of 'mathematics. He as taught mathematics at both
the secondary and under aduate levels, and has, been a
profe.ssor of curriculum instruction at Boston 'Uni-
versity and, since 1975, atkhe University of Wisconsin
at Madison. Two of Dr. Carpenter's chief interests, .

Which are closely interrelated, are exploring how children
learn mathematics and encouraging -the development and
the adoption of curricula that build upon the strategies

.that,childre.n themselv,es seem to develop for the solution
of problems. Dr. Carpenter took his bachelor's degree
in mathematics at Stianford, his master's from San Diego
State University and his Ph.1-.Y.' in Curriculum and
Instruction froir the University of Wisconsin.

- ,

In.a recent issue of the Educational- RetTsearcher, Phillips (1980) pro-
vides a pessimistic assessment of xin'That research in educ4tion has to
offer, practitioners. He asserts that:

Social scientists have not been able to discover general-
itations' that are ,reliable enough, and about which there
is enough 'professional consensus, to form the basis for
social policy. (p. 17)

94,1;

Although such 'pessimism may be warranted for questions involving
broad ROlicy perspectives or the construction of comprehensive
theories of learning, there are areas of research on diildren's
acquisition of specific mathematics and science concepts for which
there is broad consensus based upon a substarrtiat body of -consistent
research results.

The area that I would propose as ..a potential target of opportunity
for curriculum development is the acquisition of basic addition and
subtraction ,operations.. ;Mere is certainly precedence for developing
programs in arithmetic on the basis of psychological research, .One of
the rhost sustained attempts to apply basic psychological principles to
the design of curriculum is represented by the arithmetic. programs
CleveloPed in the 1920s and ;1930§ based ontheworkof E -l.
Thorndike (Cronbach and Suppes, 1969) A number of more recent
examples could also be cited.

.0
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The, work I -Nam refe-ring to, however'', is not based on principles of
a'ssocialionism or -4Dehaviorism. A number of recent investigations
have approached tTie -study of addition and subtraction from a co),-
nitive or information processing perspective (Carpenter, Moser, and
--fomberg,in press). Although there is not complete agreement-on all

.7;

the details, and a number of issues remain to be -resolved, there is
general consensus that most children initially solve addition and sub-
traction problems using certain counting strategies. There is basic
agreement regarding .the specific strategies ,that children use ,and the
general pattern of acquisition in which strategies become increasingly
sophisticated and efficient (Carpenter, Blume,,,,Hiebert, Anick, and
Pimm, in press; Moser and Carpenter, in Press; Resnick and Ford,
1981). It is also geherally agreed that the strategies are currently
invented by the children,,, themselves 'rather than learned through
direct instruction (Groen and Resnick, 1977).

Certainly there is a great deal- left to be explained. -Fowever, from
the perspective of potential, implications for curriculuM development,
these details are insignificant compared to the disparity between
what .is- known about how children solve addition and subtraction
problems and current programs of instruction. An examination of
current 'mathematics programs. reveals that very little effort. is made
to build upon-the informal knowledge of addition and subtraction that
children bring to the learning of these operations.

Building upon children's informal strategies appears to offr a

number of advantages over current practice. The more advanced
strategies that children invent for themselves are more efficient and
show more insight than the models of addition and subtraction that
are generally included in the curriculum. FurthermOre, some of the
more sophisticated ,strategies provide a structure* for organizing
number facts that should facilitate retention and understanding
(Carpenter, 1980). Finally, since children readily apply their
invented* strategies to simple problem situations,. building upon _these
strategies would offer the 'opportunity to integrate problem solving
mote completely into the primary mathematics curriculum.

In examining the informal strategies that children invent to solve
addition 'and subtraCtion problems, one is struck- by their relative
4ophisticption. Children" are able to analyze and represent the struc-

-ture--of_ differ_ent _problems in, order to-figure out how to solve them;
and they are able, to invent a', variety of relatively complex strategies
for solving problems for which they have no algorithm. Other
research has clearly documented that by the age of 9, many children,
mechanically add, subtract, multiply, or divide whatever numbers
are given, in a problem, with little regard for the content of the
problem (Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, and Reys, 1980).
Somehow in learning formal arithmetic procedures, many children
stop analyzing the problems they attempt to solve. 41 would suggest
that_ther_ansition_fr_om,tte informal modeling and counting strategies
that young children invent to solve basic addition and subtraction

I
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'problems to the- use of the memorized number facts, and formal algo-
rithms they learn in school is a- critical stage 'in children's learning
of mathematics, and that part of older ildren's difficulty. in analyz-
ing and solving problems can be traced to the transition from
informal 'problem-solving strategies to memorized facts and formal
algorithms.

In short, initial instruction in addition and subtraction fulfills three
basic criteria that I would consider critical for a target .of °poor-
tunity. for curriculum development:

(1) There is a clear consensus regarding major aspects
of the acquisitionJpf addition and subtraction opera-
tions which is based upon a :,substantial body of
empirical evidence.

(2) There is 'a , disparity between the way in Which
children solve addition and subtraction problems and
the instruction commonly presented in mathematics
textbooks

(3) Initial instruction in addition and subtraction is a
critical phase of the mathematics curriculum which
may',,,si,gnificantly influence the development of basic
problem-solving skills as well as the understanding
of basic mathematical operations.

Specifically how a curriculum should be designed to reflect our
knowledge of how children acquire addition and subtraction opera-
tions is a complex question. Curriculum development is a .great deal
more °complicated than -taking a scientific conclusion and putting it
into a useful package (Cronbach and Suppes, 1969). From the same
knowledge base that has been accumulated regarding the acquiS'ition
of addition and subtraction, a number of different programs might be
developed based on different assumptions of how cognitive research
should be translated into practice. For example, one might attempt
to. directly teach the most efficient strategies or the strategies used.
by the best students. Alternately, one might base instruction on the
most elementary strategies that could 'be understood by all students
under the assumption that the better students will invent the more'
sophisticated strategies- themselves. One might even argue that cur- ..

rent programs are appropriate since invention obviously occur in
spite pf them.

Althoughthe basic research that has been completed on the acquisi-
tion of addition and sul?tiaction does not clearly suggest a specific
program of instruction, it does provide some insight into viable ,alter-
natives for selecting and sequencing the content of instruction, and
it .provicles a basis for. evaluating the effect of instruction. I think
this lass point is important. The difference between current research
and that 'of Thorndike is Pot simply that it arrives at conflicting
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ConclusiOns. It proposes a fundamentally different way of looking at
children's learning. This needs to be reflected in program develop-
mfrit and evaluation. ,It seems clearly inappropriate to develop pro-
grams ,based on the careful study of children's processes and thin
simply evaluate the- products of instruction.

We, need to specify assumptions about' how nstr ixtion could be
related to children's informal addition and subtraction strategies,
design instruction based on these assumptionS, and evaluate the
effects of this instruction using the -basic techniques developed in
the research programs. In other words, we need to evaluate the
asSumptions_ that link the theory .td practice (Glaser, 1976; Phillips,
1980). For example, we know relatively littl-e about the effectiveness
of programs that reflect tl-,le.csequence of development of baic science
and mathematics concepts in children. We could. develop and evaluate
instructional programs based on the linking premise That instruction
should reflect the sequences of acquisition of basic science and
mathematics concepts that we have obserVed in children. I do not
believe, however, that a basic premi'se of this nature can be
answered in general. I think that the best we can hope to accomplish
is to demonstrate that- a specific program based on a specific set of
premises produces: certain kinds of learning. I think that, at best.;

,t we may arrive at some general conclusion regarding which assump-
tions are most productive as starting points for development.

What this suggests is gn integration 'of research and development.
Such an integration has as much to contribute to basic research as it
does to the develcipment of instructional programs. Cronbach (1975)
has observed that "We cannot store up generalizations and constructs
fdr ultimate assembly into a network" r(p. 123). In other words,
conclusionsin social science are often not absolute: This is -clearly'
reflected in research on addition and subtraction.' Although research
on addition and subtraction has Produced consistent results, /it is

not dear that these results represent absolute truth. Most of the
research on addition and subtraction has been carried out with

-children who ,have. been exposed. to essentially the same mathematics
curvicul-um. If major changes are made in the curriculum, it is not
clear how this wilt affect the patterns, of acquisition that have been
obSt rved.

Finally, reflecting' Cronbach's (1975) conclusion thk knowledge in
social science is not absolute, I would suggest that jt is inappro-
priate to believe that we can .,attain complete 'understanding in an

area .aod "develop`..tha ultimate. mathemttics orQ science program. I

don't think that _research and development of curriculum._ operate
like, say, the development...of a polio vaccine 'to that we can say,
"We- have done that; now it is time to answer another question :1.
think that the best we can hope to acCompligh is to develop a cur-
riculum that provides a reas nably good fit with viur'current under-
standing of how children I n science and mathematics.

4
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CURRENT TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY- -WHAT SCIENCE/MATH
EDUCATION DEVELOpERS SAY TO THE

RESEARCH COMMUNITY

Howard D. Mehlinger-
Indiana University

Blwmington, Indiana 47405

While most of7Trt. Howard D. Mehlinger's teaching has
been in the' MidWest, principally at Indiana University
_where he is Professor of Education, and History, he has
travelled 'Widely in his professional life: On a grant from
the Federal Republic of Germany he has visited insti-
tutes specializing in loviet and East German studies and
in political' eduOation; the U.S. Departmept of State sent
'Vim to lecture in Africa; and the Japan'Societyfor: the
'promotion of Science has recently awarded him a visiting
scholar grant. He .1-"as been a- teacher of history (the
SoViet Union, Western Civilization, World History for
Teacher-s) as well as of education (Research in Second-
(
a ry Education, Methods of Teaching Social Studies, and
a seminar in Social StudieS Edycationj. The Social
Studies Councils of -several states have, awarded him
their Distinguished Service Award, and he has directed
or developed proposals awarded by NS'F, the then U.S.
Office of Education, UNESCO, and the Ford Foundation
among others.' Mehlinger is the author or co- author
of several boOks. He has served widely as a consulter-ILI
at-I'd is a member of a great many committees, comrrN
siori.s, land boards having to do with his professional
interests and responsibilities.

Our language contains many dyadsterms thbt seem naturally to go
together:. ham and eggs, liver and onions, hamburger and French
fries, Procter and .6amble,- Sears and Roebuck, and research and
development. Alas, the rhythm of the language can be tlixeiving.
Words that appear to go together do not always represent reality.

after all, people often want ham without eggs or vice-:versa; French
' fries do not always accompany hamburger; and certainly research

and development frequently travel independent paths con-
..

tact with one another.

To the extent that both research and development in education share
the goal of improvirig practice. in education, the field of education
generally stands to profit frOm their, closer cooperation. The time
available "does not permit an elaborate treatment of how closer collab-.
oration between' research and development might be accomplished.
Rather! I lhall merely indicate .a few areas in which research coulde.
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be of considerable benefit to. developers and one or two institutional
remedies for facilitating closer collaboration. Since all of my work
has been focused on improvements in social science education, I hope
that the audience will be tolerant to examples restricted to social
science education.

, Curriculum Research

The social studies curriculum of American 'elementary and secondary
schools . is 65 years old this year. If the sociakstudies were .a per-
son, we would hold a party in his' or her horior, present a tv,Uch in
recognition of a lifetime of service, and retire km. Unfortunately,
the social kstudies curriculum is not ready to retire, and the scope
and sequence that was established, 65 years ago by a national com-
mission is likely to hamstring teachers and curriculum developers for
the rest of this century, if not longer.

What we teach children in school today was determined largely 65
years ago when the country was vastly different, when less than 10

,_a_percent of youth completed high school, and when the overarching
rweducatIonal problem facing the country was how to accommodate and

Americanize the vast stream of immigrants arriving from abroad. The
demand's for citiZenship training led the schools then to cycle Ameri-
can history trierough grades 5, 8, and 11, and to pro\iide civics and
American government at grebes 9 and 12. We did not then and do
not today give much attention to the history and geography of other
parts of the world. I know of no other modern industrialized nation
in which the curriculum is so ethnocentric as is our own.

.
The, problem of ,accommodating the social and behavioral sciences into
the rigid, arthritic social - studies curriculum is well known to all
social science education developers. It is hopeless foy- an individual
project to attempt a new scope and sequence; the forces of tradition
are too powerful. The best one can do is to attempt to subvert ex-

. isting courses; e.g., update the 9th-grade civics course with recent
political sciencerapproaches, smuggle economics into American history,
or pro,vide a' global studies perspective to the 7th-grade geography
course. Amid all of the controversy/surrounding Man: A Course of
Study (MACOS) a, few years ago, few commented on what was surely.
one of the principal reasons for its ultimate failure: M was
designed for 5th- grade students and the 5th grade is aditio

N
ally

reserved for American history. Once the novelty of MACOS disap-
peared, it was nearly inevitable that the majority of schools would
return to .teaching about IndianS, settlers, and American heroes- at
grade 5. . i

. I
Frankly, curriculum deVelopnnent in the social sciences will continue
to be constrained so long as we remain saddled with the-- current
scope- and sequence. We'do not need studies of, what the existing
curriculum rs;`' we have all of the research of that kind that is

N.
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required. What is needed is a nix of empirical and policy-oriented
studies aimed at producing a new scope and 'sequence that are more
in, tune with the time in which' we live', ,i with the logical development
of subjets children should study, and ivith the psychological devel-
opment of children. P-

Si.6Ce establishing the scope and, sequence is as much a p litical
process as an intellectlial one ari acceptable scope and sequence will
not be achieved by a few schof rs laboring on their own. The vest-
ment in traditional patterns is too great. Nothing less than a na ional
commission containing distinguished Americans from many sector of
society is reclieed. A -national commission sets the existing curricu .r
pattern; a new national commission will be needed to bury the pas
and start one or more ndw curricular patterns for the social sciences.

Providing detailIrr: how such a commission might be organized and
conduct its work would exceed my 'time today. Nevertheless, there is
no greater priority in the social studies today. And there is no
better agenda for enlisting the joint efforts of researchers and
developers.

Textbook Studies

The majority of curriculum development products ultimately take the
form of commercial textbooks. Such products may be accompanied by
a wide variety oT ancillary material. While the design and formpt of
the books may differ greatly from existing commercial products,
developers .cannot avoid the fact" that textbooks provide the most
assured route for reaching the greatest nr"--713.er of students.

We have some textbdok studies. Some r rchers have explored the -
importance of textbooks in instruction. Many studies analyzed text-,
books for bias, focusing on the treatment of women and various
minorities; others have sought evidenc% for textbook treatment of
certain content themes and social science concepts. From these
studies we know that textbooks are, important in 'setting the instruc-
tional agenda .'pnd that nearly every social studies textbook has "
defiCierccies from the perspective of one investigator or another.- But
there is much more to learn about textbooks and their use that
would be helpful to developers: o

How 'arp textbooks used? It is rather remarkable, but developers
guess a Icit about -how teachers actually use textbook-s.- What is con-
sidered a reasonable reading ,assignment? What. use is .made of illus-
trations, tables,, charts, maps, and so An? Are "end-of-chapter
questions" used; if so, what 'kinds of questions are most helpful?-

. .

Decke'r Walker at Stanford University is currently directing a prOikt
to explore how 'textbooks are used in three or four high schools in
cqntrasting communities. The .aim of this study is to relate study
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patterns, textbook features, and teachirig practices to student per-
formance on examinations. Studies of this type might 5tribjte I
importantly to the design of better_ textbooks.

Mow "is textbook content determined? 'Policy. studies indicating how
decisions about textbooks are made "'would also be useful. Nearly
every developer can offer personal .accountssome humorous/ others .
tragic-S.-of experiences with 'textbook publishers (editors, s lesnnen)
and teiabook adoption committees at state - and local le els'. As4

Frances -.Fitzgerald pointed out in her book America Rev ed, deci=
sions regarding what goes into a textbook are a matter of political
judgment as well as intellectual talent. Studies- e`re needed of text-
book,adoption processes and the factors that influence, editors.

What can We learn from others? And finally, we have much to learn
from other countries. It is remarkable just how, ethnocentric -the
American educational community is. Certainly some Amerin educa-
tors have a certain noblesse oblige attitude that .lea .s, - therm to share
America's experience with other countries, but there.is remarkably
little curiosity about educational practices in other nations. The
possible exception', ,to this rule is interest in England, .perhaps
bscauSe Americans, who are notoriously deficient in languages, can
visit English schools and understand what is,taking place without the
use of interpreters. Since World War- Il, under UNESCO' auspices,
many nations have engaged in binational and multinational textbook
studies; the United States has remained aloof from most of' these.

Since 1977, my center has 'hosted two 'cross-national studies of text-
books, one involving scholars in the United States and the Soviet
Union, the .seconcl engaging American and Japanese scholars. The
results have far exceeded our original expectations. We have much to
learn from other countries in the mann r. in. .which they organize
their curricula and in the ideas they resent to students. No

American business could hope to survive ith the kind of arrogance
we have displayed in education . Int rnational and comparative
research in education could strengthen efforts 'to improve education
in this country. We might begin by undertaking textbook studies,.

Comparkive research4on textbooks fgaces a severe handicap. At this
moment there is no adequate library to support comparative textbook
research: In the social. sciences the only -suitableP library in the
world is the Georg Eckert Institute in Braunschweig in the Federal
Republic of Germany. We are in the process of establishing a com-
parable library for social ,science education at andiana University,
WI presumably similar textbook libraries are needed for mathematics. ad the sciences. Someone should begin to establish libraries. in
these fields as well. f" .
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Naturalistic Studies of Classroqms o'

We have enough studies of what hippens .10 curriculum products
upon their arrival in clas,srooms to knoW' that "the products change
during use as Much or more than di:5es clasSroom practice. Moreover,
the direction of instructional change is often quite different from
that predicted or desired by the instructional developer.

Of course, it has long _been obvious to _developers that their ideas
would work differently 'in practice from how they imagined, they.
ought to work from the perspective of their.. offices. What some

i. developers have not fully comprehended or appreciated s. that 'pilot
schools are also exceptional settings and that what occurs In class-.
rooms with volunteer teacherS committed .to (the project may not
wepresent at all the settings in which the, materials will be used
later.

Intentionally, we have worked curriculum, development th primarily
on directiqnfrom the developer to the teacher--while accommodat-
ing as many of the predictable variables as possil5le. For the most
part, we have not worked development from the other direction--
teachers informing deveLdpers of what is needed and accommodating.'
development to practical Resistance by teachers to force-feeding °

from developers was one of the primary motivations leading to ESEA
Title I I I projects ,and "teacher centers"' which feature teacher-
deNelopment of curriculum prodbcts. This has grerally led /to
greater 'teacher satisfaction. and weaker products.

Naturalistic research on what good teachers do with their own self= ,

generated materials and commercial textbooks might produce.clues for
how developers could devise products more acceptable to a greater
number of teachers. Such products ?night "fit" the° classroom setting
and the teaching style of existing teachers better than previous
products, thereby making fewer demands on teachers and,leading to
greater acceptance.

ir .1

Organizational Responses to` Research"and 'pevelopMent Needs

The organizational imp ations Mr the ° few examples- of 'needed
research cited here range from the establishnient of a national corn
mission, to the creation - of international tex-tbook libraries, to
scholars conducting on -site classroom instruction. There .are some
common elements, however, that might, be recognized:

1. Some of the req'Oired work demands 'sustained atten-
tion over several years and retable funding. The
Work of a national commission or the establishment of
a textbook librari cannot be 'accomplished by a 1 -yea.0
grant.
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2. Some of the work calls for a continuing base of opera-,
tionsf. While it is desirable to widen the net to' include

'people who hlive not previously been' active in
research and development, this advantage has to be
weighed .against long-term institutional commitments
to a li.ne of activity. Government- and private funding
agencies, especially during periods of shrinking re-.

souftes, need to assess carefully what is likely to
continue after a particular project has expired.

Nearly every important task confronting research at441.---'
development in social science education demands teams
of people embracing a range of skill's and experience.
Research divorced from development is merely
another obstacle to overcome before the research
findings seep back into development practice. 'And
research and development divorced from classroom
practiCe is certain to produce impractical results.
This does < not require that researchers, developers,
and practitioners must all be based at the same sites,
but the communication network cannot be casual and
only -occasionally close& Few model's exist of close,
continuing cooperation among developers, researchecs'
and ,practitioners. Those that occur should be studied
and extended; new models should be devised.

It is very "American," I guess, to tolerate --even to encourage-
individual entrepreneurism in education, But there is also enormous
waste in such a system. We have witnessed more than two, decades
in which development and research occurred largely independently
of one another, a period in which practitioners have largely ignored
both- proCesses. It is time we learn from that experience and bring
the three ej2ments into closer coordination for the improvenient
of practice. We can become more cost effective- -that too is ery
American.
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CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT:
WHAT IS THERE *0 SAY?

Kristina Hooper ac-

O.niversity California-Santa Cruz
Sant z, California 95053

Dr. Kristina Hooper is an Apistant Professor of Psy-
chology at the University, of California at Santa Cruz
with a bachelor's degree from Stanford University and
a doctoral from the University of California, San Diego.
Her .areas of interest include cognitive psychology,
architecture and urban planning, environmental simula-
tion, imagery and computer graphics in mathematicg-
education. In these many fields she -Thas either taught,
been a consultant, performed research, or direoted
projects. She has also given talks at M. I .T. , the, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Cornell University, the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin and in several California academic
and professional settings. In addition to the writing of
several. research papers and chapters, she has prepared

.a film, some videotapes, a .museum show, d two radio
programs for the BBC.

General folklore and public policy suggest' that each and devel-
opment are co-partners in the business of dvanceriient of
concepts and products. Researchers find th -s funded for
work leading to the development of new valued; ucts and pro-
grams. 'IDvelopers realize that they should bash t work on the
results of research effortand that their developme will provide a
focus for research long after they consider' their pkject completed.
And so the concept di a natural cycle of research leading fo devel-
opment, leading to more research .and more development ad infinitum,
is implicitly accepted in both the research and the development
communities. a

. -

Yet anyone who has seriously considered reserch and development
from the position of either a researcher or a dbvelOper on a specific
project, or, better still, anyone who has worked on both research
and development efforts, realizes that the cycle of research and de-
velopment-is not a natural one. Moreover, one realizes that the aims
of research and of development are not even' necessarily Compatible.

Hence the question "What has development to say 11 research regard-
ing targets of opportunity in science education?" is a bigger one
than it seem"S initially. For, in addition to addressing the goals' of
science education, it inherently addresses the general issue of the

-relationship` between .development-and research, and it does this
while simultaneously 'asking that targets of opportunities in scienqe
education be identified.
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Given the denseness of this question, let's begin slowly. 'First, let's
build a simple model of the world of the developer in science educa-
tion, and then let's build a simple model of the world. of the
researchef. Then let's consider the general interaction of these two
groups of individuals, and let's 6list a number of general things the
developer has to say to the researcher. And then, to complete our

consideration, let's explicitly discuss the role of a cognitive scientist
such as myself in research and developthent in science education,
illustrating the earlier discussion with examples'from my own projects
on the development of visually based courses in college mathematics.

Development Efforts

Development efforts require a product, a product that is workable,
that solves" a particular objective. The development of this prod-
uctbe it a computer laboratory.to teach pthysics or a set of video'-
tapes that explain concepts in precalculus -requires the coordination
of a range of expertise to solve particular problems. Experts in
science, education, and communication media must work together to
produce products that are sophisticated in all bf these areas. And
in this working together these experts must quickly and, intuitively
make a range of decisions., often without all the information required
to guarantee the best decision. Much like the inventor and the
artist, then, the developer coordinates practical and conceptual con-
cerns to mold what is known in a situation to solve those problems
that have not yet been systematically addressed. For even when
.neseai'ch literatures are availiple, these literatures typically address
general principles rather than specific instances. Decisions must be
made to tailor the general principle discussed in the literature to the
situation at hand.

When a development, effort is completed, the decisions along the way
are considered effective if the product satisfies the constraints of
the situation. It doesn't particularly matter why the product is suc-
Nssful, at doesn't matter that a range bf alternative scenarios
would have genereed -other successful situations. What matters is
that the task is completed, that the producti-sjudged successful spy
the relevant individuals, and, to a lesser extent, that the partici-
pants have developed, skills that will enhance the probability of their

in g'im'ilar future endeavors.success

Research Efforts

In comparison to development efforts, research efforts on the surface
seem to necessitate a primarily scientific Approach rather than one
that is artistic or pragmatic. It matters to. the researchei- not only
that something works but also why something works. In addition,
rather than solving one specifi,c pitblem in the best way, the
researcher must generalize from one set of observations and situa-
tioris in order to make predictions about another situation. Unlike
the developer, the researcher must consider the- effects Of alterryg-

,
---'-----tivedecisions .problem solv_ing,_ and .assess the fundamental dif-

ferences betweenthese in a theoretical framework.
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To accomplish all of these objectives, the researchel' carefully defines
the domain which is to be the subject of concern, rather than
tackling existing situations that have been deemed important. One
doesn't investigate a particular curriculum as a researcher, then,
but insteadfocuses upori a single attribute; for' example, the com-
municative effectiveness '& graphs. For the researcher to makeirhy
conclusions about the effectiveness of a particular strategy, the
strategy must be carefully defined, as must the objectives fpr effec-
tiveness. A research experiment must be defined in such a way that
it can be replicated at =another -time. or by other researchers. It can-
not stand on its inhetentt,worth like the, developrrient, effort ,without_
attention paid to method, -description, or theor-y.

Interaction of Development 'hand Research

Researchers feel they are seeking tt&th. 'Developers feel they. are
producing new olutions to problems._teearchers feel they must bey
cautious. Deveflopers will' .try most anything available, if they think
it will work. Researchers are concerned 'about conceptual issues and
general principles. Developer's want to design elegarip/. seilutions to
specific problems. Researchers are 'Scientists. Developers are
craftspeople. Researchers find that developers go far beyond tl4e
data available and , deal with situations that are far too'complex to
understand. Developers find. thati research is irrelevant to rpc!)st of
their daily problems. Researchers commit themselves .to judgments
only when they are extremely confident that they are correct.
Developers, on the other hand) hope to be right at least some of
the time, and never too wrong.'

It is smell wonder, then, that researchei-s and developers are
typicalli not the same people. It is also reasonable that' as
individuals, researc'''hers and developers seldom interact directly seven
if they are dealing ftwith the same problem. It is also understandable
that the concerns Of these two individuals,- even when in the same.
domain, do not seem to directly overlap.

-40Vet the interaction between these two groups- either for,mally or
:informally -is critical for the progress of each group. Development
efforts can benefit from the conceptual development of -research
efforts. Research can benefit from the direct experiences of devel-
opment. The problem is that one cannot expect the interactions of

- these two groups to be natural.

'These are stereotypes of course, as many of the best developers
display the characteristics of researchers in appropriate situations
and vice versa. Yet these characteristitS do describe a large num-
ber of situations.0

is
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What Development Has to Say to Research

Developers have two general classes of messages to deliver to
-"researchers. The first class of messages are those that address

. involvement -in developMent efforts 'that will enhance research work.
. The second class of messages' consist of requests for, research which

4. , wo ;Ad benefit the developer.
s

In. the first class of communications are a number of mess ges. For
one, there is a range' of rich examples of cognitive phen_ ena that
card -be observed effectively in development situations. Equipment as,
well as naturalistic settings frequently exists for observations. De-
velopment efforts are 'then excellent situations in which researchers
can develop intuitions about cognitive phenomena in complex settings
and in which- these phenomena can be ystematically observed.
Secondly, development efforts also offer an o portunity to manipulate
presentations of the stimulus material throug a range of media and
content areas. Thirdly, the rules of thumb '--pnerated by developers
provide worthy foci of attention in'systematiciresearch investigations.
The. "best guesses" of 'experienced d,eveloper,s provide insight into a
range of information processing domains 'ailkcl beg for systematic in-
vestigation: Fourthly, direct participatioV in a development effort
by a researcher provides this researcher with a perspective about
The coordination of research and development which is unavailable in
the typic.plly isolated research setting. It -provides 'the researcher

-.wig, a sense of the kinds of research that would' be valuable to
velokment, should the researcher be interested in the' application

° of his or her research efforts. It also provides the 10xury of oppor-
tunicties for extensive observation of situations which are not yet
very well understdoth Finally,. particularly for the cognitive
researcher,: opportunities are afforded for observing thinking in
interactive situations over a long period of time. Computer ,graphics

puter text loreSentation systenis, allow for the systematic observation
,and computer- dontrolled videodisks,' as,

of indivielual learning anti 'problem solving in an interactive _Context.

well as more standard com-

The statements from developers, concerning research that would be
useful- to 'there center around' certain topics and the usefulness of
different methods of presentation of research results. As an example
of the firsf class -of statements, the developer would benefit if more

..--
research investigations -of cognitive phenbmena were accomplished in

a naturalistic settings so that materials would be more directly relevant
.- to development decisions; In addition, the developer would Benefit

from the desription of theoretically 'motivated criteria, which could
be used :in ,measuring -the effectiv,eness of. ;development. efforts. Simi-
larly, a language for the descrdption and assessment of interactive

. situations would be useful to the develbper to analyze these commo
classes a. situations. In a slightly different vein, the 'develdper
would benefit greatly from. an analysis of attitudes, of. the ,general
public towards science, particularly as it has recently Manifested
itself irr a great, deal of interest in science 'pFesentations on televi-

: sion4hil reports of research results in newspapers and 'popular
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magazines. Such an analysis would hopefully provide the developer
with insight into. how to reach those individuals who do not identify
themselves as being interested in science. In addition, and in a
lar way; an analysis of the fascination of childrertand adults with
current video arcade games,: and the engagemenj Al attention with
these games4 would be useful to- the developer.' Computer graph)c
presentations of 'mathematics and physics could surely benefit in

air design n Wi thref e r encettr-f

With regard to' the presentation of research results, developers
would benefit from presentations th'at include examples of the phe-
nomena studied, e.g., examples of .a number of pictures used in a
particular experiment or simulations of the experiments conducted.
This would make it clearer to the developers, -which research results
are applicable to their developMent efforts, and it would provide
examples 4\ of specific materials which illustrate general principles
which can then be tailored by the developers Ao, their own domains.
In addition, in the researchers' presentation f results, it would'be
useful to the developer to hear researchers' intuitions about where
their results may or may not be applied.

Mathematic Imagery Projects: Some Attempts at
/ the Application of Cognitive Principles

My mathematics projects--one funded by NSF-LOCI for the devejop-
ment of video modules for precalculus and the other funded by ,NSF-
DISE for the development of a college mathematics computer graphics
laboratory to emphasize the visual spatial aspects of mathematics-
provide specific examples of the kinds of opportunities available to
the 'researcher in the development setting and the kinds of research
required by development efforts.

In reading these brief specific suggestions; one should realize that .1
am not by training a developer,i6-ut instead a cognitive researcher.
At scene level these observatiothen are' thOse of a researcher
frustrated in, develop.ment (1) because,tof a leek of time to follow up
all research ideas, and (2) Fbecause of a lack .of existing research
applicable to deVelopment, decisions'. They are also the observations-
of a researcher who is enthusiastically doing development (1) because
of a perceived: personal responsibility for the application 'of basic
research in socially beheficial domains such as education, (2) because
mathematics is an excellent: domain4 in which to formalize' concepts
related to pictorial ..communication;, multiple representations and
spatial imagery, and (-3) because of a general dissatisfaction with
cognitive psychological paradigms which do not address pictorial
communication in a sophistitated or interactive frarriework.

The Development of- Video Modples for Prkatculup (1\i'sF-LOCI)
1

The LOCI project's, which I worked on with Ed Landes ¶ a mathe-
matician, provided an excellent context for the investic tion of dif-
ferent classes af explanations -in( the video format. As an example,

-e
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in the early parts of the *project we classified a number of methods
of presentati n, including tile use of dialogue, the use of dynamic
pictures, th correspondence of algebraic and graphic dis-
plays, the use cif real world examples and metaphors, and the inclu-
sion of ,a student role- model. Yet we used these techniques intui-
tively rather than systematically in the project, given that we needed
.Lo complete the modules rather than to develop'a theory. An analysis
df-the-.differential_effectiveness_of-thes_e_presentations in the ex plane,-
tion of mathematical concepts provides -the researcher a rich domain
for .analysis and for the development of a theory of explanation.

0

Opportunities for analysis and comparison of lectures, video modules
of lectures, and video modules using a r'nge of video techniques
exist in this project as well, because the mathematician and the topics
developed in each of these different settings remained the same.
.Educational technologists would do well to examine these different
media and the differential effectiveness of each in conveying mathe
matical concepts. Each medium does certain things well and other
things not so well; this is acknowledged in the folklore of devel-
opment and of education. A systematic analysis which included a
.common method bf description fo-r the different presentation .formats
and which described why certain techniques would be valuable for
certain things would be theoretically as well as pragmatically
interesting. Again, the LOCI development project had neither the
time nor the resources to address these issues.

Another research opportunity offered by the LOCI project, one th at
would be more pragmatically useful to the developers than theoret---:
ically interesting to researchers, is an analysis of the. perceptual
aspects of the video media, including color, the angle of cameras in
live action filming, and classes of edits between different formats.
Such an analysis, especially if it had included specific examples and
critiques, would have been invaluable to our development effort.
Yet, short of developing this ourselves, we had no mechanism to
acquire such an analysis.

k
.

Mathematics:Imagery (NSF-DISE)

The DISE project now offers ark extremely wide range of theoretically
interesting research topics, many of which we are explicitly address-
ing during our. first 2 years in preparation for 'our later intense
development effort. One topic is the delineation of the relationship
between Spatial abilities and mathematical abilities. We, are currently
pursuing this in ourattemptsto develop a well - specified conceptual
framework that includes explicit ,definitions of spatial abilities, the
use of spatial representations in mathematical explanations, and
mathematical abilities, as well as the interaction of these domains.
There are obviously many topics. in this domain that would be of
interest to the pure researcher.
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Another research focus is on the dkiSting mathematics materials
which use spatial representations. Thdse have been generated intui-
tively as a meafis -to explain eimplex ideas. Yet we don't-' know if
they work, or why' they. work if, they do. Developers"will continue
to generate ,such displays; researchers have the opportunity to
assess these and to develop conceptual frameworks to guide future
developments.

T19-epi-es-dn talon ofsp-attal representattonsis a -particularly rich
reseal-eh domain at present, given the multitudes of 'media that are
becoming readily, accessible to the developer. Videotapes an 4. movies
allow one to Use moving displays, and-, ,particularly in the case of
-videotapes, these can be indivjdually tailored and wiewed. Computer
graphics and videodisks provide a wealth of visual imagery that can
be presented in an- interactive framework and that can include alter-
native scenarios` to be chosen by students. As well as providing
educators with a range of options, these media provide opportunities
for research on dimensions of presentations which have not been pos-
sible with earlier technologies. And computer delivery systems can
even be used to measure student performance and to monitor their
problem solving!.

---1-19=-addition---to-proviel-ing. a range of opportunities for theoretical-work
in research, the DISE project requires a /number of things from the
research corrimunisty. For one, a method of measuring and describing
subject interaction with moving pictorial displays' is needed in order
to assess the success and failure of particular development effor,ts.
In addition,, a language. is needed for discussing.pictures as methOds
of explanation rather than simply as referents to 'objects.. so that
dimensions of ekplanations can be considered systematically. This
language' must include not only a consideration of features ,,of single,
pictures, but also the seqUencing. of pictures, the interaction of
pictures and text, moving pictKes, and student interaction with and
selection of particulai' pictures. The levels of descriptions provided
by research communities are currentjy 'too constrained to be of much
use to the developer who is engaging new technologies.

Conclusions

There is much more td say, as a developer and as a researcher, but
I will rstop herd, for I think that I have begun a conversation
between developers and researchers. And that is my intent.

.

have listed general development issues for researchers to consider,
and I have provided specific examples from my own work to illustrate
these. From my own perspective, that of sa 'researcher only recently
immersed in development, I have suggested that it is to the re-
searehlr's best self.--iriterest to work in a development setting, in
order, to develop intuitions, to ,take advantage of naturalistic
settings, to use. a+ailable technologies, -and to study ...the. rules of
thumb developed by practitioners. I have also suggested that, to be

1
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responsible to development, researchers should develbp theoretical
frameworks addressing more complex situations, considering explana-
tion as well- as understanding in investigations of information procC-,.
essing, and setting forth a language to describe subject interaction
with new technologies, as well as a language to descri,be pictorial
communication.

In closing, I would like to' encourage researchers to do development
and developers to do research. As a researcher in development, one
can view complex phenomena that would normally escape attention,
and one can be directly responsible for the follow-up of one's own

aresearch in an applied setting. As a developer in r9pearch, one can
'enjoy the luxbry of developing' theoretical frameworks and following
up iri.tuitions that have been neglected due to the production pr,es-
sures in development settings.' I suggest this because I think the
indiC7iduals involved would benefit, and because I see this as the
most productive mechanism for the interaction of research and devel-
opment. Without that interaction at an individual level, I see little
opportunity for effective interaction of the two domains, and I con-
sider such interaction necessary for both research and developmeribt.
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EDUCATION IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
. - FOR ALL AMERICANS i
o

f

Izaak Wirszup
The University of Chicago
Department of Mathematics
5734 University Avenue
Chipago, Illinois-60637.

Dr. Izaak Wirszup, Professor of Mathematics at,the Uni-
versity of Chicago and the Director of a Development in
Science Education project entitled "Sur Vey of Recent East
European Literature in School. and College Mathematics,"
caused nation=wide comment in .1980, when he wrote the
'National SCien6e Foundation comparing Soviet and Ameri-
can mathematics and science education programs, and de-
tailihg his concerns about the teaching and learning of
these subjects in U.S.. schools. As a result of`his letter,
the President: of the United States ordered the Secretary
of Education and the Director of 'the National Science
Foundation to conduct a thorough investigation of the
issues' raised by Dr. Wirs?up and jointly to report their
findings. This study resulted in the issuing of "Scienc
and Engineering Education for .the 1980s and Beyond."
Wide .editorial comment in the nation's newspapers has
been attracted to the.problem and Dr. Wirszup has been
invited to testify before several committees of the U.S.
Congress. pr. Wirszup was born in Wilno, Poland. He
received his Ph.D. in Mathematics froin the University
of Chicago, and has served as Professor of Mathematics
there since 1965. Dr. Wirszup has a long and distin-
guished history ,,of serving as consultant on -advanced
mathematics -programs to Yale and Stanford Universities,,
to the Ford Foundation and the Encyclopedia Britannica,
and to the U.S.-'Commission for Mathematics Instruction.

In December 1979 I sent the National Science Fouhdation (NSF) a
report on my comparative study of Soviet and American pre- univer-
sity education. The repok" pointed out for the first time the Soviet
challenge' in science, technology, and engineering 'programs, which
had been laUnclted as early as the 23rd.Communist Party Congress in
1966. It described.. the Soviets' ongoing"educational mobilization"-:-
the innovative restruOturing of their secondary educational system to
include vast manpower training programs, their radical curricular
reforms, and, above all, , their tremendous 'investment in human
resources.

The response to my, report was immediate and much greater than ex-
pected-, On February 8, 1980; President Carter ordered the Director
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of the National Science Foundation and theN,Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Education to review our science' and engineering edudational
policies,; the result was the publication' last fall of a report entitled
"Science and Engineering Education for the 1980s and 'Beyond." The

.findings of both reports have been discussed in .professional journals,
and in the daily press, here and abroad. NSF noted that my research
had been a factor in the President's order, and the NSF-Department
of Education study itsejf states that my conclusions ware corrobo-
rated by a study' by SRI International and 14 the work of -independ-
ent experts.

Before proceeding, let us remind ourselves of the fundacnental dif-
ference between the educational philosophies of our country and of
the Soviet Union. As an expression of the American ideal 'of democ-
racy, our goal in education is the individual development of the
human being, with the freedom to ,choose ,his life's ,work. FrOm the
point of view of civic education- -fostering an appreciation of freedom
and democracy--our schools are among the finest in the..world. The
Soviet principle, on the other hand, is that education is designed to
serve the, state. Their highly centralized educational S'ypm is
organized to further the ComnrIuniSt Party's aims, to rape the techno-
logical and industrial level of the Soviet Union, and to increase its
military power and political influence.

By expert opinion, the United States_ today is ranked the world's
leader in science and technology, although this position has been
eroding over the last decade., Our major universities and their'
graduate programs are the .1Ast in world, but the research and
training leadership .they represent is based on a relatively small, if
superb, elite. In contrast, Soviet science. and engineering training
programs are of such magnitude, and their drive for supremacy so
*determined, , as to pose an enormous challenge to' this American

preeminence.
A

In spite of their tremendous achievements, However, I do not advise
imitation or adaptation of. Soviet educational goals,, procedures*, or -
practices.

'I shall focus here on a ?few striking examples from 'American and
Soviet education in mathematics, the sciences, and -other .

and then touch briefly on some of the pervasive problein 'Ameri-
can education, relating them to thecu.rrent state of our productivity,
and defense preparedness. Finally, I shall make some recommenda-
tions for radically ,improving our school system, especially in science...
and technology, and discuss the urgent need for establishing and '-
supporting natidhal educational leadership' in the United States.

e

The U.S.S.R.'s educational system is the product of planning,
experimentation, and investment spanning more than *half a century.

.

A
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For many years the Soviets were content with the creation 'of a small
scientific elite, while, the majority- of their students remained at low
levels of academic performance. Many factors converge to change
this educational policy. A labor shortage \in the European portions
?f the U.S.S.R. threatened the continued supply of trained man-
power. The introduction of high technology to the Soviet military-

, industrial complex demanded -workers' and soldiers with a better
understanding of scientific and technological prirkiples. Meanwhile,
their own studies showed increased productivity from workers who
had received a general education .plCis technical training gin schools
rather- tan on the jbb, and research in the academies. led to notable
advances in educational" psychblogy,, paving the way for more ambi-
tious curricula and effective teaching methods at every school level.

It is indicative of the depth' of the Soviets' commitment to a strong
educational. system (and a, main factor in its success) that their top
research talent has devoted so much to the improvement of the
country's schools. For example, A .N. Kolmogorov, one of the great
mathematicians of the century, has for the past 15" years directed
the entire school mathematits reform. Not only has he played a
decisive role in determining the content of mathematicg curricula, but
he, has also been in the foref;rInt of Soviet research in educational
psychology and matheniatiCs instruction. In addition, Kolmogorov. °is
a co-author and editor-in-chief of the three textbooks Geomet,

. g (grades 6-8)' o and the two textbooks, Algebra and the El ents of .
Calculus (grilles 9-10). Similarly, Academician I I.K. Kikoin, the
world-renowned physicist, has been a leader in the Sciviet school
physics reform.

e

The famous Mathematician Gel'fand has been working with gifted
secondary sthool students for the past 45 years. The programs for

'discovery and training of mathematically talented ..youngsters are_an
exceptional .Soviet ediicational achievement, and the literature created
for tt'i programs has no equal_im excellence or-scope.

The U .S .S . R . Acaderby of Sciences sets educational policy, and
' directs curriculum development. More directly responsible, *for

curriculum ;ireformr revision, and implementation, is the U.S.S.R.
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, the chief Soviet 'educational
research`, center. No other institution remotely, approaches thiS v
Academy and its various institutes in site, range af- operation, and ,

quality of research. Five hundred senior research psychologists, are
associated full 'time with its Institute of Educationella Psychology,
representing the unique school of LeS. Vygotskii and A.R. Luriya...
The extraordinary Soviet research in the psychology and -methods of
learning and teaching, mathematics has been -applied the new
curriculum.

The school reforms of 1'966 have been forcefu117 and rapidly imple-
mented. Serious obstacles have been encountered, especially with the

.N

new 2-year calculds requirement, but carefully monitored experimen- I.t3tion and change have' steadily improved programs. The general
..

,
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restructuring and curriculum- reforms preserve the goal of a divensi-
fied multitrack system of education that (1) keeps every student in
school through the secondary, level; (2) guides him into a course of
study corresponding tto his abilities; and (3) ensures a large pooLof
trained, well-educated labor for Soviet industrial prolpction. The
Soviets have been very successful in meeting these objectives. No
less than 5 million students, or 98 percent, now complete, a second-
ary education annually. Especially impressive is the fact that over 8
millioi skilled workers and white-collar technicians are produced each
year by the secondary school alte %natives. These technical-vddational
and specialized professional schools frequently offeraprograms in
science and engineering that,correspond to.between 2 /5d 3 'ye rs,at
U.S. technical institutes or colleges. ,

In only 10 years, the Soviet compulsory program for all' students
covers the equivalent of at least 13 years of American schooling in
arithmetic, algebra, and calculus, and does so much more thoroughly
and effectively. The American 1-year geometry course offers but a
very small fraction of the Soviet 10-year geometry curriculum.

1.

* * *

Let us review U.S. secondary education in light of the recent Soviet
achievements.

Of the 'approximately 4 minion American youngsters who reach the
Age of 17 each year, 3 million have had arithmetic-for '9 years. In
the first 6-8 years their teao'hersgenerally, have' no special training
in mathemptiCs. Nine years of repetitious drill is a waste and a ter-
wibly damaging experience. The resulting feelirigs of near-stagnation
and incompetence' are both a cause and a symptom of the deplorable
state of U.S. mathematics and science education, and consequently of
our technitcal training.

In other industrialized countries, children complete arithmetic in 6
years. The Russians, however, cover arithmetic proper in the fir4st

three grades and complete arithmetic and even start algebra ins

grades, 4 and 5. What-has helped to make. this remarkable achieve-
ment tpossible is thPt from the fourth grade on, mathematics is

taught by at specialized mathematics teacher, whose mathematical
training is equivalent to at least a master's- degree program in the
United-States. Even Soviet. teachers for grades 173 receive -exten-
sive training in mathematics, the sciences, and educatiOnal psycho'-

. ogy:and teaching methodology based on advanced research.

Comparisons in geometry are even mare turbing. Only half of our
population- takes 1 year of plane geometry. Yet most of these stu-
dents simply never learn geometry, because we attempt to*teach it in
a single year, while empirical evidence and modern educational
psychology tell us emphatically that we cannot.
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In 1b59 a Frenclot periodical printdd a paper by Pieter van Hie le
entitled "La pens;ee de l'enfarft et la g;eom;etrie," on t of the most
important breakthroughs in _the psychology of learningAnd teaching
geometry. / Pieter and Dina van Hiele- Geldof, together with their.
professor, the famous Dutch mathematician and educator Hans
Freudenthal, introduced the concept of five leVels of mental devel-
opment in geometry. The paper went, virtually,'unnoticed in both
Western Europe and the_J.Jnited States. I was, however, fortunate to
learn from Russi4n mo6ograpk1s.of the Van, Hiele. paper and of signif-
icant research and 'experimentation done by the Soviets on the van
Hiele-Freudenthal 'theory. The Ru-Ssians had not only verified and
refined the van .Hieles' work,. but had subsequently .adopted this
theory as 43 foundation of their new geometry eurr alum and their
'innovations in the methodology of teaching geometry

Since American students who take, the 1.-year high school course
generally have no prior knowledge of geometr'y ancrare at the first
psychological level of development, they cannot be ,expected to
master material from the fourth development level, and, in fact, our
students never do learn it. Furthermore, our high school students
are not being taught solid geoisetry. Therefore, they rarely have a
workab4e 'percepti of, three-dimensional space, which is essential
foOstt.Idying scienc , techriical design, and engineering.

ve, . * In contrast, all (Soy! *tUdents study geometry ;for 10 yers: 5 years
, -- .'V' 6of- intuitiyegeomeSr =.3. of,- semirigtorous plane geometry, and 2 of

solid,Aprnel. 0 *, C, °l

?here4re' 30 '0 specialized Mathematics teachers in the 'Soviet**%3^ 6, :'
,,. - 4 , v' . '..- esystem' of' generaj,ecttic 'on,-°-sehools. .Each year the pedagogical,institutes train some' 22, new, mattlematics teachers. An outstand-

ing journal for Mathema ,s teachers, l\latem'atikaA/ Shkole (Mathe.7
*pi

matics in the School) is 9-published bimonthly in issues of nearly..
400,000 copies of 80 pages each. jtk American 'counterparts,, The
Mathematics Teacher and, The ,Arithmetic Teacher; have a total circu-
lation of 84000: , -

,.
.

..

AMerican secondary' school physics, another building..block of science
education and technical training, is in disastrouS condition and must
be changed radically. Less a tenth ofLour high school students1.*take a 1-year physics course. The total number of physics,
teachers--for over 17,000 U.S. school districts--is oply-,.10,000 and
shrinking rapidly. In the Chicago public school system there is only

Ao,one physics teacher for'every two high schools. ,

. , 1---....
In the U.S.S.R. secondary school students take 5 years of cohirVi.1-
spry physics courses. 'In 'its 200 -pedagogical institutes' the Soviet.
Union trains 8,500 specialized Ohysics teachers each'- year. The total
number of 'physics teachers in Soviet general education day' schools
is 123,000. The Soviet journal Fizika v shj.cole "(physics fin the

, -,4. School), a 94-page bimonthly, is, published- in 184,000 copies, as
. opposed to the 7,000 copies -of. its American .counterpart, The

Physics Teacher:
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The pattern continues in other subjects. In chemistry, only 16.1
percent of our high school take a 1-year course, while all
Soviet youngsters complete 4 years of chemistry, including a full
year of organic chemistry. Sbviet students also receive 51-2, years of
compulsory training in biology' (compared to the 1-year biology
course in the United 'States), 1 year -of astronomy, 3 years of
mechanical drawing, 'and 10 years of workshop and technical training.

*
The Russian comprehensive journal for chemistry tea ers, Khimiya
v shkole (Chemistry in the School), is published i 157,000 copies.
For biology teachers, Biologiya v shkole' (Biology in the School) is
published in 154;09.0-eapies.

They disparity between the level of training in science and mathe-
matics of an average Sc3viet skilled worker or military recruit and
that of an average American high school graduate, industrial worker,
or army rtruit is ,so great that comparisons are almost meaningless.

Our educational. crisis is by no .means limited to mathematics and the
sciences. Barely 9 'percent.. of 3c3Tir students have any exposure to
geography as a separate Subject, mostly in the form of one-semeste
'courses. Geography teaching has all but' disappeared; fewer than'
1,700 secondary school teachers are members, of two professional
geography associations. It is hardly surprising that Army studies of
our recruits reveal "a markedly lower ability to read 'maps and
recognize enemy targets." The Soviet Union, on the other hand,
trains over 6,000 specialized secondary school geography teachers
wh' year to conduct a 5-year sequence of ,compulsory courses in

'physical., economic, and political geography. The total number. of
geography teachers in Soviet general education day schools. is 98,000.

Similarly, all Soviet children are obliged to take 6 years of 'a foreign
language; while fewer than .18 percent of U.S. public high school
students study any foreign 'language, and fewer than 4 ,percent take
more than 2 years.

We have seen that the Soviet curricula are reinforced by an teq-
sive' system of teacher training and teacher support publications.

- Students also enjoy such' support' systems, in the form of variout
extracurricular mathematics and science activities and publications
integrated with the school curriculum. Hundreds of thousands of
youngsters participate in mathematics clubs, physics clubs, and-

'N:various technical clubs--organized either in their school or at

universities, pedagogical institutes, and technical institutes .or.

pioneer houses. The v4ialiterature created for- these.,extracurricu-
lar programs has no equal anywhere in the w6r1q.- The series .
Popular Lectures in Mathematics, with over 50 volumes,, has been
published in several editions and in millions of copies, and translated
into dozens of languages.
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To help develop a strong,4nterest in ,science and technology, Soviet
authorities publish several popular journals for both young people
and the general public. All of these journals )are of high quality
and enjoy a broad readership. Example's ,are Nauka i zhizn' (Science

, and Life) - -1.64 pages, 3 million copies per month"; Tekhnika molodezhi
(Technology for Youth)--68 pages-, 1;700;000 copies per month;
Yunyi tekhnik (Young Technician)--84 pages, 1,880,000 copies per
month; and Thanie-sila (Knowledge is Strength)--52 pages, 500,000
copies per month.

A major vehicle for fostering and stimulating secondary school,
studepts' interest mathematics and physics is a highly original
periodical for the young called Kvant (Quantdm). Since 1970 the
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences and the R. Academy of Peda-
gogical Sciences have jointly published this monthly journal for
secondary school 'students interested in physics and mathematics.
Its editor-in-chief is AVademician I.K. Kikbi6, and the first deputy
editor-in-chief is Academician A.N. Kolmogorov. The. editorial board
includes such famous scientists as V.G. Boltyanskii and P.L. Kapitsa
(Nobel laureate in physics). Each issue of 68 pages is in an edition
of 234,000, copids. The American counterpart, The Mathematics 'Stu-
dent, is issued six times a, year, in a run of 34,000 copies, and is

-allof six pages long. Because of lack of funds, publication of The
Mathematics,1,$_tudent is being discontinued.

Soviet edudtional requirements sound excessive to Americans in
particular. Our 75 percent high school graduation rate compares
unfavorably not only with the U.S.S.R.'s 98 percent, but with
Japan's 90 percent.' The vast majority of our high school students' ,
have not studied phySics, chemistry, geography, or` a foreign
language, and have had only, a modicum of mathematics. We are vir-
tually' alone among the industrialized nations in expecting such mini-
mal accomplishment of our students and our schools, and we are
oalready paying 'the price.

A recent statement by Peter J. Denning, president of the .Association
for Computing Machinery, warns, "We, the United States, are losing
our lead as world economic leader because our productivity is in
decline. Even ow strongest area, computers, istiew seriously 6-hal-
lenged by Japan and Germany. We face severe personnel shortages
that threaten our abilities to conduct basib' research, to train new
scientists and 'to educate young people properly in science. As we
enter a decade dominated by technology, our primary and secondary
school systems continue' to turn out young people Who are scienti-
fically illiterate, and who will eventually be making' decisions govern-
ing a technological Society. We are in Pa productivity crisis and the
current education system is geared. to perpetuating it." 4

the weaknesses of the American educational. system have becom e'a
national malady that gnaws at our: economic strength, our competitive.
edge in technology' and produCtion, and our ability to defend our-
selves. We can take pride in the achievements of a sniall but superb

A
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corps of top-level scientists. But the distressing fact is that the
'overwhelming majority of our populationjives in a state of debilitat-
ing scientific illiteracy.

Many undereducated young people are turning 'to the 'U.S. Armed
Forces as . an employer of last resort. There is little need to cite
already published data concerning the results of qualification tests
and the state of preparedness of our national defense. Suffice it to
'say , that, at` a time when advanced and sophisticated science and
technolody are. becoming the keys to our national survival, military

. training manuals formerly written at an nth-grade level are now being
written at 6th grade level.

A dangerous gap exists between our educational standards and those
of other nations, especially the Soviet Union. We must begin to view

-Zducation as a critical renewable resource essentjal not only to our
well-being, but to our survival.

It is nott generally known that the U.S.S.R.'s expanded exercise of
power is based not just on its enormous arms buildup of the 154*ast 15
years, but on concurrently' developed science education and. man--
power training programs that have created a military machine manned
by highly skilled and educated *personnel. The Soviet, Union's -tre-
mendous investment in man resources, unprecedented achievements
in the education of the general population, and immense manpowe'r
pool in science and techn logy are having an immeasurable impact on

thalto-dritry's scientific, industrial, andmilitary strength. Its my
considered opinion at the Soviet educational mobilization, although:
not as spectacular s the launching 'of the first Sputnik, poses A.
formidable challenge to the national .security _of the United States,
one that is far mor threatening than any in the past and one that'
will te "much more difficult to meet.

Our. Schools ale not preparing the great majority of our youth for a
productive and independent ife in an age dominated by science and
technology. There is in re in.j evidence that our present primary'
and secondary-educational system istotally inadequate for the Nation
and its -needs.

We I-j'ave claimed thatwours is the most democratic -school-system. Yet
it produces, in the top few percent, only a tiny minority whose

edOcation even .apiproaches the needs of the age of science and tech-
nology. How,. in addition., can we call high school-gracluateg 'who;

have never studied geography, have no foreign language, physics,
`chemistry, or geometry, arld only the rudiments of arithmetic ancl,
algebra, educated? if throkigh this system we havebecome a two-
culture society, 'a small scientific.elite and amass of near-illiterates,
then Our educational -system is n2it, in fact, democratic".

s

One of the major ,defects in our educational system.'is that the United
States has not matched the range and availability of the manpower
training programs the Soviets' Dave devised. Secondary_ ocational
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and technical education in this country lacks- both, prestige and
appeal and has long been the poor relation of more strictly' academic
studies. It is reserved, where it is available at all, for students

''who are no longer expected to compete academically, and its contri
bution to our manpower resources is negligible. `

Millions- of our young people are _being shortchanged, thrown out on
the' job market with no skills and little chance of finding' a job, and
there is no alternative institution, to give them the training they.
need.

Only the talented,' the ambitious, or those lucky enough to attend
schools that can support better, pro rams and teachers. can ,,take
advantage of their full :benefits. The average student in the average
school and the disadvantaged student suffer from rdiminished stand-
ards of achievement, a narrowing selectiori of edtibational alterna,
tives, an almost Complete laCk of professional "orientation, and an,
absence of support for reme ial and continuing education once they

sow
leave the school system.

t.The programs we have for our gitted students are painfully insuffi-
cient.. Ideally, these are our f&tdre leaders "in every field, but we
do not equip them for such responsibility.: This is a great waste of
one of our most valuable resources.

'The Soviets .see no contradiction or inconsistency in their socialt
theories in a school system that .offers maximum education to every- .

one while striving to train those ,who are "most_ able for elite positions
-.in science, technology, and-the military.

Let me reiterate thbt in spite of their tremendous achievements in
education and manpower training, I am not advoCating imitation or
'adaptation of the Soviet system in the United States. Still, there
are important lessons to' be,.learned from the Soviet treforms. At the
center of these stands the fact that, political and iaeological 4.sues
aside, the Soviet educational system is now designed to maximize the
utility of every 'student.

The NSF - Department of aEducation report to the Pre'Sident emphasizes
that the guiding principl4 of our .educational system for the 1980s
and beyond should be a "new national commitment to excellence in
science an technolo y edutation for all Americans," To' achieve
this, our present- sy em must undergo radical changes of a compre-
hensive,. ,organizati al nature, `/

to.

more'specific. curricular
reforms.

I would . like
changes:

to recommend the following general organizational

1. AlloW only specialized teachergIto teach` mathematics.and science
courses from /grade 5 on.

,
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2. Institute new secondary school programs' (and :reorganize mpst
of the existing technical,' a`nd vocational schoOls) to provide an alter-
native ,aven,tle within our school system to train white-collar techni-
cians (e.g computer prograrhmers), middle-level profeSsionals
(e.g . , junior managers, industrial foremen), and skilled workers'
-(e.g., auto mechanics and workers _employing coriluter-programmed
equipm'ent and other high-technology processes).

The success of these programs will depend 'on cooperation between
all segments of our educational system -such as high schools, junior'
colleges, institutes of technology, colleges, business schools- -and`
industry, commerce, and labor organizations.

3. Establish continuing improvement and refraining 'programs for
primary school teachers, especially those who teach arithmetic in
grades 1-4. Fnservice andpreservice programs should be devoted

. t prime'rily to teaching content, particularly the fundamental concepts
. of mathematics and science.

Is. 4. The present shortage of mathematics, engineering, and science
teachers, together with the proposed revisions in teacher qualifica-
tion -requittements for the primpry schools, .will necessitate. a compre-
hensive organizational change in regular teacher training' and im-
provement progyams. Our higher educational institutions =must examine
their past and, present records of performance in teacher training
and commit theinselves to .unshikable standards of excellence- and

professionalism. Th

5. Institute a program for the. development of a literature on
teaching 4methodology for all subjects at all levels of the primary and
secondary school sym. This literature" should address content of
instruction add-teaching methods. It, should make use of the class*
room experience of outstandipg teachers, modern research in the
psychology of leai-ning and teaching, and the theory and use of
instructional %Materials , including audiovisual teaching. aids, hand

calculators, an i , minicomputers. A thorough, comprehensive litera-
ture: of this kind; scle'Veloped over a long period of time and continu-..
ally revised- and improved, is being used in all commurrist countries
to assist .inservice 'and preservice teachers. Such a literature is com-
pletely -lacking in the United- States. a

6. Organize .extracurricular prograMs to develop an interest in
mathematids, Science, and technology in all students. These pro-
'grams should be -carefully planned to excite students and insure the
participation "of the -best teachers and prominent scholar's from. all
school ,levels,' as scientists from -indusry. These programs
Should be preceded and accompanied by a specially prepared litera-
ture that makes use, of all the available media -- books, carefully
designed and-widely distributed periodicals, and video presentations
on tape and disc. The Public Broadcasting System, museums, and

other public edtiCational institutions should*be encouraged to provide
integrated programs and services.

;
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7. Qrganize Flew programt, yd./ expand existing ones (such as
summer programs) for the- discovery and training of talented children
from the earliest possible age.

8. Greatly expand the system of p.ceschool education. Appropriate
teacher training programs should be introduced for this level.
Children from the age of 3 or 4. should' become acquainted in an
organized way with the concept tif number, basic geometric notions,
and underlying patterns and relationships in mathematics and
science.

We can'gain some useful insights here from a study of the Soviet
preschool system, which involves 13.5 million children. Soviet' re-
search in the psychology of preschool learning and teaching pro-
vides a rich resource we have largely ignored.

9.. Organize or exp,and continuing., education programs for our
adults who need _additional training. We must enable individuals to

.untlerstand and appreciate new developments in science and technol-
ogy, and offer them an, opportunity to study in depth. Schools from
secondary level on up should be -used,. as well as museums and the
popular media.

10. Organize °mass professional orientation programs for all age
groups'. Again, the resources of all institutional segments of the
society should be exploited.

The following curricular changes are indispensable and urgently
recommended:

1. - Develop a completely new program for all children. covering all
arithmetic in the first 6 years of school. Intuitive geometry should
be an integral part of the new program from the first 'grade on.
Int7oduce algebraic thinking in the last 2 years of this 6-year
program.

2. Offer all 'students, in, grades 7-9 a new 3-year sequence in
algebra and. a separate, parallel,, 3-year sequence in semirigorous
geometry. --.-

.

a. FolIOW the example of other modern nations and teach the ci-
ences in multiyear sequences. '.

From the van Hiele-Freudenthal research on development levels in'
geometry ittis evident that mastering an axiomatic and rigorous
geometry coptse in 1 year is generally impossible. LikAvise, the
existing 1-yeer courses in biology, physics,..chemistry,and geogra-
phy are inadequate and should be replaced by_ at least 2-year but
preferably 3-year sequences- constin 4g of a descriptive introductory
ccturse followed by' 1 or 2 years of rigorous .and quantified courses.



4. Introduce a comple4ely new sequence of courses called
Technology and Engineering, to begin in grade 7 and to be offered
to all students in all school systems. The., curriculum should com-
bine, whenever Possible, both theoretical- and practical studies,
ideally . using nnoderft and well-equipped shops at selected nearby
industrial or commercial enterprises.

5. Raise the minimum requirements for graduation from high school
to include 3 years of mathematics and 2 year's of science.

6. Make optimal use of calculators and microcomputers in the new
mathematics progrAm. The abunchince of these tools in the United
States should be exploited to greatest advantage at all educational
levels, starting in the primary schools.

7. In high school, offer separate courses in computer science,
probability and statistics, apd solid geometry, in addition to the
existing courses in advanced algebra and calculus.

8. Accompany these comprehensive organizational and curricular
reforms with research. and development programs giving special
attention to integration of the sciences, particularly i> their relation
to mathematics. This research shoUld be applied to the interrela-
tionships of subjects and the establishment of a logical order of
presentation in the school curricula at each level.

-9.* There is one important lesson we 'can learn from the experience
of the post-Sputnik curricular reforms of The late 1950s 'and early
1960s-. The goals of these reforms were essentially different from
the goal our present educational crisis demands, i.e., "a new

national commitment to excellence, in education, especially, in science
and technology; for all Americans." Our current goals need to be

truly democratic in the fullest sense.

Past projects were conceived with the purpose Of preparing new te t
materials and introducing them in the schools. They were essentially
one-shot rams of 4-5 years' duration. Examples are the SMSG
(S-chool matics

They
Group)', PSSC Physics, and the BSCS

Biology Project. They did produce some very good text materials,
but the initiating .projects soon expired, *and the t new materials devel-
oped,were left without continuing programs of correction, revision,
improvement, or review.

Such curriCUlar reforms 'are conducted in a completely different way
in Western Europe and in the' Communist countries. In these couh7.
tries curricular reform .begins with intensive plarm.ing, both compre-

.r4.''.- hensive' and specific, with strong participation from top scientists,

1

. . .
.

.*The main idea of item 9 was ,suggestedii by ProfeSsori Benjamin S.
8 loam of the Univ,qrgity of Chibaggiop-
ES re 4"7:;: SI:a

/jt; L, it, A"
r.)
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educators, and experts. Text materials are then producedt, but they
are not left for random implementatipn. Special permanent institu-
tions, existing or created/ for the purpose, are assigned the respon-
sibility for continuous supef-visior, implementation, review, and
revision -of new texts and curricula. Some of Them are also engaged
in the process of tilini-ng and retraining teachers.

Our past mistakes shoyld ,not be repeated. We must create a per a-
nent national curriculum center and a national review board in ci-
ence and technology. These should consist of the Nation's top , .

scientists and technical experts who have an understanding of e uca-
tion, of scholars, outstanding teachers, psychologists, and educ tors,
who would supervise the development of new curricula, mat rials.
They would also oversee the correction and improvement o bOth
curricula and teaching and learning, and 'Would direct region I R&D
centers. The national center would, periodically repOrt on ational
progress.,

n-

In contrast' to tht _tremendous contributions,.of Soviet scientists and
scholars to their nation's education, our own scientific community,
with a handful, of notable exceptions, has demonstrated no commit-
ment to American pre-college -science and mathematics education, in
the past 15 years. This negligent attitude toward education and

/school
teachers has also contributed to our 'society's indifference to

primary and secondary schooling. This situation cannot and mdst
not continue. .For the sake of the scientific community's own sur-
vival, and for that of the Nation, our top scientific research institu-
tions, including the National Academy of Sciences and professional
associations of research scientists, should help to reshape American
secondary .education. Their most dedicated representatives, once
engaged in the probtlems of learning, should join with educators and
teachers in striving toward a common national goal.

* * *

The Nation des/perately needs an educational revitalization. We must
admit the necessity of immediate action to renew American 'schooling
as a whole..

Theo NSF Directorate, for Science and Engineering Education can and.,
should have a major role in this effort. It was responsible for the
post-Sputnik curricular reforms in mathematics and, the sciences that
helped to .produce a new generation of scientists--the youngest mem-
bers of our current elite.

Today, the Directorate is the leading agency in le design, develop-
ment, and implementation of science, mathematig, and engineering
education. The 'Directorate has become a focal point for innovation.
It attracts proposals from the most dedicated educators, works
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closely with professional associations, and conducts. intensive discus-/
sions on structural change and curricular reform in our' school
system. .

. .

In the past few months I have .addressed many groups--industrial
leaders, educators, scientists- -and I have urged them to take 'an
active role, in our educational revival. As they approach these
priblems, many for the first time, they seek the experience and
ad ice of experts. `the *NSF Directorate should now be encouraged
to develop even further, to coordinate and lead the interaction
between an educational system in need of sweeping change and the
industrial and social beneficiaries of that change.

The economic revitalilation of our society and the insurance of a
strong defense unequivocally demand a hational program to fully
develop Our human resources, beginnin,g with the reform of our
elementary and secondary educational system. If we fail to make
this investment, the consequences will be disastrous.

It is a fallacy to suppose that market forces can efficiently 'and
quickly meet our educational needs. It takes 20 years to produce a
qualified scientist or engineer', of which the first 10-12, years of
training are crucial. If our public schools cannot attract and hold
students to the sciences, a generation of future scientists will be

lost forever. Yet, as virtually every standard measure of academic
performance now shoOs, our educational system is producing fewer
and feweP able students in all fields.

These are challenges that our infatuation With sophisticated m nage-
ment techniques canriot help us meet. Leaders of American industry
must recognize, as their foreign competitors already do, that there
is no substitute for technological experience and innovation. We
must acknowledge that an educated population and a well-trained
manpower force are essential. to the recovery of our economic leader-
ship and national defense.

)

This will require, above all, creativity, energy, and wisdom. Our
goal should not be to imitate Soviet achievements, methods, or Asys-'
terns, but to conceive whatever new forms of American education are
necessary preserve our freedom. 4

Fortunately, the general public.is showing increased awareness of
the .close and intricate relation between the state of our educational
system and our economic position and national secur.,ity. Represen-
tatives of every segment Aof) society, from leaders of industry to
concerned parents, are looking for moral leadership and a nationwide
program to solve the present educational crisis. Even more than
funding, society needs guidance, purpose, and hope. It will then
be ready to make serious commitments to an educational revival.

c.
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Our past leaders failed to plan and scippOrt the development of new
energy so rces to make the Nation energy self-sufficient. Today we
are living with the real and impending' hardships resulting from that
lack of pr paration. Can we afford to make the same mistake with
our invalu le human resources? Our present educational crisis calls
for strong leadership, with foresight and patience,' but also the
ability to a t decisi-vely. To give up, to procrastinate, or to plan
only for th= short ..teren would be to mortgage our freedom and our
future...

iI

.
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TH,E SCIENCE/MATH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORKERS:
HOW THEY CLUSTER, WHAT LINKAGES CONNECT THEM,

. WHAT BARRIERS SEPARATE THEM

Jc eph I. Lipson
National Science Foundationt-

Dr. Joseph- L. Lipson speaks authoritatively about th*,-
interaction of development and research; ,having just
completed three years as Director of the Division of Sci- .
ence Education Development and Research. Always keeri
about increasing_ the cooperation between developme,nt
and research, pr`. Lipson makes many insightful observa-
tions in his speech based on his experiences during his
term. Dr.. Lipson received a BS degree in Physics from ,

Yale University, and a Ph.D. in Physics from the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley. As Director of Proj- N--
ects, WICAT, Inc., a non-profit educational institute in
Utah, Dr. Lipson headed the development of the first
instructional videodisc and an advanced computer
issisted instruction system 'for the Fede'al Judicial
Center. He has returned to his position iat WICAT.
Dr. Lipson has a long record of working for _ ort if
the improvement of education in the sciencz , and ha
written and spoken extensively on that su,,ject.. He has
held teaching and administrative posts at ..he University
of Mid-Amerieal the University of Illi ois at Chicago
Circle; Ova University, the Univer y of Pittsburgh
and the University of Alberta.

41i . 4

4

o

I believe that within' the next 10 years we will have an applied °sci-
ence of education. This means that we will have a comprehensive set
of- 6rinciples of teaching and learning . These principles or relation.-
Ahips will be sufficiently broad' and specific to permit us to design
ffective and appealing learning environments. Almost certainly these

learning environments wilLmake extensive use of computers and re-__
lated devices. The design will probably include an altered organiza-
tional: structure, attention to the Social aspect of learning, and a
high degree of individualization. I would predict that cognitive sci-
ence will play an integrative role in spanning the range from neuro-
science to educational research.

The history of molecular biology as well as of other Nbjects con-
vinces me of the importance. of closely connected com?'iunities of
scholars who share common. goals of 'what they are trying to uoder-
stand. Typically, fruitful communities include individuals who are
highly theoretical as well as those whose interests are applied and
practical. Can r those of us who are interested in practical develop-
ment in science education join with those ... who try to understand how
and why individuals learn science in order to accomplish thee trans
formation I anticipate?
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Characteristics of the Science Education Research Community

Characteristics of \R I$E Principal Investigators
. . .

Table I lists the characteristics of the ResearCh in Science Education(
(RISE) principal investigators for Fiscal Year 1980 according to

(a) the doctoral degre'of the .principal investigator (PI), (b) the
type of institution receiving the award, (c) th professional affilia-
tions of the PI, and (d) the professional ptflications glf the PI.
These data were drawn from thee proposal files and organized by
Dr. Kathleen O'Keefe and Dr. Rita Peterson, RISE Program Director.
The following is .their summary;

.

. .
.

the largest pertentage Of those receiving grants 'had doctoral'
degrees in t4 field of education or science education (SE);
but nearly as many held Ph.D.'s in mathematical and physical
sciences (MPS) or biological, behavioral and social sciences
(BBS).. MoSt awardees had bachelor's degrees in mathematical
or physical sciences. .

, . .

Most .applicantS were affiliated with' public institutions. Sur-
prisingly, however, one of, every four applicants was from a
not-for-profit organization.' More t n 'twice as many awards
went fto principal investigators' in in titutions classed as re-

hs
search. universities as Went to Pls in other( doctoral-granting
universities, comprehensive colleges and

)
universities, and

liberal arts colleg'es combined.

Applicant's had memberships in a wide range of professional
organizations, with the American Educational Research Associ-ation';'(AERA) arf_.d the American Association for- the Advance- _

meet 'of Science
membership

heading the list. While successful
proposers cited mebership in 'the National ,Association for '

Research in Science Teaching much more frequently than non-
successful proposers (22 percent vs. 3 percerft), successful
proposers were much more likely to belong tb the AERA than
to NARST (68 percent 22 percent). Those receiving
grants played more prominent roles in professional organize-

... tions, serving as' officers or as members of review or editorial
,iboards for journals published by the organizations (61 per-
cent vs. 39 percent for the nonsuccessful applicant group).
Those who received awards were more frequently authors of
books than those denied grantS (73 percent vs. 45 percent).

One characteristic . of the investigators that does not show in the
table is the distribution of principal investigators in fields outside of
the social anebehpioral sciences. People. who consider their field
to be .physics andnr math are much more likely to be interested in

research' in science education than are people in fields such as
chemistry, biology,, geology, or engineering.
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Table 1(a) .

RISE INVESTIGATORS FY 1980

DOCTORAL DEGREE OF Pk

AWARDS

NO. PCT. NO

Mathematic %1 and Physical 6 15% 5
Sciences

Biological,. Behavioral and
Social Sciences 7 17% 12

'Education and Science
education ' 18 44% 4

Engineering and Applied Science 0 0% 1

0

Liberal Arts 3 7% 2

No Doctoral Degree 0 0% 2
it

No Information Available 7 17 7

41 100% 33

Table 1(c)

RISE INVESTIGATORS FY 1980

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS OF P1

AAAS

7C7ENA;

AETS

APA

NARST

NSTA

NCTM

PON

159

Amer. Ass'n Adv. Science

,Amer. Ed. Research Ass'n

Asslci Ed. Teachers of Science

Amer. Psych'. Ass'n

Nat'l Ass'n for Research in
Science Teaching

Nat'l Science Teachers Ass'n

Nat'l Council Teachers of
Math .

Phi Delta 'Kappa

AWARDS ,

DECLINES

.PCT.

15%

Table 1(b)

RISE INVESTIGATORS FY 1980

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Research Universities

Doctorate Granting Universities

36% Comprehensive Colleges and
Universities

12% Liberal Arts C011eges

DECLINES

NO. KT. NO. PCT.

19 46% 9 27%,

26 63% 16 48%

6 15% 2 6%

8 20% 8 24%

9 22% 1 3%

9 22% 1 3%

7 17% 3 9%

7 17% 3. 9%

4

r

School Districts

Nonprofit Organizations

. AWARDS DECLINES

NO. PCT. NO. PCT.

21 51%

4 10%

36%

6 18$

5 12% 4 12%

0 " 2 6%

1 2% 1 3%

10 241 8

6 41 100% 33 99%

Table 1(d)

ottt 42'

RISE INVESTIGATORS FY 1980
rir

PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS OF PI

Books

Chapters in Bqoks
.

Articles in Research Journals
. .1.

Articles in Applied or, Non-Research
Journals .

Nq Publications

No Information Availible

litWARDS , DECLINES

NO. PCT. NO. PCT.

30 73% 15

18 44% 16

33 80% 29 4.

4S3

48%

88%.

21 51% 13 39%

21, 2 A$

1 2$ 1- 3%

ee_
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Characteristics of DISE Principal Investigators

Table II displays the characteristics of the Development in cience
Education (DISE) investigators for Fiscal Year 1980 accordin to (a)
their doctoral de r e, (b) their institution, (c) their pro essional
affiliations, and ( their publications. These data were gathered
by Dr. O'Keefe.

out of 59 awards made in FY 1980, only 19 percent went to investi-
ators with doctoral degrees in education or science education, as
c trasted with 44 percent who received their doctoral degrees in
ma h, physical science, biology, behavioral science, social science,
eng.neering, or applied science.

Resea ch universities dominate the awards with 32 percent of the 59
award . Not-for-profit firms were a 'close second with, 27 percent of
the awards. Although 2-year colleges educate a large fraction of
undergraduate science students, only one award was made to a 2-
year coil ge, and this is a matter of some concern to us.

Generally, devdlopers listed fewer professional organizations. Four-,
teen percent belong to the AERA and 10 percent' belong to each of
the following organizations: .AAAS, Mathematical Associatiog * of
America (MAA), and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM). Fee of the investigators listed membership in NARST or
National Science Teachers Association (NSTA).

G'

Interestingly, few DISE Pls listed instructional materials (e.g., texts
or films) among their' publications. However, a sizable 34 percent of
those getting awards listed executive/editorial responsibilities with
national organizations, and 42 percent had written books.

similarities and Differences between, RISE and DISE Pls

For .those Pls for which information (s available for FY 1980, there
are some differences between RISE and DISE Pls. RISE investigators
are, much more likely to have a background that specifically prepares
them to conduct research in science education (e.g., a Ph.D. in
psychology or science education) while DISE investigators are more
likely to have a degree in one of the sciences.

DISE awards were less.likely to go to the research universities,, al-
, though 'both award lists have a surprisingly large representation of

not-for-profit firms. RiSE investigators belong to many more pro-
. -fessional associations than do DISE investigators..

Both groups have similar gf ublication records, With the nod in listed
publications representatiOngoring to the RISE investigators. A husky
70 percent of the DISE, inve'Stigators, however, list research journal
articles among ,their publications.
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Table II(a)

DISE INVESTIGATORS FY 1980

DOCTORAL DEGREE OF Pi

athematical and Physical
Science

Biological, Behawor'al and
Social Sciences

Education and Science
iducitpn

Engineering and Applied Science

General ,Science

Liberal Arts

No Doctoral Degree

No Information

AWARDS.

NO

14

10

11

2

2

1

12

59

DECLINES

NO. .

7

5

18

1.

1

0

10

7

49

eie

0

Table II(c)

AFFILIATIONS OF DISE Pls - FY 1980

A AAS

AERA

MAA

NCT1+4

ACM

PDK

ti.

Amer. Ass'n A0v. Science

Amer. Ed. Research Ass'n

Math. Assoc. of America 4

Nat'l Eoun,,cel Teachers
of Math

Association for Computing
Machinery

Phi Delta Kappa

Executive/Editorial
Responsibility -

AWARDS

NO-.

8

6 .

6

4

3

21

59

DECLINES

NO.

8

49

4

5

6

9

2
8

9

Table II(b)

TYPE

Research Universities

Doctoratr-Grinting

- Comprehensive Colleges and
Universities

Liberal Arts

Two Year .^7
Engineering and Technology

School Districts

. 4Not-for-Profit

For Profit

a

DISE INSTITUTIONS - FY 1980

f

AWARDS

. NQ.

19

8 ..

8

4

1

1

0

16

59

DECLINES

NO.0

;16

' 10

0

2

.4 1

9

9

0

tI

5

Table II(d)

PUBLICATIONS OF DISE PIS - FY 1980

59 AWARDS

NO.

49 DECLINES

NO.

Books .

Book Chapters

Research Journal Articles
I

Applied or Non-Research Journals
,

No Publications

Textbooks and Curriculum Materials

,%,...f...qmstrip, TV

Tests

No Information Available

25

34

11

21

41 25

25 26

5

0

1

2

1 6'
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The principal difference (not surprising) that I infer from the data
is. the -greater commitment 410f the, 3,1-SE investigators to research for
the sake of research and the tletf commitment of the DISE- investiga"
tors to the production of a product or, procedure that will be -useful
Tis might seem' to be obvious from the fact that, after all, one
group did apply to the research prograth while the other applied to

e development program. It is interesting that this difference is
reflected in membei-ship in professional organizations and in the
institutions of the -Pls.

. . ,

I infqr from the proposals I have read andithe data presented
here that the people interested in development 'do not have ,as broad
a grasp of relevant research as those preparing to embark 6n
research projects. This, too, is not surprising but raises the ques-
tion of how we can better feed research results into the thinking of
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developers

Implications for Education and Training

The results
.following to

combined with observations and discussions suggest the el
me: .

o Future research workers should spend at least part of 0
their training time working with a development project in
order to appreciate.. the nature of the development
process.

o Greater numbers of research theses should be conducted
in the context of development projects.

o A specific curriculum and training program should be
degigned for students who are interested in becoming...,
authors of instructional materials. My hope would be
that these people would be excellent in a discipline

, math or physics) and have a flair for and an
interest in expressing them'selves in various ways.

o The training of. authors should include an intensive intro-
duction to' the literature of cognitive science and research
-its 'science education. This -should not becoThe another-

. .
....credentials barrier, but rather a way to increase -the

flow of-knowledge and ideas from the research community
to the development community.

Rationale for a Closer Interaction between R&D 4

Characteristics of Development in Science Education

Development in science education has the goal of providing (a) new
methods of instruction, (b) up-to-date instcuctitqal materials that

the latest scientifit knowledge as, well' as changing ideas of
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what knowledge is most worth having, and (c) applications_ of the
new information technologies, to science and math education. While a

'development may be infldenced,:by research results, typically a
development idea is based trpOri an intuitive, passionate vision of
what the ed cational experience ought to be. Development, t then, is
iiriyen by ( ) a perceived need, (2) available resouT:ces, and (a) an
:intuitive visi n.

Characteristics. of, Research in Science Education
4.

The goal d the RISE program is a 'fundamental understanding Of the
processes that lead to or inhibit knowledge Of science, its methods,
and its limitationS. What variables and. relationships come into play
as a person travels the path from- initial attention and interest to
knowledge and- skill in science? What factors limit the learning
process or divert the student from further investment of time and
effort in thAt pursuit?

.Research is driven by (a).'cutiosity, (b) our implicit. and explicit
theories of human development and education, (c,) available methods
of investigation,, (d) current trends in research, 'CO perceived need,
and (f) our .urkent state of. khowledge. The methods of reseam0
are influenced by available technologies (e.g., computers for dita
analysis) and the range and . kinds of objects and events that are
available for study persons with 'split-brain surgery). Later
t will Make' the point that DISE projects give the RISE (worker the

-opportunity -to -study- new- and -interesting -events-,exactly because they
- are often designed--on the basis of a novel, intuitive vision of the

educational process.
'

Effect of Research on Development

1n my. judgment, we do not yet have a sufficient body of research
. results in science ethication to enable° us to design instructional

es materials fwirbarily on the basis of such knowledge.. What then is or
should' be --the effect of research on development? Before I attempt
to answer, Jet me drake a small digressiOn:' I, take the position that'
it is impossible to avoid the iofluerice of theory ,on research. We are ,

- faced with a ,,huge number of variables
:1 and s we must have some

method of selecting which variables we will' observe, measure, record;
and interpret.. This -decision Must have., some basis.- I. argue that
the basis, is either , -our intuitive implicit theories of how people learn
or our' explicit, theories of learning. The difficulty with implicit
theories. is that, because' they are hidden, they interfere with an

rv.orderJy and systeriatic discussion of issues.,

Conversations about education-al alternatives .are often what has been
called "the, dialdgue of the deaf". because the participants are using ,
different implicit-theories, bifferent internal models of, Ihe,educational,,
process. As a result, I--and Others-,-propose that explicit theory
building is important for the advance of knowledge of the -ProcesS Of*
science education. "
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Expli theories that are based, upon Obsekvation and experiment
haVe a effect upon new researcht:Thy. encouraging studies that
explore and test, the theories.' These same theories have an impact
upon development 'by influencing the world view of the developer.
As a theory such as that of Freud or Piaget Is absorbed by the
members of society, it alters our internal model of the world. As a
result We change the way we observe and, interpret student behavior,
the way we interpret elements of the curriculum .(e.g., we might
recognize that a task requires, formal reasoning ability before a
student has left the concrete reasoning stage), and the kind of
learning and teaching environment of which we approve. This alter-
ation of world view then influences the kinds of developments that
we think are .desirable. For example, under the influence of Piagetian
research, a number-of investigators have ,undertaken the design of

,,jnstruction to assist the student in understanding 'scientific concepts
using cohcretereasoniing.

,At
The above argument implies that, at the present time, we cannot °
easily -design instructional materials and instructional environments,,
on the basis of research principles alone. This does not mean that
laws, principles, and relationships are not established by research.
Rather, there-are so'nnany uncontrolled factors, so maiy possibilities
for counter-intuitive, effects, that a simple, linepr R&D `model of
developMent is liable to run into difficulty. Art, craft, intuition,
and tradition are still central to the development process. Research
primarily changes the filters through which we view the educational
process..

Need for a Broader Range of Observations in Research

As we modify the effects of educational variables (e.g., teaching
methods,,' class size, and instructional media) results on achievement
are usually disappointingly small. Many reasons have been _offered
for. this Lack of effect, and I would like to focus qn one poslible
explanation. It may be that we have not explored educational effects
across a sufficiently broad range of observational domains.- 4
Astronomy. In order to clar*y. what I mean by 'this, let.me start
with astronomy as an example. Until recentFy our view of the nature
of the universe was limited by our observations with visible light
that could penetrate through Cie atmosphere to our telescopes.
During this century this "observational window" ,has beenopened
wider, and wider. As we have develOped our detection technology,
cosmic rays, radio waves, infrared radiation, ultraviolet radiation,
x rays, and other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum have Oe
"visibld" to our instruments. As our detection technology has

become more and more sensitive and 'able to filter signal from noise,
we have uncovered radio stars, 'quasars, pulsars, the backgrounds
radiation field apparently left over from the'"biq. bang" of creation,
and other novel phenomena. As a result of the broadened range of

observation, long-held theories' Have been challenged and .replaced
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.by a dramatically different view of the universe:; These new views
require the union of.evidence from astronomy and fundamental 'par-

. ticle phsics.1 I propose that we need a similar broadening of our
range of observations in educational research.: From where might
these new observations come?

Behavioral ancr, Social ,Science. Cognitive Science'. Many research
findins .and observationS have implications for a theory of learning
and iritruction. Artificial intelligence. work with computers has
p'rovided analogies, new terminology, and simulations of human
thinking procesges. Even the differences between machine perfor-
rrttnce and human performance give us- new insights to ponder. Work
with anim'at learning, handicapped people (e.g., split-brain research),
unusual people, neural, respOnses, neural growth as a furtction of
experience,' EEG patterns, mental rotation of images, twin -tudies,
and problem-solving behavior are among the research areas that are
providing useful knowledge to the educational research community.
Recently navel, techniques have been developed to permit us to
observe specific, localize changes in brain function in response to a
variety of stimuli, e.g . , immunofluorescence and positron emission

I tomography (PET). Many of these studies show pronounced effects.
They also challenge us to understand how these effects beconn4
integrated into learned performance.

New Observations from Educational- Studies .,.

The following' are some kinds of novel studies in educational research
that might broaden therange of -observations -in such a way --as to
show pronounced effects on s learning: unusual relationships between
a child and, a parent or other adult (e.g . , the cases of the physicists
Fermis and/ Einstein), cases of unusual schools or teachers, cases of
unusual nvironments such as computer-based lepr.ning environment's,

-and, fin Ily,- cases provided, by the DISE projects., Many of the DISE
projects provide examples of novel environments that may offer
interesting effects- upon learning's' if properly studied by skilled
research workers. Presently only a few projects such as those
headed by Dr. rlian McDermott at the University of Washington
Physics Department have formal -educational research conducted in
the context, of a deyelopMent project. .

/

Hidden Variables
r e

The result of conducting research in them.context of 'a development
project is that we might uncover important variables that were pg,e-
viously unnoticed or dismissed for some rea-Son. May best example of
this is the discovery of the effect'of "wait time" by Dr.' Mary Budd
Rome of the University of Florida,' Working with Dr, Robert Karplut'
Science Curriculum' Improvement Study Project', she noticed that in
same classes, the class statemens of students were logical, reasoned,
and made use of evidence from laboratory ...work and, past personal
experienct. Class discussion preiceeded ate measured pace. In other
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classes, the' students' statements were impulsive and off-the-top-of-
the-head. Students en'ded their statements- with -a rising inflection,
as if asking, "Am' I right?" Dr. Rowe thought she noticed that in
the 'classes ittith reasoned conversation the teacher would Wait 3-5
seconds after asking alrqueStion before going on if a -student could
not respond- immediately. In thek classes, the teacher also would
wait after a pause in a student's response before going on to another
student or, beginning to speak her/himself. Dr. Rowe then conducted
some more controlled studies in which she manipulated wait time and
found that this process indeed affected the quality of class conver-
sation. She has gradually built these studies into a t NIL r y of fate
control- -how a sense of personal causation is a factor in life and
learning. -0

My personal ilOnches of posgible other areas that might result in Kew
variables in education are as follows: The intentions of the learner
may seriously affect what is learned. The signals transmitted to
learners by the social network surrounding them may control their -

behavior in the learning context. One's aesthetic or emotional
responses to material may have a pronounced effect. The whole area
of what makes things interesting, compelling, fun, curiosity-
provoking, or worthy of intense sustained effort, needs further
investigation. There is evidence that faulty mental procedures
generate a great deal of difficulty in learning math. and science.
And the time sequence of neural responses to [earning- stimuli may
generate novel relationships for us.,

PoteIntial_Impact of. D.e.v.eiopment, on Research

In summary, if devel:opments projects are taken- seriously as a context
for research in science edutation,, the following may result:. The im-
pRtit and explicit vision of the developer opens /up new possibilities
to the research inyestigator. The development trjal sites create new
events to study and may suggest, implicit theo'ries of education to be
made explicit and studied.. The researeher pay nave an 'opportunity.
to test explicit >theories, thus,..benefitihg 'from closer contact wrth the
"real world."

Barriers Xo greater Interplay between Development and Research

. I offer the following speculations as to the barriers that separate our
development and research communities:

There is a lack of common theory orl,theories. If our theories of edu-,
ta ,cation are largely implicit, we cannot easily organize our agreements

and disagreements and create an agenda for resolving them. We. tend
to talk past each other asillir utterances are generated by internal
"models unknown to our audience, Research workers tend to generate
a specialized language that is usually not familiar to the developer.
The language barrier 'makes It difficult for the developer to be

guided the .ideas of the latest research. The two communities (in
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my judgment) differ as to what lines of effort are interesting, fruit-
ful, and feasible. Ana there is implicit uncertainty as toJthe prioper
level, the proper scale, of investigation. The-funding source (RISE)
i$ often hesitant to support "research" which 4looks too much like
project evaluation or open-ended exploration.

A speaker once observed that physics deals with a huge number of
particles but only few variables. When we fry to understand an
individual, we are dealing with just one person butPa huge number
of variables. This array of posible- variables that can come into
play in a given performance makes* life very difficult for the research
worker who attempts to explain and predict human behavidr.

The two communitiesScience education research and development-
are kept apart by their separate formal societies and publications.

There is a real cost in time and money to interact with a network of
people across the botrriclary between research and development. In
the modern world, I sense /that this time and money pressure is a
real barHer to greater cross-discussion.

.Finally,. I would propose that if we really .want developers_ to know
more about research findings anal to include them in their work, We
should ,develop' a curriculum for developers that wiH introduce them
to the field, provide them with a basic vocabulary, and alert them to
some of the principal thinkers. In my' own experience, a primitive
curriculum of this-kind developed for a Doctor of Arts project at the
University of jlliriois at Chicago Circle (and funded by the forerunner

The- CTISE program was in starting -a" life-?o g
involvement with the research kiteratyre .on the -part of students who
intended to be future developers in a 'particular scientific discipline.,

a c.
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opment where she directs a division of 14 professionals.
She holds degrees from Harvard in mathematics and
managerial economics, deciion and control. Her Ph.D.
degree, also from Harvard, is in experimental psychol-
ogy. Dr. Chipman's major research interest is cognitive
psychology and cognitive development, with emphasis on
the processing and representation of visual information.*
She is the author of Many writings on visual pattern.
perceptions. With Dr. Erik -McWilliams of S.EDR she was
co-director of the Research on Cognitive Process;es and
the Structure of Knowledge in Science and 'Mathematics
Program, 1977-78, funded jointly by the National Institute
of Education and the National Science Foundation.

,..

'Relating_ Research and Development in Education

_Af th_e=_Natibnal Institute of Education (N I E), the relationship between
curriculum development and research is a topic with a hypothetical

Istatus since, NI E has almost no new curriculum development activities.
For a 5 -year period extending through this , year (FY 1981), the
National Council on Educational Research, NIE' policymaking body,
pet a policy which is very discouraging of curriculum developMent
activities. I will quote the key phrases in this policy:,'

I

In contribution to the improvement of instructional pro-
gr'-ams ,- NI E's major; roles, in order of 'priority, shall be:
(1) sponsoring the conduct, synthesis, and dissemination
of applied research on issues of curriculum and instruc-
tion, (2) sponsoring efforts to strepgtherl, facilitate, or
coordinate others' work in impr2t/ing instrucilitanal pro-
grams, and (3) .$ponsoring, the pl-ototypic development of
new instructional programs.

With the exception of the quoted, policy of the N.ational Council on
Educational Research, the opinions expressed herein are those of the
author and doo not represent the official opinion or policy of the
National Institute of Education. '

/
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The only, rria'or xception specified in'this policy that would permit 'a
full-scale devel6pment was a direct relation to the achievement of
equalization of educational opportunity, of which needs in bilingual
educatidh were cited as a -specific ex'hmple. Development activities
designed to meet other nationally recognized needs or to take advan-
tage of unique opportunities require the review and , concurrence of
the National Council on Educational Research. In addition, the policy
specifies that even full-scale development ordinarily will not include
sponsorship of the dissemination and implementation of the products.

To my knowledge, no full-scale development has been undertaken
during this period. Some of you will be familiar with the prototypic
activities that the Program on Teaching and Learning has sponsored.
One example was the development of prototypic curricula demonstra-
ting the creative use of hand -held calculators in the, ciassro6m.
More recently, there is the related joint National Institute of
Education - National Science Foundation (NI E-NSF ) program supporting
the development of prototypic mathematics curriculum materials for
microprocessors.

The current policy on development activities expirres this year. I do
not know if the policy is likely to change. The considerations which
led to the adoption , of this policy are contained in a report, "N I E's
Role in Curriculum DevelOpment: Findings, Policy Options, and
Recommendations." I suspect. that the conditions which led to this
policy have not 'changed substantially. In any case, the present

I budgetary situation means that a change in policy would have little
practical effect. We cannot afford the immense expense of a full
scale curriculum development within the limits of our current (Carter
Administration) budget. Any such activity would require a special
addition

4

addition to the budget.

In the past, ME has supported many curriculum development proj-
ects, some of which continue. The catalog of NIE products that was
issued a few years ago is over 2 inches. thick. Most of these devel-
opment activities took place within the educational laboratories and
centers that NIE supports. with about $3emillion each year'. For
example, the research center at the Uniyersity of isconsin devel-
oped a mathematics curriculum, Developing Mathematical Processes
(DMP), that has been completed and published. CEMREL, a labora-
tory in St. Louis;' continues to develop the GSMP (Comprehensive
School Mathematics Program). CSMP, one of the survivors of the
"new mathematics" is showing promising evaluation results. Students
in the program, including low-income inner-citK children, perform as
well as students in conventional curricula on standardized tests of
mathematics achidvemerit. In addition, they perform significantly

abetter on special4 test. 's of mathematical understanding 'and problem
solving. Unfortunately, the curriculum, which was designed to
develop fundamental mathematical concepts such as "function" and
."relation," calls for major investments .in implementAion, if it is ever
to be widely used. The' material . is grades 4, 5', and 6 tends to be
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impossible for teachers to 'understand if they have not worked
through the materials for the earlier grades. CEMREL also devel-
oped a curriculum for ,gifted secondary school students, Elements of
Mathematics. In other institutions some mathematics curriculum proj-
ects were terminated. in addition, there was a wide variety of read-.
ing 'curriculum development projects in the labs and centers. Diverse
other projects existed. For example, CEMREL also deVelbped a cur°-
riculum in aesthetic education.

WayS of Relating Research to the Curriculum

While we at NIE have not been in the position to relate development
to research, we have been able to relate resek-ch to development.
During a site visit to the mathematics group at tMe 'Wisconsin center,
we suggested that they rriight design a research agenda fo'r them-
selves by identifying the units -in' the DMP curriculum which are
relatively less successful in teaching the concepts they are intended
to teach. Because the curriculum involves detailed teStng for
mastery, this information is readily available.. Restparch projects
could then be undertaken to identify the sources of 6bnceptbal dif-
ficulty. I believe that the research projects in which this group, is
now engaged were influenced by such ao examination of diff,icult
spots in the curriculum. Since NI E takes a relatively activiSt. ap-
proach to research management by issuing Requests for Proposals
(RFPs) to do research specified -by theagency, we have also applied
this same strateg in selecting topics for some of our RFPs: calling
for research he , acquisition of concepts which are. known to be
generally di 'cult points in the conventional mathematics curriculum.
At this moment, in fact, we are Calling for clinical studiesof mathe-
matical learning, difficulties in high. school algebra and .geometry. In
this, instance, we have left the specification of the particular: con-
cepts under investigation to the researchers. This kind of relation-
ship between the topics`selected \-for research and the curriculum is
also something* that we look fbr in research grants applications. It
is one way to demonstfrate the tansitivity to educational practice that
is called for in our grants announcements..

Development in Response to Research Progress

How would we relate development to research,. if we were in a posi-
tion to undertake development activities? When is a full-scale cur-
riculum development project justified? And -how does it , relate to
research? There ,.are two major elements that enter into any curricu-
lum development project. One is the substance which is to .be
taught. The other is notions about strategies and.. techniques for
teaching that substance. A, major change in our state of knowledge.,
and belief about either of these two elements would seem to be what
justifies -a new curriculum development activity. Advances within
the substantive field being taught may result in changed , opinions
about the key organizing ideas which we would like to csee trans-
mitted to beginning students. A drastic change in government may
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require the development of new texts in history and social science
Subjects to conform to the new ideology. This kind of justification
for a new curriculum, along with the desire to introduce a new sub-
ject into the curriculum--,for example, computer programming -is
probably most familiar.

But there are other equally valid reasons to undertake a new devel-
opment activity. There may be a revolutionary change in our under-
standing of the nature the skill or knowledge to be- taught. For
example, I believe that research on reading comprehension has
brought us to such a drastic change in the 'detailed and precise
understanding of the goals of reading instruction. Quite a few
years ago, NIE- organized a very large planning conference for .its
.activities in reading. From this conference emerged the judgment
that research in reading comprehension should be given highest
priority, funded in preference to research on the . perceptual,
phonetic, and.. decoding aspects of reading that had been predom-
inant. Since that time, NIE has been. making very large investments
in reading comprehension research both through individual research
grants and through a competitive research contract which established
the Center fort-he Study of Reading for a 5-year period with fund-
ing of about $1.5 million per year. The size of this investment has

probably been large enough to change the course of resiarch activ-
ity in the two basic research fields Most relevant to this prograin:
cognitive psychology and linguistics.. It was also a fortunate 5ir-
cumstance that basic research ps'chologists were ready to ,take on
the type of complex problem that reading comprehension represents.
The interaction of NI E's investment with the general spirit of the
times has resulted in a gteat concentration of research effort on
reading comprehension: the National. Institutes of Health (N14-1), 4
NSF, and the Office of Naval Research .have all been 'supporting
some research' which contributes to improved understanding of

areading comprehension.'

Of. course, research is never finished. Each advance generates new
questions, possibly in geometric progression. But' .the contrast is
stark between the detailed understanding of the professes of reading
comprehension that is coming front this researeh and the view of
reading comprehension represent n he writings of reading edu-

..
cat s that I reviewed when I cantle to 1 I E 5 years ago. Even those%

were known for their emphasis on the impertance of corhprehen-
. ion in reading instruction seemed to suffer frorilika total of

deas about what exactly.. is involl'ed in successful, understanding.
seemed to offer only exhortations about. the irinpOrtance of

nderstanding to either teachers or students. 1,n cpntrast,, fpday we
aye ,quite a detailed knowledge of the linguistic', devices .th'at are

used to signal relations between sentences, such as the fact that an
fobject now being mentioned has been discussed earlier in ,the. Ras5age.
Just a few short years ago, linguistic analysis. was confined to single
sentences. Today, it is possible to write a computer program that
can do a. reasonably good job of locating the main idea in. .a

"graph, a task that many students cannot 'manage effectiveiy°.°
. -
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mathematical modeling, of the eyes movements of skilled reader's allows
us to draw reasonable .conclusions about which informations skilled
readers are using fo- integrate their understanding of the text. The
research is -very rich. Probably -the' time is ripe to attempt to trans
form this growing understanding of what skilled readers do) as they
comprehend, a text, 'hip- a curriculum-lhat will train'he less skilled
to do likewise. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that NIE will have the
resources to supporteven this development activity:

Recently, 1. a highly suCcessful conference presented the ,higrt ights
of this research to representatives of the .pub4I-rers. ofthe major
reading textbook series. We hope that this will result in improved
comprehension in$ruction in their new editions.

It is interesting that few of us consider that being an expert reader.
_should make you an .expert "teacher of- reading. ?The view has been
*otherwise .in science instruction. I think it is possibk, however,
that researqh of `t,he, sort that has been supported in the joint
NIEiNSF Program Ora Cognitive Processes and the Sti-iucture of -
Knowledge in Science® and Mathematics, research which- continues to
be supported by both agencies separately, will result in an equallyo.
profound revolution 0.vt. understanding of the processes.Of science
learning. One day we may. feel a compelling :need for new 5cierice '
curricula whicti .represent an entirely new appyoach to teachi

$uch 'results pould not be expected instantly.iR*esearch is her
ently analytic_ Teachers are always complaining that res rchers
tend to take on very small and 'restricted qwtstions., I would hope-
that science teachers--at least those who have been researchers--

4 would appreciate. the fact- that . )s the nature of researchable'
questions, not the pei-verse n'ature of researchers. Con.Sequently,
we need substantial clusters of related research projects. before. it is
reasonable to expet or. call-for ari. impact On teaching. today there
are .just a fe\v topicsearly number concepts' in rtiatheniatios; simple
meCharivics proble,nis in physics- =which are attracting enough research,l
activity to show genuine promise of achianees- ip ...i.tnde7stanaing. As
the research communities _grow, it .may I;)e ''to consider the.
option of research centers, somparable.to, the, Center' fOr the StAidy'

. Reading, to foster an' integrated body 6f, research drawing -upon.'"
the e",xpef.tise of several disciplines Rowever, a research 6ml-cavity'.
m1st be quite large and well devdoped to want the gamble tha ..single bidder will be able to ,gather tlie necessarily talent ie one; placei .

-. to form. a high-quality research, center,... Coordinated effort is :Tho - .-
, -;-... -substitute for quality effort it'. research. :° ,j,. '. -

, . . f yi . , : 4 . .
. 1, , iIncidentally( the NIE .experience 'with, curriculum development does

.provicle some experience concerning the:' extent ,tei. which:one., can° - .,expect research to be integrlated;_into- an ongoing t urrieCiluTh`idevel-opment effort.t I believe that.'ttri's -was one ;purpose :I;ehind --41.3he .

government support sof curriculum development in the context-Of, the '. '.#, laboratories and dbnters: to provide a level of support that would
4 , UP 4.
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make it possible to, integrate research into the development process :4
According to 'reports that t have heard, highly qualified people 'were-1
-indeed hired.to pull together relevant research knowledge at the time'
the` projects yiere initiated. HoWever, the opportunity%for interaction
soorr -closed off a5 the need to arrive at a completed prodUct made

-changes in either basic premises or even detailed teaching ideas,,less
and less welcome: ,This seems inevitable. Perhaps a detailed research
investigation Of a difficult point curricUlurir, as sugges,,ted.above7'
could yield .9 specific fix, but .right equally well lead to a chal-
lenge, of onetig the basic -premi-Ses 'Which the "curriculum, is built.
In. development; .it seems that y.ou ;run with >the kridwleElge yob have

She
the outset Therefore, you should be reasonably satisfied with

Ithe state of the necessary knowledge before initiating a major devel-
w opmeni activity.' ,

c
Relating Psychtllogical Research to Curriculum Development

Some of you may have noticed .that, although I was introduced as an
exverimentaLptychologist, I have said I.rttle about the relationship of
basic research in psyctiqlogy to curricutarre development. Of course,

,research: in psychology is one of the major sources of ideas about
'modes of learning and effective ways , of teaching. This is true
whether or not curriculum developers realize that it is true' and

4 whether or not they make a, deliberate effort to incorporate ideas.
from psychological' research in , their development activity. /Over, a

c ,period of time, 'ideas' that were''once esoteric -researsh become gom-
monplace and, 'commonsense. Today,. .for instance, Freudian ideas are
almost inescapable. They pervade literary criticism, historical discus-
sions, and Ann Landers' adviCe CONITAIS. WatsOn;,kncl Si<ihner after
him, wrote for the ladies' magazines.' Barry Brazelton, a pedlatritian-
researcher who is in close communication with researchert investi-
gating cognition 14 infancy writes a regular column for parents.
Thus, the' paths .by which ideas are communicated ,are often indirect
rather than straightforward an 'acad.emIc. t
There are other sources' ideas :about learning' and tscacing. The ,

most impcirtant is probably the accumulated experience of many gen-'.
erations, of effort5 to teach a subject. Reading instruction, for
ex441e, should probably be cOnsidered .very'4"'diLficOlt. to improve
be Suse ithas been going on for a very long time. A shortcoMin6

of

"-
-source of knOWle'dge about learnir4 is that usually' only cer-

ain of people have been educated, and' there has been a
olerance for failure in teaching. Particularly in 'mathematics .

an ente, education has been as much ,a process of selection as a
process of instruction.' Today, we want to develop instruction that
will work for a broader range of the population.'

Firobabl* the major sours e of the traditional teaching ideas as well as
a continuing source of ideas is introspectiOn into the instructor's. own
thihking and learning processes. The instructor or curriculum devel-,
oper is likely to be -.an unusual 'student, however, a strong and

+ ,,
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thriving survivor' of the selection . process. Therefore, these iotro-
a spections may not .be valid for the typical student. The same is
t r e". of preferences in learning experiences. Perhaps.tHe period of
enthvsiasm for discovery learning should beattribute,d! to a
tion of such personal preferences with a rationalization drawn from
cognitive ,developmental pqchology. Aside , from problems . arising

, from thg atypicality of-4he person doing the introspection., there are
problems creeted by the 'fact that only certain kinds of psythological
processes and knowledge). are -accessible to introspection. Saence,

- e ucators interested in "cognitive process instruction" ire beginning
to recognize that the expert scientist has a great deal of know)edge.

. in the form of conceptual .relationships and problem-solving -'skills
that does not appear in he overt instruction devised by That
scientist.

I ronicaily , it is this sal* kind of knowledge that I belieVe psycholo-
gists.

have to offer in science education, not the kind of knowledge
that psychologists ordinarily put in their courses or their,. textbooks.
Psychologists- -that is, the, elite of productive, research psycholo-
gists- -know how to investigate psychological questions. They can't
tell us much about developmental stages in major* scientific concepts
or about how scientific concepts are rearmed or most effectively
taught. Such topics have not been the subject of much \research
activity. But psychologists do .know how, to go about
science learning. They have a repertoire of conceptual _distinctions
and experimentl techniques that can be very effective. In fact, I

think we shall soon see very exciting results from the research pro-
grams of those few strong psychologists who, have chbsen to apply
the power of their own scientific tradition to the problems of science,
learning. Fortunately, it does seem possible to attract some of the
strongest' ppychological researchers of the, present generation to
these problems.

It is important to recognize that secial research must be done on
the questions of science learning. Since the situations and kinds of
behavjor that have been, researched in psychology are usually quite .

different from those *which pose educational problems, there cis quite
a lot of risk in making generalizations without undertaking researchto test the. validity of the generalizations. As a specific example,
Proces'sor Wirszup's recommendation of the European-style curriculum,
in which the instruction that we give in one year is spread out over
several years, reminded me of one of the classic findings of experi-
mental psychology: "distributed practice is better , than massed
practice." That is, psychological 'research might be taken to .sup-
port Professor Wirszup's opinion. .Howev.erf this research was done
on the learning of nonsense syllables over short periods of time,
which seems quite different from the learning of geometry. I, for
one, would. hesitate. to make the generalizatipn.

The background of research on nonsense syllables might help us
design a good analog experiment with geometry concepts. If we
found the generalization to hold true, it might still be th% case that
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the underlying mechanisms for the two phenomena are quite difkertent,
so that the generalization...is really only metaphorical. In the same
way, it is now- becoming evident that the patterns of thought to
which Piaget gave the name "formal operations" do not characteriie
an individual thinker so much as they characerize a; stage in the
mastery of any particular Conceptual- domain. Piaget's sypthetic
genius is not diminished by pointing out -that the patterns he

observed do not necessarily contain''the detail required,:for useful
guidance to, instruction.

Another- important point to remember' about psychdlogical theories is
that they are partial, isolating some aspect of the. whole for close

qh. analysis.). Trying to apply a single psychological theory as if
covered all the territory is likely to lead to disaster. Many of you
may have heard that behaviorism is pass;e, that the, fashion has
changed in psychology. It may seem that this is- the kind of revolu-
tion in our untlerstanding of human learning that plight justify aban-
doning .any curricula based on the former view. It is true that the
focus of current research activity in psychology has radically
changed) but that doesn't mean behaviorism was wrong. Skinner, in
his book Verbal Behavior, said that complete sentences are
reinforced. My generation has chosen too wonder what in the world
a complete sentence is that it is an entity thatiOn be reinforced.
Behaviorism dealt primarily with the motivational aspects of learning,
largely ignoring the constraints on what could be learned. Cognitive

"...psychology deals ,primarily with the structure and organization of
Ttarning, with those constraints, and largely ignores motivational
aspects of learning. Neither is wrong. Each is a partial view.

When behaviorist principles were applied to curriculum development,
it led to the proliferation of small objectives, in imitation of the, way
Skinner trained his pigeons to play ping-pOng. In§Nieral, it ,

probably a good idea" to specify objec-tives. But it is ver important
that small objectives actually add up to give the desired large objec-
tives. If your understanding of the skill you want to achieve is so

poor that the specified partial objectives miss the point, you, might
be bitter off muddling through in an 'Undirected fashion, in which
case' some activities might contribute to the important objectives that
you have been unable to specify. 1 think that most, q)bjections to

behaviorist curricula arise from the subjective judgment that the
specified objectives fail to capture the true nature of the subject "14'.

matter. In the behaviorist approach, the analysis of the skill into
trainable components: was an, art or craft sometimes called task
analysis. Today, it is becoming a subject of scientific investigation.

There is an interesting way in which basic aychological research-
may come to meet the subject matter expert in curFicuJum develop-
ment activities. It seems possible° that some of theresearch now
exploring the nature of expert knowledge in science will lead to
general, techniques for extracting and representing the knowledge
that people have. nch techniques might make the subject matter

, a
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expert's participation in curriculum development activities much more
efficient and productiVe*. .Eventually, we might also* develop an'
instructional technology which would convert such descriptions of
knowledge into effective teaching procedures. (AlternaNvelyei we
might embody that knowledge in computer programs and develop an

! entirely differ4nt set of zoals for human education.) Of course, it
is the .promise of achieving insight .into the generatature c1f humane
knowledge that makes this research attractive to go d psychologists.
If such great accomplishments occur -or even before they are
complete- -basic researchers in psychology can be expected to move
on to other problems. Meanwhile, if science educators can appreciate.
the fact that psychology is a basic science in its own right with its
own questions, historical -directions, and current research priorities-
not a field which exists soleIAto serve the needs of education,
management, or other fields of aati\2ity in which learning and perfor-
mance have practical importance, a useful period of collaboration
can probably emerge. Since an individual lifetime doesn't have room
for very; many serious -research investigations, many of those who
are attracted to problems in science education will spend their
research careers working on those problems. I am quite certain'that
reading education is Denefiting from having been the subject of a
fashion in psychological research. The potential is there for science''
education as' well. :Cs)
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